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 This dissertation proposes that West Indian contemporary male writers develop 

literary authority, or a voice that represents the nation, via a process of individuation. 

This process enables the contemporary male writer to unite the disparities of the 

matriarchal and patriarchal authorial traditions that inform his development of a 

distinctive creative identity. I outline three stages of authorial individuation that are 

inspired by Jung’s theory of individuation. The first is the contemporary male writer’s 

return to his nationalist forebears’ tradition to dissolve his persona, or identification 

with patriarchal authority; Fred D’Aguiar’s “The Last Essay About Slavery” and 

Feeding the Ghosts illustrate this stage. The second is his reconciliation of matriarchal 

(present) and patriarchal (past) traditions of literary authority via his encounter with his 

forebears’ feminized, raced shadow; Robert Antoni’s Blessed Is the Fruit evidences this 
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process. The third is the contemporary male writer’s renunciation of authority defined 

by masculinity, which emerges as his incorporation of the anima, or unconscious 

feminine; Marlon James’s The Book of Night Women exemplifies this final phase of his 

individuation.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Problem Statement 

 In Making Men: Gender, Literary Authority, and Women’s Writing in Caribbean 

Narrative (1999), Belinda Edmondson argues that canonical male West Indian 

nationalist writers obtained literary authority, or the authority to speak on behalf of the 

nation, by adopting Victorian standards of gentility to establish their masculinity. 

Edmondson contends that postcolonial West Indian women writers developed their 

authority in relation to these male writers’ authority, but did so in North America. 

Edmondson utilizes gender to frame both groups’ project of national representation. Yet 

since the publication of her book, critical studies centered on West Indian literary 

authority have focused largely on the nationalist generation of male writers.
1
 

Furthermore, West Indian women writers’ development of literary authority in North 

America and the Caribbean—the process by which they assumed what was the 

masculine privilege of speaking on behalf of the nation—remains to be historicized. 

Edmondson implies the discursive nature of literary production in her argument that 

women writers developed authority as a response to male writers’ authorization. 

However, little scholarship has addressed the role of women writers’ authority in the 

discursive project of contemporary national representation. Scholarly gaps such as these 

                                                
1 Recent examples include Nadi Edwards’s “Contexts, Criticism, and Quarrels: A Reflection on Edward 

Baugh’s ‘The West Indian Writer and His Quarrel with History’” (2012); Imraan Coovadia’s Authority 

and Authorship in V.S. Naipaul (2009); and Michelle Ann Stephens’s Black Empire: The Masculine 

Global Imaginary of Caribbean Intellectuals in the United States, 1914-1962 (2005).  
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limit our understanding of the region’s literary production and consequently, the 

discursive production of the region’s identity.    

 In this dissertation, I answer two questions that emerged as I read Making Men: 

“How might a contemporary West Indian male writer develop authority?” and “How 

might West Indian women writers’ authority figure in his development of authority?” 

These questions arose in response to Edmondson’s theory that the development of 

authority centers on desire for the literacy associated with patriarchal hegemony. I 

utilize aspects of Edmondson’s paradigm of literary authority to answer these questions. 

However, my theory challenges the notion that European gentility and thus masculinity 

remain the loci of contemporary male writers’ desire for literary authority. To answer 

the first question, I argue that the contemporary male writer develops authority in 

response to two factors: his inheritance of a nationalist tradition and a desire to 

distinguish himself from this tradition. I identify his responses to these factors as a 

process of individuation. To answer the second question, I suggest that women writers’ 

authority, which gained prominence as Caribbean feminist criticism emerged during the 

early 1990s, motivates the male writer’s individuation from his inheritance of masculine 

authority.  

 I envision individuation as a three-stage process in which the contemporary 

male writer returns to his forebears’ literary tradition to reconcile, and ultimately 

renounce, the essentialist gender divide that characterized West Indian literary 

authority. This process is a response to the contemporary male writer’s context—

namely the postmodern context defined by feminist literary authority—as well as to his 

position within a patriarchal West Indian literary tradition. I argue that the individuating 
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contemporary male writer pursues the dissolution of his forebears’ strict association of 

masculinity with literary authority. His dissolution of this traditional association and his 

incorporation of those aspects of his identity that it has obstructed—namely the 

feminized, raced shadow and the unconscious anima—facilitate the development of an 

authorial Self that can more adeptly represent the expanding continuum of West Indian 

identity. As authority factors into canonicity and thus into national identity, the 

contemporary male writer’s pursuit of an integrated authorial Self promises to 

strengthen the region’s project of national representation. I suggest that through the 

process of individuation, the contemporary male writer distinguishes himself by 

(re)making his voice within his inherited literary tradition, an argument that I hope 

broadens scholarly perspectives of both modern literary production and national 

representation in the Caribbean. 

Definitions 

In this study, “literary authority” or “authority” refers to what the Barbadian 

nationalist George Lamming terms “the occasion for speaking,” or the writer’s 

representation of the West Indian nation through literary production (23). I rely 

predominantly on the term “West Indian” to identify the region formerly colonized by 

Britain in which English was primarily spoken, but will also refer to it as “Caribbean,” 

“Anglophone Caribbean,” and “anglo-Caribbean.” I identify male authors by 

generation, e.g., “nationalist male writers” and “contemporary male writers.” Many of 

the nationalist male writers I refer to can also be termed “anticolonial writers,” or those 

male writers who explicitly advocated the West Indian nations’ independence from 

British rule. I use “women writers” to refer largely to postmodern female authors, many 
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of whom gained prominence as Caribbean feminist criticism developed throughout the 

1990s. The terms “feminist critics” and “women critics” are used interchangeably to 

refer to the feminist critics discussed in this study, as all happen to be women. The term 

“contemporary” refers to literature written during the 1990s and 2000s, such as those 

works I focus on here: Fred D’Aguiar’s “The Last Essay About Slavery” (1996) and 

Feeding the Ghosts (1997); Robert Antoni’s Blessed Is the Fruit (1997); and Marlon 

James’s The Book of Night Women (2009). I use “postmodern” to refer to a (literary) 

context that self-reflexively interrogates its cultural “truths.” “Individuation” refers to 

the contemporary male writer’s development of a unique authorial identity through the 

three stages I identify: those of his return, reconciliation, and renunciation. I detail the 

specific components of these stages in Chapter One, where I establish the 

psychoanalytical portion of my theoretical frame.  

Rationale for Study 

 I justify my extension of Edmondson’s project with her vision of the nation as a 

“discursive formation” (2). This concept underpins her argument that West Indian male 

nationalist writers’ efforts to obtain “gentlemanly” status elicited women writers’ 

development of literary authority. Edmondson’s argument is founded upon the idea that 

national representation is generated by discursive activity. Here, I assert that the 

contemporary male writer’s development of authority is also discursively shaped. I 

suggest that postmodern women writers’ authority contributes to the development of 

these male writers’ authority. I think this is an important suggestion, for it speaks to the 

critical debate regarding Making Men’s implication that Caribbean women writers had 

little literary presence prior to their identification as part of African-American women 
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writers’ literary history.
2
 Furthermore, it serves to historicize the discursive activity of 

feminine authority.  

 I examine Fred D’Aguiar’s Feeding the Ghosts (1997), Robert Antoni’s Blessed 

Is the Fruit (1997), and Marlon James’s The Book of Night Women (2009) because they 

are all contemporary works of historical fiction by male writers that feature female 

protagonists. These novels seem inspired by a contradictory idea: they resume the 

nationalist, traditionally masculine project of historicizing the nation via the novel, but 

they do so through a feminine perspective. These contemporary authors’ reiteration of 

this contradictory project over the course of fifteen years seemingly echoes nationalist 

male writers’ representation of the feminized nation. However, I argue that D’Aguiar’s, 

Antoni’s, and James’s reiteration of the nationalist project enables them to negotiate 

their forebears’ tradition of associating masculinity with authority and femininity with 

the nation. I also contend that these narratives’ incorporation of female protagonists 

illustrates the role of feminine authority in contemporary male writers’ individuation. I 

utilize D’Aguiar’s “The Last Essay About Slavery” to exemplify the contemporary 

male writer’s position as inheritor or offspring of his forebears’ literary tradition prior to 

the outset of his individuation. 

 I chose these specific texts because I believe they most clearly exemplify each 

stage of the contemporary male writer’s individuation. However, they are not the only 

texts by West Indian contemporary male writers that feature female protagonists. In 

                                                
2 In Twentieth-Century Caribbean Literature: Critical Moments in Anglophone Literary History (2006), 
Alison Donnell contends that by “deftly grafting African-American theory and history onto the model of 

Caribbean women’s writing, Edmondson effectively writes over than writing about Caribbean feminist 

aesthetics…it is her replacement of an assumed absence in terms of a Caribbean literary past with an 

African-American presence that confirms the idea of Caribbean women’s literary silence before 1970 and 

the necessity of a theoretical substitution” (134-35).  
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Cambridge (1993), for example, one of Kittian-British author Caryl Phillips’s two 

narrators is a 19
th
-century Englishwoman named Emily Cartwright; the other is 

Cambridge, a male slave. The existence of this literary trend, i.e., of contemporary West 

Indian male writers featuring women’s voices in texts that revisit the trauma of 

colonialism, intimates the persistence of the “woman-as-nation” metaphor, a 

characteristic of male nationalist writers’ fiction. I suggest that it also indicates the 

revision of this metaphor. In “Anglophone and Francophone Fiction by Caribbean 

Women: Redefining ‘Female Identity’” (1997), Kathleen Balutansky identifies the 

contemporary West Indian woman writer’s desire to “locate a coherent speaking 

subject” that “reject[s] the self-centered (male) norm that postmodernism dismantles” 

(270). Balutansky characterizes the contemporary West Indian female protagonist as 

one that simultaneously embodies postcolonial and postmodern identities’ agency and 

complexity respectively (270). Similarly, novels such as Phillips’s appear to revise the 

“woman-as-nation” metaphor by featuring the female protagonist as a discrete (id)entity 

that negotiates divisions, both between nations and within selves. I utilize the singular 

phrase “contemporary male writer” to refer to D’Aguiar’s, Antoni’s, and James’s 

specific negotiations of the three stages of individuation. However, I suggest that the 

theory of individuation promoted in my analyses of these three writers’ texts can be 

extended to other works. I return to a more specific discussion of this topic in my 

conclusion. 

Edmondson cites “the specificity of colonial relationships in the Caribbean” to 

justify her focus on the Anglophone Caribbean in her theory of Victorian literary 

influence (8). She states that in the Anglophone Caribbean, “the way that English-
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speaking West Indians view blackness is in large part determined by their relationship 

to Englishness” (7). Edmondson explains that masculinity and race figured into 

specifically English assumptions about the colonies’ potential for independence and 

became conflated during the process of nationalist male writers’ authorization. I base 

my argument on the premise that contemporary male writers inherited this tradition of 

authority steeped in English colonial assumptions, yet negotiate these colonial ghosts 

partly via the matriarchal authority that defines their present context. As such, this 

project’s geographical scope is limited to the West Indian region and its diaspora.  

This geographical focus facilitates my analysis of D’Aguiar’s, Antoni’s, and 

James’s imagined histories in relation to the writers’ Caribbean contexts. Making Men 

proposes a paradigm of literary authority founded on nationalist male writers’ 

intellectual, if not physical, exile; and it argues that women writers’ response to this 

authority was their migration to the United States. Edmondson states that women 

writers’ migration enabled them to “address yet revise” the “interpellated meanings of 

manhood and cultural authority” that male writers obtained from nineteenth-century 

British intellectual discourse, and she theorizes that this migration ironically established 

the “West Indianness” of women writers’ texts (5). Making Men identifies the rationale 

for male writers’ exile as being very different from that of women writers’ migration: 

male writers’ exile facilitated national independence, whereas women writers’ exile 

“fused issues of West Indian national identity to specifically female issues of survival” 

(8, 11).  

In this model, male writers’ externally conferred authority appears to facilitate 

their power within their native context, whereas women writers’ externally developed 
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authority seems premised on their navigation of an unfamiliar context. The potential 

implication is that “West Indianness” alone cannot support the development of literary 

authority. However, the West Indian context is central to my argument. I suggest that 

the contemporary male writer develops authority through a return to the patriarchal 

nationalist tradition, as well as through a discursive relationship to his present context, 

which is defined by feminine authority. I hold that while both these traditions may have 

been shaped by external forces, they have been incorporated into West Indian literary 

history, which in turn informs contemporary constructions of nation. In other words, I 

argue that the contemporary male writer’s development of literary authority takes place 

through his discursive relationships to both the past and the present. This view of 

literary authority as discursively constructed within the postcolonial West Indian 

literary context asserts that “West Indianness” and/or its context can sustain the 

development of contemporary literary authority.    

I also locate my study in a West Indian context because the regional feminist 

criticism I discuss establishes the “West Indianness” of women’s writing by localizing 

it. As literary scholars began to construct a West Indian feminist paradigm, they 

validated women’s writing and the region’s literary production. Initially, this critical 

paradigm was situated in a local context; criticism centered on the production of 

women’s literature within this context also affirmed its critical value. Feminist critics’ 

discursive relocation of women’s writing from North America to the Caribbean 

identified the region as a site of literary production. In turn, this move established 

women writers’ authority and connected them to the project of national construction. I 
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continue to affirm the critical value and literary production of the region by 

contextualizing my study within the West Indies and its diaspora.  

Finally, I situate my study in the West Indian context to suggest that the critical 

localization of women’s writing encouraged male writers to more fully interrogate what 

they initially seemed to view as the pleasures of intellectual exile. The first generation 

of postcolonial male writers demonstrated an increasing interest in local forms that 

critics would later associate with women’s writing. Norval Edwards identifies “critical 

concerns with questions of language, vernacular aesthetics and the oral-scribal 

dialectic” that appeared in the work of writers such as Mervyn Morris, Kenneth 

Ramchand, and Edward Baugh in the latter half of the 1960s and throughout the 1970s 

(117). I propose that the presence of characteristics associated with women’s writing in 

D’Aguiar’s, Antoni’s, and James’s works indicates male writers’ continued interest in 

authoring the nation through the lens of the West Indian context. The presence of such 

characteristics in their work also lends credence to my theory that contemporary male 

writers develop authority partly in response to the postcolonial literary context that is 

closely associated with women’s writing.  

 I emphasize the importance of the West Indian context in women writers’ 

development of authority by departing from Making Men’s theory that theirs was 

shaped primarily by African-American feminist authority. Indeed, West Indian 

women’s literature was initially considered part of African-American women’s 

literature, and read through an African-American critical frame. In Making Men, 

Edmondson states that she finds “essentializing blackness as a formal property of 

critical knowledge” problematic (84). Still, though West Indian feminist criticism had 
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been well established by the time Making Men was published in 1999, the text reads 

West Indian women’s literature through an African-American critical framework, as 

West Indian women’s literature and feminist theory emerged from “the experience of 

being black and female in North America” (83). However, even African-American 

women’s literature appears to distinguish this experience by region.
3
  

 This project maintains that distinction. Edmondson argues that unlike nationalist 

male writers, women writers were faced with a “corresponding lack of a female 

tradition therein,” which had to be “counterbalanced by their inheritance of African-

American feminist narratives as immigrant American subjects” (11-12). She supports 

the theory that women writers sought authorial refuge in African-American feminism 

because West Indian “female subjectivity lies outside of the paradigm” of masculine 

authority (83). This idea counters to some degree the earlier statement that “black West 

Indian women were perceived to have the traits that Englishmen associated with men” 

(8); that is, West Indian women’s performance of gender was more masculine than 

feminine. In short, Making Men seems to imply that West Indian women’s 

literature/feminist criticism could not have survived without an African-American 

feminist paradigm. I view African- American female subjectivity and women’s 

authority as defined by the United States’ unique context; it seems reasonable to think 

of West Indian women writers’ authority as defined by their unique context as well. As 

                                                
3 One literary work that supports this assertion is African-American writer Toni Cade Bambara’s short 

story “The Lesson.” In it, the African-American female protagonist Sylvia attempts to reestablish her 
power when confronted with the reality of her economic dispossession by taking her friend and neighbor 

Sugar and “terroriz[ing] the West Indian kids and tak[ing] their hair ribbons and their money too” (qtd. in 

Charters 60-61). The short story explores Sylvia’s awareness of her position as an African-American 

female. The West Indian kids’ “hair ribbons” indicate that they are also female; the antagonism between 

Sylvia and Sugar and the West Indian girls implies their different experiences of gender and ethnicity.   
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feminist critic Evelyn O’Callaghan states in Woman Version: Theoretical Approaches 

to West Indian Fiction by Women (1993), aspects of female identity are “alter[ed] by 

recontextualization to create a unique literary entity” (11). My theory that West Indian 

feminist authority factors into male writers’ revision of an inherited patriarchal tradition 

is founded upon the significance of the local context. I emphasize that West Indian 

feminist critics established the literature’s authority largely by distinguishing West 

Indian experiences of gender and race from African- American experiences of the same. 

That is, they recognized that an African-American feminist theoretical frame could not 

sufficiently convey West Indian experiences of race and gender, and thus adapted it to 

construct a distinctive West Indian critical paradigm that could do so. My use of a West 

Indian feminist critical frame maintains the distinction between the two feminist critical 

paradigms.  

 In this study, I read the presence of features that characterize West Indian 

women’s writing as the contemporary male writer’s awareness of matriarchal authority. 

I rely on West Indian feminist criticism to identify these features, as theory formalizes 

the discourse centered on its subject. In Twentieth-Century Caribbean Literature: 

Critical Moments in Anglophone Literary History (2006), Alison Donnell states that the 

emergence of a West Indian feminist critical frame in the early 1990s “consolidated and 

circulated” themes in women’s literature that enhanced its visibility (131). I consider 

those features/themes that traditionally characterize West Indian women’s writing 

representative of feminine authority. Rather than citing specific examples of women’s 

literature, I think it more efficient to utilize the critical discourse that initially 

“consolidated and circulated” these characteristics. Thus the features of women’s 
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writing that I argue represent the contemporary male writer’s awareness of matriarchal 

authority are those identified in feminist criticism.  

 My argument centers on the discursive formation of literary authority in the 

contemporary West Indian context. Thus I would like to think that my use of West 

Indian feminist criticism will contribute to historicizing the efforts of what O’Callaghan 

identifies as “the small but hardworking group of critics that has put women’s writing 

very much on the map” (8). As I have explained, these critics reclaimed West Indian 

women’s writing from the African-American feminist literary tradition by establishing a 

specifically West Indian feminist theoretical frame through which to read it. They 

transcended the suspicion of literary theory that pervaded the West Indian canon at the 

time to develop what Michael Bucknor and Alison Donnell describe as an “emergent 

rapport,” one that was less grounded in a “centre and periphery distribution of 

intellectual power” within the critical community (xxviii). The inclusion of West Indian 

feminist critical voices in this study acknowledges these critics’ important work. To this 

end, the appendix of this dissertation includes full transcripts of my interviews with 

Evelyn O’Callaghan, Sandra Pouchet Paquet, and Elaine Savory. 

 Though I assert the value of a Caribbean critical perspective, the theory of 

literary individuation I develop here draws from a number of non-Caribbean sources, 

including Austrian Sigmund Freud’s theory of psychosexual development, specifically 

the oedipal family drama; his Swiss protégé Carl Jung’s theory of individuation; and the  

conception of Caribbean literary authority as conferred via interactions between 

imperial fathers and their colonial sons seems closely related to Bloom’s perspective, 

which draws upon Freudian psychoanalytic theory. Bloom’s theory of poetic influence 
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is based upon six kinds of “misreadings” of the developing (English) poet’s 

predecessor; each misreading centers on or creates conflicts that can speak to those 

inherent in the process of Victorian authorization. I do not cite Bloom’s theory 

extensively or utilize these misreadings in my textual analyses; however, I wish to 

acknowledge the influence of his work on my theory of individuation.  

 My theory of the contemporary male writer’s individuation relies upon Carl 

Jung’s principles of individuation. Jung viewed the process of individuation as one that 

implicates the community and the “collective unconscious,” those “mythologems, 

legends, fairy-tale motifs and other images that express universal modes of human 

perception and behavior,” in the individual’s integration of the personality’s “conscious 

and unconscious parts” (Mattoon 35, 172). Jung conceived of individuation as a process 

that individuals could pursue but never complete (Mattoon 173). The goal of 

individuation was “wholeness—completeness and undividedness—of personality” that 

Jung identifies as “the better and more complete fulfillment of the collective 

(archetypal) qualities of the human being” (qtd. in Mattoon 172-73). I utilize Jung’s 

terms to discuss the three stages of the contemporary male writer’s individuation: his 

reliance upon a persona during his return to his forebears’ tradition; his recognition of 

the shadow of matriarchal authority that haunts his literary patriarchs’ tradition; and his 

integration of the anima that characterizes his renunciation of their association of 

masculinity with literary authority. I undertake a more detailed explanation of these 

concepts and stages in Chapter One, where I establish my theoretical frame. Here, I 

wish to present my rationale for the use of Western-based psychoanalytic concepts, 

namely Jung’s theory of individuation.  
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 In “Psychoanalysis in Caribbean Literature,” Whitney Bly Edwards states that 

“psychoanalysis is, arguably, an underused critical approach in Caribbean literature” 

(314). Edwards suggests that the main reason for this is that:  

…some literary deployments of psychoanalysis itself might be seen as 

privileging examinations of the universality of literature, or a Western-

based model of family and individual identity, that may be considered 

too non-specific to be useful in criticism of a body of literature, such as 

Caribbean literature, that emphasizes particularized experiences with 

regard to geographic location, history and culture. (314) 

Indeed, Freud, Jung, and Bloom have been instrumental in reading primarily Western 

literature. I wish to note that Bloom specifically addressed Caribbean literature in his 

anthology Caribbean Women Writers (1997). In his commentary “The Analysis of 

Women Writers,” Bloom acknowledges the feminist critical response to his anxiety of 

influence theory set forth in The Anxiety of Influence (1971), which focused exclusively 

on Western canonical male writers:  

Someone who has been raised to that bad eminence—The Patriarchal 

Critic—is well advised that he trespasses upon sacred ground when he 

ventures to inquire whether indeed there are indisputable differences, 

imaginative and cognitive, between the literary works of women and 

those of men. If these differences are so substantial as pragmatically to 

make an authentic difference, does that in turn make necessary different 

aesthetic standards for judging the achievements of men and of women 

writers? (xiii)  
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I do not wish to delve into Bloom’s argument concerning gender and/or the feminist 

critical response to The Anxiety of Influence. However, I do think he raises a valid 

question, and I think a similar one can be asked about the application of Western-based 

psychoanalysis to Caribbean literature: do contextual differences necessitate the 

development of a theory that is unique to each context?  

My response to this question is that literature and theory invite modification. In 

my view, the literary work or theory that lacks interpretive flexibility tends to disappear. 

I think back to my earlier discussion regarding standards of African-American feminism 

that were modified to create a critical frame for West Indian women’s literature. Yet as 

with any theory that facilitates literary analysis, those standards had to exist in order to 

be modified; and they could be modified to accommodate West Indian literature. 

Nineteenth-century psychoanalyst Freud cited literature by Sophocles and Shakespeare 

to illustrate his theories of human sexual desire. Indeed, though these works were 

separated by centuries and cultures, they contained themes that exemplified Freud’s 

ideas. Similarly, Caribbean literary analysis has relied upon the Prospero-Caliban 

relationship in Shakespeare’s The Tempest as a metaphor for the psychology of 

colonization, though the play’s location cannot be ascertained.
4
  

More pertinent to this study is the work of Frantz Fanon, arguably the most 

prominent psychoanalytic theorist in Caribbean letters. Fanon was trained as a 

psychiatrist in Lyons, France. Alice Cherki, a contemporary of Fanon and author of 

Frantz Fanon: A Portrait (2006), states that “Fanon possessed a tremendous intuition 

                                                
4 On The Shakespeare Blog, Sylvia Morris writes that Shakespeare is “deliberately contradictory and 

evasive when describing the magical island, and theatre companies have always grasped the imaginative 

possibilities it presents.”  
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about the unconscious and a great erudition in psychoanalytic theory” (2). This 

knowledge of Western-based psychoanalytic theory served as the foundation for Black 

Skin, White Masks (1952) and The Wretched of the Earth (1961), which both explored 

the consequences of racism. In them, Fanon argued that “a racist culture prohibits 

psychological health in the black man” (Poulos). Fanon’s apparent goal was to examine 

a specific population’s psychological response to contextual factors, rather than to 

create a unique psychological frame with which to read this response. He modified the 

theory to suit his purposes. Likewise, I believe that Jung’s Western-based 

psychoanalytic theory can be modified in a contextually sensitive manner to suit this 

particular study of contemporary male writers’ individuation.  

Admittedly (and ironically, given their similarities), I did not have Fanon’s work 

in mind as I developed my theory of individuation; initially, I intended to refer to his 

use of psychoanalysis to justify my use of it in this study. However, in reviewing “On 

National Culture” from The Wretched of the Earth, I saw many similarities to what I 

imagine as contemporary male writers’ process of individuation. For example, there are 

three “phases” in the development of national culture: in the first, the artist, which 

Fanon identifies as “the native intellectual,” illustrates that he has “assimilated the 

culture of the occupying culture”; in the second, he “decides to remember what he is”; 

in the third, he develops “a fighting literature, a revolutionary literature, and a national 

literature” (178-79). The processes in these “phases” can be likened to the stages I 

identify in the contemporary male writers’ process of individuation. For example, 

Fanon’s first stage involves the native intellect’s focus on the “occupying culture”; 

similarly, I argue that the masculine persona’s return to his forebears’ tradition is a 
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return to their Victorian authorization and thus colonial authority. Just as the native 

intellectual recalls his primary identification with the nation in the second phase of 

Fanon’s theory of cultural development, the contemporary male writer progresses 

toward his goal of a singular creative Self by recognizing his forebears’ shadow as the 

matriarchal authority that “parents” one half of his authorial identity. Fanon 

characterizes the third phase by the emergence of a national literature; similarly, the 

contemporary male writer’s integration of the unconscious feminine permits the 

emergence of the feminized nation’s historical narrative. Both theories center on male 

creativity, and both theorize masculine representations of nation. On that note, I wish to 

reiterate my theory’s focus on contemporary male writers’ discursive relationships to 

both patriarchal and matriarchal authorities. Though my theory bears similarities to 

Fanon’s, I hope these similarities do not lead to the erroneous impression that national 

representation is an exclusively masculine enterprise; and I hope they do not suggest 

that male artists’ creativity should be privileged. I read the two as part of a history of the 

contextually sensitive application of psychoanalysis to theorize national representation. 

I consider Fanon’s work a theoretical model that helps to justify my study’s reliance on 

psychoanalytic principles.  

 I also wish to address criticism directed toward Jung’s psychoanalytic 

perspective. In “Jung: A Racist” (1988), Farhad Dalal argues that Jung’s “perception of 

black people is racist and these same views permeate the entire fabric of Jung’s 

psychological theory” (263). Dalal interrogates what he views as the 

“curious…selective reading of Jung that has taken place” on the part of Jungian 

psychologists (263). He cites Jung extensively to identify the theory’s inherent 
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Eurocentrism. Jo Collins also takes issue with Jung’s view of Africa in “‘Shadow 

Selves’: Jung, Africa and the Psyche” (2009). She argues that “for Jung, Africa and its 

inhabitants represented the ‘primitive’, the unconscious, ‘the other’, which then enabled 

him to conjecture about the nature of the European psyche” (69). Collins identifies the 

dualisms that Jungian psychology promoted through its polarization of Europe and “the 

other,” which were ultimately “implicated in contemporary imperialistic discourses 

which posited European superiority” (69-70).  

Psychoanalytic theorists have also responded to charges of racism such as these. 

Paul Gordon opens his contextualization of notable psychoanalytic theorists’ apparent 

racism in “Psychoanalysis and Racism: Some Further Thoughts” (2004) with the 

following conclusion:  

I have come to accept a division between the world of the consulting 

room and clinical practice and the political and social world. Whatever 

insights psychoanalysis might have, whatever validity its theories may 

hold, these are not to be applied to the world at large but are limited in 

application to the clinical encounter and to the immediate context of the 

individual. (294, italics mine)  

In “Comment on Farhad Dalal’s ‘Jung: A Racist’” (1988), Charles Rycroft praises 

Dalal’s argument’s “verve”; however, he qualifies that praise with the observation that 

“Jung’s ethnocentric arrogant attitude toward ‘savages’ and ‘primitives’” was 

“universal…among European intellectuals of his generation” (280). Rycroft identifies 

these intellectuals’ belief in a “bogus Darwinism” until the 1930s, and notes its 

appearance in works by other notable theorists such as Freud and Wilhelm Reich (280). 
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In “Comments on Farhad Dalal’s ‘Jung: A Racist’” (1988), Andrew Samuels also 

praises Dalal’s passionate argument, but suggests that it take into consideration the 

following: that “Jung’s overall perspective was symbolic”; that “[Jung] went in search 

of his ‘primitives’ because he felt that they had retained something of value which 

modern Western man has lost”; and that Jung was a “pioneer” in the “re-estimation of 

Eastern culture and religion” (281). Like Rycroft, Samuels points out that “Jung was a 

child of his own historical time” (281). These critics’ responses advocate a contextually 

sensitive application of Jungian theory, and serve as a guideline for my use of the same 

in this study. 

 Edwards comments on applications of Jungian theory to Caribbean literature: 

“Jung’s idea of the collective unconscious has further significance with regard to the 

study of Caribbean literature in particular, as it allows for the examination of the 

relationship between a culture’s experiences—including those linked to its location and 

history—and its literature” (315). She also observes that when psychoanalysis has been 

used in Caribbean literary criticism, it has been limited largely to analyses centered on 

the trauma of colonialism (314). In light of this observation, I think it all the more 

appropriate to view D’Aguiar’s, Antoni’s, and James’s inheritance of literary authority 

through a psychoanalytic lens, as there is a precedent for its application to narratives of 

historical fiction such as those I address here.  

Psychoanalytic theory also speaks to the (human) issues of patriarchal authority 

and influence, inheritance, and individuation discussed in this project. Edwards closes 

her argument for Jungian theory’s value in Caribbean critical praxis with this statement: 

“Recognizing how myth, ritual, and archetypes are incorporated into different literatures 
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across cultures helps recognize a universal quality of literary themes and narrative 

strategies [such as romance]. However, examination of these literary elements need not 

refuse a valuation of historical and contextual specificities” (315). I wish to conclude 

my rationale for the use of Jung’s principles of individuation with a related sentiment, 

which is my hope that this study’s application of psychoanalysis to colonial trauma and 

to issues of literary authority might illustrate its potential value and support the case for 

its more frequent application in Caribbean literary analysis.  

Organization of Study 

 In Chapter One, I establish the theoretical frame for my study by first outlining 

West Indian nationalist male writers’ tradition of literary authorization. To do this, I 

rely primarily on Belinda Edmondson’s Making Men, in which she explains that 

Victorian male writers “authorized” nationalist writers to represent the nation. I then 

focus on the relationship between feminist criticism and the “boom” in West Indian 

women’s writing that took place during the latter half of the 1980s and throughout the 

1990s. As I have noted, feminist criticism facilitated women writers’ authority by 

making the literature a subject of critical inquiry. I locate those characteristics of 

women’s writing associated with feminine authority in texts by contemporary male 

writers via seminal theoretical texts such as Out of the Kumbla: Caribbean Women and 

Literature (1990) by Carole Boyce Davies and Elaine Savory Fido and Woman Version: 

Theoretical Approaches to West Indian Fiction by Women (1993) by Evelyn 

O’Callaghan. I also highlight contemporary critical theories utilized in my analyses, 

such as Donette Francis’s in Fictions of Feminine Citizenship: Sexuality and the Nation 

in Contemporary Caribbean Literature (2010). I complete this theoretical framework 
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by modifying Jungian psychoanalytic concepts to describe the three stages of the 

contemporary male writer’s authorial individuation: his return to his forebears’ 

tradition; his reconciliation of masculine and feminine authorities via encounters with 

the gendered, raced shadow; and finally, his renunciation of his forebears’ association 

of masculinity with authority through an incorporation of the anima, or feminine aspect 

of the masculine self.  

 In Chapter Two, I utilize this psychoanalytic frame to perform close readings of 

Fred D’Aguiar’s “The Last Essay About Slavery” and Feeding the Ghosts. I contend 

that both works exemplify the first stage in the contemporary male writer’s 

individuation: a return to his nationalist forebears’ patriarchal literary tradition. I 

explain that at the outset of this stage, the male writer identifies this tradition as a legacy 

of literary authority, and in so doing situates himself as its offspring. The contemporary 

male writer’s search for agency within this tradition entails the expansion of his sole 

identity as offspring, which initiates the process of individuation. He expands his 

identity as offspring by resuming his literary patriarchs’ authority and traditions, which 

enables him to assume the agency of creator. In doing so, he renegotiates his public 

identity as the masculine authorial persona. This is “the face that one presents to the 

world, in order to gain recognition and social approval” (Mattoon 17). I suggest that his 

patriarchal forebears serve as the contemporary male writer’s primary models for his 

development of a persona because of their canonical status, which indicates the degree 

to which their authority, which is associated with their performance of masculinity, has 

met with public approval.  
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My textual analysis first illustrates that D’Aguiar’s “The Last Essay About 

Slavery” echoes nationalist male writers’ claim to literary authority via their 

performance of Victorian gentility, which included their knowledge of Western culture. 

This performance enabled them to establish their masculinity. I then argue that 

D’Aguiar’s Feeding the Ghosts evidences the contemporary male writer’s identification 

with the masculine authorial persona through his return to his forebears’ contradictory 

project of national construction: maintaining masculine authority while representing the 

feminized nation. I contend that the novel’s representation of the female protagonist 

Mintah reflects this return. I utilize both the essay and the novel to provide the 

contemporary male writer’s perspective of this process through the viewpoints of the 

male author and female narrator respectively.  

In Chapter Three, I analyze Robert Antoni’s Blessed Is the Fruit to illustrate the 

second stage of individuation: the contemporary male writer’s attempt to reconcile his 

masculine persona with the shadow of feminine authority. The autonomous shadow 

consists of “psychic contents that a person prefers not to show or even to acknowledge” 

largely due to the person’s fear of their potential for embarrassment (Mattoon 28-29). I 

explain that at this stage, the contemporary male writer, who has begun to develop his 

identity as creator through his return to his forebears’ patriarchal tradition, recognizes 

this tradition’s shadow of matriarchal authority as his creative Self’s putative matriarch. 

His primary identification with patriarchal authority and assumption of a persona are 

processes that sustain his forebears’ association of masculinity with creativity. The 

contemporary male writer in this second stage unsettles this association by 

acknowledging his forebears’ shadow of matriarchal authority, which also defines his 
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postmodern context. In recognizing the shadow, he interrogates the creative potential of 

his primary identification with masculine authority.  

 This is a necessary process, for the contemporary male writer’s literary context 

differs greatly from that of his nationalist forebears. The heroic role his forebears often 

assumed in relation to their feminized context affirmed their masculine authority. 

However, the contemporary male writer relates to a postcolonial context that no longer 

necessitates the masculine authority’s heroism. I identify the contemporary male 

writer’s postmodern context as one closely associated with women writers’ literary 

authority, which is associated with the local “folk” of the feminized nation. Blessed Is 

the Fruit identifies Lilla and Vel as the raced “halves” of the feminized West Indian 

nation. Their relationship constitutes what Derek Walcott identifies in “The Muse of 

History” as “two great worlds, like the halves of a fruit seamed by its own bitter juice” 

(64). I explain their narratives as the contemporary male writer’s attempt to establish a 

dialogue with the postmodern feminine. Lilla’s and Vel’s constructions reflect the male 

writer’s interrogation of his patriarchs’ “shadowing” of matriarchal authority. I explain 

that Lilla serves as an authorial double that mirrors the encounter between male writer 

and the postmodern feminine via her construction of Vel, who represents the shadow of 

the feminized “folk” that the contemporary male writer’s forebears viewed as a threat to 

their masculine authority.  

 In Chapter Four, I utilize Marlon James’s The Book of Night Women to illustrate 

the final stage in the contemporary male writer’s process of individuation: his 

renunciation of patriarchal literary authority. In this stage, the contemporary male 

writer has established his creative agency via his return to his forebears’ authority, and 
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he has begun to distinguish his authorial identity through his encounter with his 

forebears’ shadow of the feminized folk. In this final stage, the male writer draws closer 

to synthesizing the selves into an individuated Self by incorporating the anima, or the 

unconscious feminine aspect of the masculine self. The anima “mediate[s] between a 

man’s ego and his inner world” (Mattoon 56). The anima has the power to negotiate the 

selves the contemporary male writer has realized during the process of individuation: it 

moderates his relationship to the patriarchal tradition that defined his persona; and it 

manages the anxieties that emerge as he recognizes the feminized nation’s role in his 

development of a singular creative identity.  

 I argue that the protagonist Lilith serves as an authorial double that mirrors the 

contemporary male writer’s incorporation of the anima. Her construction as authorial 

double signifies his former persona’s synthesis with the shadow of the feminized nation. 

Her “authenticity” evidences his ability to resolve the conflict that the feminized folk 

presented to his patriarchal forebears’ authority and thus to his masculine authorial 

persona. I read James’s construction of Lilith as a co-author within and outside of the 

text as the contemporary male writer’s ability to identify his place within his forebears’ 

tradition, yet resist identification with their association of masculinity with authority. 

Finally, I explain that as an authorial double, Lilith facilitates the contemporary male 

writer’s revision of the masculine authority’s role in national representation. He 

destabilizes the notion of the singular masculine authority by (re)constructing a mythos 

centered on the matriarch’s role in national construction.  

 In the conclusion, I summarize the outcomes of the three textual analyses to 

respond to the questions I asked at the study’s outset. I suggest ways in which the 
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theory of individuation might benefit scholarship regarding contemporary West Indian 

literary production and national representation, and I suggest how this study will 

facilitate analysis of texts similar to those discussed here, such as Cambridge by Caryl 

Phillips.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

(RE)MAKING MEN: A THEORETICAL FRAME FOR AUTHORIAL 

INDIVIDUATION 

 In this chapter, I establish the critical framework for my analyses of D’Aguiar’s, 

Antoni’s, and James’s works in Chapters Two, Three, and Four respectively. I first 

outline nationalist male writers’ development of literary authority to establish the 

patriarchal tradition that I consider contemporary male writers’ literary inheritance. I 

highlight the relationship between the West Indian male nationalist writer’s authority 

and Victorian debates about colonial independence. For the Victorians, the question of 

whether or not West Indians were capable of self-leadership was resolved via the 

nationalist male writer’s ability to demonstrate his knowledge of Western culture. I then 

discuss the nationalist male writer’s relationship to and role in the feminized Caribbean 

that emerged in his representation of the nation. The anxiety that his work might be 

feminized was heightened by his Victorian authorization, which was invested with the 

colonial power’s fear of the colonized Other. I suggest that this anxiety haunts the 

contemporary male writer’s authorial inheritance, and might serve as a catalyst for his 

“remaking” of literary authority via individuation. 

 In the second section, I address women writers’ development of literary 

authority. I discuss Edmondson’s theory of West Indian women writers’ development of  
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authority, which argues that African-American feminism and the North American 

context were central to this development, and I extend these ideas to examine how West 

Indian women’s writing is presently figured in African-American literature. Next, I 

provide a brief overview of texts and themes that are central to feminist interpretations 

of West Indian women’s writing; I then establish the relationship between the 

postmodern West Indian context and matriarchal authority. Finally, I detail Donette 

Francis’s concept of the antiromance to exemplify postmodern women’s writing; this 

concept counters the romantic, heteronormative plot that appears in nationalist writing. I 

read contemporary male writers’ incorporation of matriarchal authority, which includes 

aspects of the antiromance, as evidence of the second and third stages of authorial 

individuation.  

 In the final section, I detail the three stages of individuation that my textual 

analyses illustrate. I first provide an overview of individuation and establish its 

relationship to creativity. Utilizing Jung’s concepts of individuation to ground my 

discussion, I then describe the first stage of authorial individuation, which I envision as 

the contemporary male writer’s return to his forebears’ patriarchal tradition. I identify 

the contemporary male writer’s return to this tradition as his interrogation of his 

masculine persona. In this stage, he exists in a pleromatic state; i.e., as the offspring 

who has adopted the persona of masculine authority and thus lacks a distinctive voice 

within his forebears’ tradition. I then establish the connection between this state and the 

liminal realm, as the concept of liminality appears particularly in my analyses of 

D’Aguiar’s and Antoni’s works in Chapters Two and Three respectively. The second 

stage of the contemporary male writer’s individuation is his reconciliation of masculine 
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and feminine authorities via his encounter with the patriarchal tradition’s shadow of 

matriarchal authority. This tradition constructed matriarchal authority as the shadow; 

the argument establishes that the contemporary male writer encounters this inherited 

shadow via an authorial double. To do so, I illustrate the similarities between the 

shadow and the double. The double’s relative anonymity provides the contemporary 

male writer an opportunity to engage with the shadow in a less public and thus less 

threatening manner. In the third stage of authorial individuation, the contemporary male 

writer renounces his identification with patriarchal authority. I utilize the concept of the 

male psyche’s anima, which is the unconscious contrasexual aspect of the male psyche, 

to explain that the contemporary male writer’s recognition of this aspect of his identity 

illustrates the dissolution of his primary identification with his masculine forebears’ 

masculine authority.  

Nationalist Male Writers’ Development of Literary Authority 

In this section, I utilize Belinda Edmondson’s Making Men to explain how the 

nationalist male writer obtained literary authority, and I quote from West Indian 

nationalist writer George Lamming’s essay “The Occasion for Speaking,” which 

appeared in The Pleasures of Exile (1960), to illustrate Edmondson’s theory. 

Edmondson argues that West Indian nationalist male writers such as Lamming and V.S. 

Naipaul derived their literary authority, or the authority to speak on behalf of the nation, 

through an imagined discursive relationship to Victorian literature. The Pleasures of 

Exile was published on the eve of West Indian decolonization; in “The Occasion for 

Speaking,” Lamming surveys his career as a nationalist writer who feels that he has 

“lost my place, or my place has lost me” (50). His words illustrate the nationalist male 
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writer’s struggle to maintain his literary authority at the decolonizing moment, and in 

doing so suggests the significance of this authority for these writers. One of Lamming’s 

first points is the role English culture plays in the nationalist male writer’s bid for 

authority; he states that “each exile…has to win the approval of Headquarters, meaning 

in the case of the West Indian writer, England” (24). Though he intends to highlight the 

fact’s irony, Lamming depicts nationalist writers’ veneration of English culture in 

religious terms such as “sacred,” “divine,” “tabernacle,” and “summit” (27). Their 

knowledge of this culture enabled them to obtain authority. Though ironic in tone, 

Lamming’s choice of diction again illustrates the value nationalist male writers placed 

upon the literary authority they obtained via their intimate knowledge of English 

culture.   

The nationalist male writer imagined the Victorian author’s relationship to 

England primarily through the novel, which served as a surrogate English presence. 

According to Edmondson, the nationalist male writer’s Victorian authorial model was 

not based on “the stories of the English literary tradition but rather the idea of the 

master tradition itself” (9). That is, the nationalist writer sought to establish a similar 

relationship to the West Indian nation through his work as that which he perceived 

canonical Victorian male writers having to the English nation through their texts. 

Lamming confirms that the “idea” of England is transmitted in absentia via the novel: 

“Since the cultural negotiation was strictly between England and the 

natives…England’s export of literature [was] English[ness]” (25). The cultural and 

educational exports of Englishness imparted to the colonial subject “a knowledge 

acquired in the absence of the people known” (25, italics mine). The novel familiarized 
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the nationalist male writer with the sociocultural knowledge that enabled him to obtain 

authority.  

 The novel also served as a vehicle for English nationalism, for it codified and 

disseminated popular topics of Victorian intellectual debate. These debates were 

centered largely on English nationalist agendas such as the potential for Caribbean 

independence (Edmondson 8). The Victorian male scholar gained prominence through 

his participation in these debates. Edmondson explains that the combination of his 

social standing and education became conflated so that “gentlemanliness was manhood 

for the Victorians, encompassing as it did an intellectual, moral, and physical ideal to 

which all men could aspire” (6). She points out that “for the English the idea of nation 

was essentially tied to the idea of masculinity” (8). The gentility and masculinity that 

signified Englishness became part of the “idea” that Lamming identifies, one which 

“begins with the fact of England’s supremacy in taste and judgment: a fact which can 

only have meaning and weight by a calculated cutting down to size of all non-England” 

(27). In essence, West Indian male writers obtained authority by adopting a persona that 

evidenced their masculinity via Victorian cultural knowledge. This performance of 

masculinity enabled them to speak on behalf of the West Indian nation. 

 Edmondson argues that in Victorian intellectual debates, the answer to the 

question of “whether or not [the West Indies’] inhabitants were fit and capable of 

‘ruling’ themselves” depended upon the black male’s ability to establish his potency 

through masculinity (8). She posits that though the prevailing English perception of 

black males was that they were “lazy and docile,” in effect feminized, the “singular” 

black man who was “ambitious to be [a scholar]” could fulfill his ambition by amassing 
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“critical knowledge of the artifacts of English cultural ideology” (8). Certainly, 

Victorian intellectual debates were undergirded by what Benedict Anderson identifies in 

Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (1991) as 

the “fear and hatred of the Other” (141). Anderson describes English nationalism as 

having a “near-pathological character” (141). Lamming identifies the nationalist male 

writer’s adoption of English nationalism via the “myth” as a hindrance that eventually 

becomes “the habitual weight of a colonial relation” (25).  

Thus the nationalist male writer’s assumption of English cultural knowledge 

became the means through which “the degraded status of blackness could be 

renegotiated through black men’s access to the status of ‘gentleman’” (Edmondson 8). 

Edmondson writes that as a result of this process of renegotiating blackness via cultural 

knowledge, “the nationalist project became inseparable from the epistemological project 

of defining West Indian manhood” (8). Consequently, the male writer was positioned in 

relation to a feminized Caribbean, which Edmondson identifies as the “two intertwined 

components” in the project of national definition: “On the one hand is posed the 

masculine figure…[who] owns the landspace, defines its parameters, inscribes it in 

writing. On the other hand is posed the feminized figure of the land itself, which is 

defined/owned/written upon” (60). Edmondson emphasizes that the nationalist male 

writer’s ability to recover the “‘real’ Caribbean [was] fundamentally linked to…[his] 

masculine agency” (61). The male nationalist’s role was to “enact the restoration” of the 

feminized nation (Edmondson 60-61).   

Edmondson’s theory is that the nationalist male writer’s authority, which was 

premised on the essential qualities of gender and race, founded his role as the “hero” 
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responsible for “rescuing” the feminine nation and restoring it to its Edenic, pre-

colonial state (61). In Conscripts of Modernity: The Tragedy of Colonial Enlightenment 

(2004), David Scott asserts that the relationship between the masculine nationalist and 

the feminine nation became “emplotted in a distinctive narrative…of Romance” (7). 

Scott characterizes these national narratives as “narratives of overcoming, often 

narratives of vindication…that tell stories of salvation and redemption” (8). These 

romanticized narratives reinforced the nationalist male writer’s authority within the 

West Indian public sphere by establishing a contrast between the cultured heroic 

nationalist and his subject, the West Indian nation and its cultural products. For 

example, Lamming describes the nation’s cultural production in typically Romantic 

terms as “the organic music of the earth” (Lamming 45). Such Romantic depictions also 

served to gender the nation. In “The Occasion for Speaking,” Lamming often depicts 

the nation in terms of its landscape, e.g., the West Indian novel conveys to its reader the 

region’s “good, warm, fertile earth” (46). These depictions figuratively “embed” the 

nation’s identity and ground its cultural production in its soil. The nationalist male 

writer’s authority enabled him to access the nation “from the inside” and “restor[e] the 

West Indian peasant to his true and original status of personality” via the elevated form 

of the historical novel (38-39). The nationalist’s significance in this recuperative project 

is intimated by Lamming’s designation of the novel’s use as “the third most important 

event” in West Indian history (37-39).  

Edmondson writes that the gendered relationship between the masculine 

nationalist and feminized nation also created “the paradox […] that the triumph of the 

[feminized] ‘folk’ narrative would mean the dissolution of the idea of [masculinized] 
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literary mastery itself…the means to effect the recovery of that authentic culture in the 

first place” (10). The West Indian male nationalist’s authority in the public sphere 

depended upon his ability to balance these contradictions. In Caribbean Literature and 

the Public Sphere: From the Plantation to the Postcolonial (2011), Raphael Dalleo 

argues that the anticolonial writer’s attempt to achieve equilibrium between the 

masculine role of political activist and the feminized role of literary artist frequently led 

to the “anxiety that literary activity is neither manly nor the most effective way to help 

his people” (85). To offset this anxiety, the anticolonial writer assumed a privileged 

position as the “singular” intellect that stood apart from what Dalleo identifies as the 

“oppositional counterpublic” he belonged to and represented (4). This strategy is similar 

to the “imperial distance” the English maintained in relation to the West Indian nation. 

Yet the nationalist writer’s authority also depended upon his sensitivity to local 

“folk” or cultural practices, leading to his development of what Dalleo characterizes as 

“the anxiety that opposition to power [might become] a private [feminized] space” (4, 

93). As a result, the nationalist’s patriarchal Victorian literary authorization became, in 

Dalleo’s view, “haunted by gendered contradictions in the image of the writer as 

political man of action” (1). The difficulty of balancing the feminized and masculinized 

aspects of the anticolonial project, those of sensitive artist and political man of action 

respectively, led to a stasis of literary authority; consequently, as Dalleo explains, “the 

identity of [the] literary intellectual remain[ed] ambivalent” (93). The nationalist writer 

had little time to resolve this ambivalence during the brief era of decolonization, the 

period between World War II and the late 1960s. As Dalleo argues in “Authority and 

the Occasion for Speaking in the Caribbean Literary Field: Martin Carter and George 
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Lamming” (2006), anticolonial writers’ “confidence in the authority of their own 

literary discourse increasingly waver[ed]” during this time, and anticolonial writers 

such as Lamming and Carter sought modes of political activism over literary production 

(19, 20).  

The roots of what Dalleo identifies as the anticolonial male writer’s anxiety—

one created by his gendered role within a gendered public space—lay in his Victorian 

literary authorization, which bore English fears of the colonized Other. Unlike the 

Victorian male writer who secured his authority primarily through scholarly activity, the 

nationalist male writer’s authority was reinforced through what Edmondson explains as 

a conflation of race and masculinity. Though the nationalist writer’s Victorian authority 

indicated that his performance of masculinity had transcended his racial epistemology, 

his authorization had taken place in relation to Englishness, and thus implicitly affirmed 

European cultural superiority. Michael Gilkes observes Europe’s centrality in George 

Lamming’s anticolonial fiction, in which “his identity as a West Indian Negro can make 

sense…only in the context (albeit a renewed, purged context) of the European presence. 

His work is therefore Europe-oriented …it almost always involves a re-statement, a re-

examination of the Caliban/Prospero relationship” (qtd. in Pouchet Paquet 118). The 

tension created by these competing allegiances emerged in the anticolonial male 

writer’s representation of nation: while he promoted Caribbean independence, he was 

also positioned as the “officially acknowledged one invested with the power to keep the 

state in check by [his] ability to speak in the name of the public,” a position that was 

more suited to the “idealized European bourgeois public sphere” (Dalleo 3-4).  
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In contrast to the threat that the feminized nation posed to masculine authority at 

the end of the modern colonial period, early male-authored nationalist texts advanced a 

connection to the “folk” and thus anticipate contemporary male writers’ use of female 

protagonists. In addition, Claude McKay’s and Herbert G. de Lisser’s female 

protagonists reflect these writers’ own positions between social and racial ideologies 

(Edmondson 158, 160); in this regard, they also anticipate the individuating 

contemporary male writer’s attempt to unite matriarchal and patriarchal authorities. In 

“The Urban-Rural Dialectic and the Changing Role of Black Women” (2011), 

Edmondson states that early nationalist writers “conflated the rise of the nation with the 

rise in the status of women” (157). Thus (black) women served as “a sort of social 

barometer for how well black majorities of the Caribbean were doing in their quest for 

political power and social mobility” (158). In Claude McKay’s Banana Bottom (1933), 

his protagonist Bita Plant returns to her native Jamaica after being sent abroad to 

receive an English education by her guardians, an English missionary couple (1). Her 

life choices undermine her potential position in Jamaican society as a result of this 

education and align her with the “folk.” Edmondson suggests that the novel reflects 

McKay’s feelings regarding class mobility (162). Bita thus mirrors McKay’s process of 

“reconcil[ing] his own cosmopolitan life with his origins in the well-to-do peasantry” 

(161). In Caribbean Literature and the Public Sphere, Dalleo reads Bita as McKay’s 

stance regarding the place of the literary intellectual during the modern colonial period; 

this ideology “allows the intellectual to speak for both a public and a counterpublic” 

(97).  He views Bita as one representation of “the case made by writers from throughout 
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the region during the modern colonial era for literary intellectuals as leaders of 

Caribbean anticolonialism as opposed to the technocratic elite” (107).  

Similarly, Herbert G. de Lisser’s 1913 novel Jane’s Career, which Edmondson 

describes as “unprecedented in the way that it portrays black female lives,” redefines 

“folk” aspirations (Edmondson 159-60). Jane is a peasant who moves to Kingston to 

work in a middle-class home, the values of which oppose her moral upbringing; she 

finds herself in a similar situation in her next job. In Edmondson’s view, “Jane 

represents a new breed, the independent black working women, confident and cognizant 

of their own value, who are flocking to the city looking for a new life” (160). Jane’s 

experience in the Mason home, particularly with Mrs. Mason, interrogates the brown 

middle class’s association of the “folk” with cheap labor and a lack of morals. Like 

Bita, Jane privileges the preservation of her own identity over opportunities to climb the 

social ladder. However, Jane does not do so out of subservience; Edmondson states that 

de Lisser “consciously de-links [Jane] from the bygone passive plantation-era 

stereotype represented by Jane’s mother…Jane becomes estranged from her mother, 

and her upbringing, when she understands that subservience is antithetical to 

independence” (160). The protagonists of these novels bear relationships to the “folk” 

that contrast the (male) novelist’s view of the same in “The Occasion for Speaking,” 

who “look[s] in and down” to locate the West Indian subject (39). This subject is 

elevated to “a living existence…in silence and joy and fear” once viewed “through the 

novelist’s eye”; i.e., once elevated via the privilege of literary authority (39). 

Lamming’s depiction emphasizes the gender distinctions that existed between the 

educated novelist, or “he,” and his subject, the peasant class (39). This class is 
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implicitly feminized as “a cheap source of labor,” which Edmondson identifies as a 

Victorian view of black women (8); and as chaos, or “riot and carnival” that the novelist 

orders via narrative (Lamming 39).  

The theories of Edmondson, Lamming, Scott, and Dalleo support what 

Lamming’s words illustrate: that imperialist assumptions about gender, race and thus 

sociocultural status informed the male nationalist writer’s “authorization,” which took 

place through his relationship to Victorian discourse. These assumptions also circulated 

the authority of the imperial power. Thus in deriving his authority via the novel, the 

nationalist writer also assumed its subtext of imperial anxieties that would have been at 

odds with the project of Caribbean independence and, ultimately, the stability of the 

male writer’s authority. Furthermore, the nationalist writer’s Victorian model of 

authority bore limited relevance to the specific contextual demands of the Caribbean 

public sphere. The Victorian writer had exercised his authority within the relatively 

stable context of English empire, one that diametrically opposed the social and political 

turbulence that dominated the nationalist writer’s colonial realm. The anxieties that 

informed nationalist male writers’ authority appear related to the changing depiction of 

the feminine throughout the history of nationalist writing, which reflects an emergent 

ambivalence regarding the role of matriarchal authority in national representation.  

Certainly, the nationalist paradigm of authority developed in a context that 

differs greatly from the contemporary male writer’s postcolonial, postmodern context. 

Its foundation in colonial ideology renders it a literary inferiority complex, and the 

contemporary male writer’s identification with it bears the potential to undermine his 

development of authority. The process of individuation enables him to dissolve his 
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primary identification with this inheritance as its offspring. The stages I identify in the 

contemporary male writer’s individuation—his return to his patriarchs’ tradition, his 

reconciliation of distinctions between masculine and feminine literary authorities, and 

his renunciation of the traditional association of masculinity with literary authority—are 

centered on his development of a discursive relationship with matriarchal authority. In 

returning to his patriarchs’ tradition, the contemporary male writer identifies the 

absence of matriarchal authority. In the reconciliation stage, he initiates a dialogue with 

matriarchal authority, which his inheritance presents as the shadow of his forebears’ 

authority. And in the renunciation stage, he recognizes matriarchal authority’s role in 

establishing his unique authorial identity via his consciousness of the anima. In the next 

section, I detail the development of matriarchal authority and the ideas associated with 

it. As my analyses show, these features’ presence in the narratives indicates the degree 

to which the contemporary male writer has progressed toward the goal of authorial 

individuation.  

Women Writers’ Development of Literary Authority 

 In Making Men, Edmondson connects West Indian women writers’ development 

of literary authority to post-Caribbean independence migration to North America during 

the 1970s and 1980s. She cites Jamaica Kincaid’s reflection on her development of an 

authorial identity to argue that “Kincaid’s desire to write—or, more precisely, her 

perception of herself as a writer—came only after she had begun working in the United 

States, as a domestic laborer” (82). Edmondson asserts that the West Indian woman 

writer has two literary identities: one as reader and one as writer (82). She contends that 

as such, “the tension between the reading self and the writing self for these women must 
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be resolved in order [for them] to designate themselves as writers at all” (82). In 

Edmondson’s view, this was near impossible in the Caribbean, for “the only ‘serious’ 

anglophone Caribbean writers [were] men recast in the image of Victorian gentlemen” 

(82). Due to nationalist writers’ association of masculinity with authority, women 

writers could only be readers in a West Indian context that necessitated the recuperative 

efforts of the heroic male representative.  

 In Edmondson’s view, the tension between reading and writing selves is 

resolved through a “deliberate conflation of the black experience with the Caribbean 

woman’s experience” (84). To explain this idea, Edmondson identifies the similarity 

between black and feminist aesthetics, both of which are “oppositional” aesthetics:  

…the traits that are commonly identified as belonging to an intrinsically 

“feminine” discourse—that is, the fragmented, circular, or otherwise 

antilinear (some would call it “antiphallocentric”) narrative—are also the 

bywords for the black novel. The mutability of this narrative category 

suggests that it might owe more to an oppositional tradition in literature 

than to a specifically culture-based or gender-based aesthetic. (85) 

After pointing to the similarities between the oppositional aesthetics inherent in 

Caribbean women’s writing and “the black novel,” Edmondson interrogates the 

definition of blackness itself. She states that though an “orthodox application” of 

blackness is not possible, “the term persists…because of the relative sameness of 

position that all black people find themselves in with regard to white culture in the 

Western world” (86). Edmondson returns to her first point, the oppositional nature of 
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both black and feminine aesthetics, concluding that “as such, oppositional racial politics 

are an intrinsic part of black discourse” (86).  

 What then are the qualities of the “black” text? Edmondson cites the following:  

“the so-called circular narrative which makes use of a myth-based, non-Western time”; 

“orality”; “realist writing”; and the “use of an apparently authentic language of black 

people” (88). Edmondson implicitly affirms the theory of nationalist male writers’ 

feminization of the Caribbean nation by conflating black aesthetics—which, as she 

explains, was related to feminine aesthetics—with the “characteristics of peasant 

society” (87). Indeed, feminist criticism confirms that all of the qualities Edmondson 

identifies characterize Caribbean women’s writing. These qualities appear to varying 

degrees in the texts by contemporary male writers analyzed in this study. My theory of 

individuation provides a way to reason the shift from anticolonial male writers’ 

representation of their distinction from the peasant class to contemporary male writers’ 

inclusion of qualities associated with women’s writing.    

 Edmondson states that the “realist writing” characteristic of the black aesthetic 

is “accessible to the uneducated reader [because it] does not utilize any of the ‘elitist’ 

stylistic innovations of the modernist and postmodernist schools” (88). I wish to suggest 

otherwise, as my analyses are founded on the association of women’s writing with 

postmodernism in the West Indian context. In From Nation to Diaspora: Samuel 

Selvon, George Lamming and the Cultural Performance of Gender (2005), Curdella 

Forbes explains that  

…if femininity is associated with the circuitous, the arcane, the refusal or 

“inability” to stick to the “straight and narrow” of logical progression 
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and instead to follow diversions, loquacities and obfuscations and to 

effect fusions of disparate elements such as the poetic and the theoretical, 

then it may be said that the ideologically feminine characterizes West 

Indian women’s writing, both literary and discursive. (10) 

Forbes also states that the idea of the text as a “gendered entity” “bears the marks of a 

postmodernist influence” (10). My theory is founded upon the idea that the 

contemporary male writer’s individuation is in part a response to his postmodern 

context, which is closely associated with matriarchal authority. Chapter Four’s 

discussion of James’s novel as “authentic,” which I read as evidence of anima 

functioning, illustrates that the “realist” writing associated with the black and feminist 

aesthetic models can be both postmodern and accessible.   

 Edmondson supports her argument that women writers developed authority via 

their migration to North America by pointing to other similarities between black and 

feminist aesthetics, namely their representation of communal rather than individual 

experiences and their “double-voicedness” (90-91). She concludes that “inasmuch as 

African-American feminists have been the first in the diaspora to theorize the issue of a 

black female subjectivity, it is not surprising that many anglophone Caribbean women 

writers have been heavily influenced by their reconceptualization of female subjectivity 

for black women” (103). Caribbean women writers may have perceived the African- 

American feminist paradigm as more facilitating than “heavily” influencing the 

development of a Caribbean feminist aesthetics. During my interview with Evelyn 

O’Callaghan, she pointed out that the association of Caribbean women’s writing with 

the African-American feminist literary tradition provided legitimacy: “That was the 
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time when you had to be part of a theoretical or other school in order to be taken 

seriously abroad; therefore, we had to affiliate ourselves with some stream, some 

mainstream of critical theory, and at the time African-American literature seemed the 

obvious place to go for critical models” (“Other Ways of Being,” italics mine). 

O’Callaghan’s statement identifies Caribbean feminist critics’ goal of “being taken 

seriously,” which implies their development of a distinct critical frame prior to their 

alignment with African-American feminist literary history and theory. She suggests that 

this alignment was more a strategy than a starting point.  

 One of the most prominent examples of West Indian feminism’s search for 

legitimacy within the African-American feminist literary tradition is the anthology Out 

of the Kumbla: Caribbean Women and Literature (1990), edited by Carole Boyce 

Davies and Elaine Savory Fido. This anthology was one of two landmark publications 

in Caribbean feminist letters; the other was O’Callaghan’s Woman Version: Theoretical 

Approaches to West Indian Fiction by Women (1993). Boyce Davies and Savory Fido 

acknowledge Caribbean feminist literary tropes extensively in their introduction, 

including the idea of voicelessness (3-4); the “quilted narrative” (7); and the literature’s 

proximity to a local context (15). They initiate an interrogation of the silence 

surrounding women’s writing in their preface, which takes the form of a conversation in 

which they relate the literary and political aspects of an emergent Caribbean feminism. 

This relationship between literary and sociopolitical feminism is encapsulated in Savory 

Fido’s observation that “none of us really knew, when we first took on this struggle, 

how political it is, how intertwined with social realities beyond the question of women 

it is, and how much entrenched power is determined to reduce feminism to a fad, an 
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aberration, a shortlived disturbance to be humoured before we all go back to other 

things” (x).  

 Out of the Kumbla utilizes African-American writer Alice Walker’s concept of 

“womanism” as part of the emergent Caribbean feminist critical frame. For Boyce 

Davies, Walker’s concept provides “an important redefinition of the term feminism for 

other experiences than those of Western and white women” (xii). Savory Fido identifies 

“feminist” as “the political agenda of feminism” and “womanism” as “the cultural 

manifestation—women’s talk, custom, lore” (xii). Elaine Savory’s comment during my 

2012 interview with her suggests that a similar union of art and action is central to the 

authority a work bears: “The stronger the political element [of a poem] the stronger the 

craft must be, or the poem will fail. Politics has got to be turned into craft in some 

important, innovative way…for me that really lifts poets” (“Pushing the Boundaries”). 

Yet a distinction between what is considered “masculine” or “feminine” West Indian 

literary production also seems to persist. For example, the title of the first publication in 

a recent series on the Caribbean diaspora initiated by the Florida Africana Studies 

Consortium is titled The Caribbean Woman Writer as Scholar: Creating, Imagining, 

Theorizing (2009). This title appears to distinguish between the work of the “woman 

writer” and the “scholar.” Carole Boyce Davies’s preface states that the purpose of the 

book is to “recognize no hierarchy of one over the other, but see [creativity and theory] 

as intersecting and overlapping possibilities which challenge rigid academic categories 

and boundaries erected to maintain certain forms of dominance of theory over art” (xii). 

Yet Boyce Davies’s definitively stated purpose was preceded by this sentence: “This 

first book…sees itself as contributing to knowledge the idea of the creative theoretical 
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by which means we assert the right to do theoretical work creatively and creative work 

theoretically” (xii). I interpret Boyce Davies’s assertion as implying that women—

“we”—continue to encounter obstacles to this “right.” During my interview with Sandra 

Pouchet Paquet, she also implied the persistence of a distinction between the two, 

particularly in women’s writing. When asked about Francis’s observation regarding the 

“fluidity between the creative writer and the critic…in the field of Caribbean literary 

feminisms,” Pouchet Paquet responded that this may be true of “[a particular] 

generation of critics”; however, she would not “go so far as to characterize the field of 

Caribbean literary criticism in these terms, though many [creative] writers are also 

published literary and cultural critics” (“This Is How I Know Myself”). Interestingly, 

she aligns her work as a critic with male creative-critical writers such as George 

Lamming and Derek Walcott, who she remembers “facilita[ting] my entrance into the 

UWI world” (“This Is How I Know Myself”).
1
 She perceived them as doing so by 

saying that “We take her seriously, and we hope you do, too” (“This Is How I Know 

Myself”).  

The inclusion of Caribbean women writers’ works in prominent anthologies 

such as The Norton Anthology of African American Literature (2004) suggests that they 

are still identified as African-American writers by North American audiences.
2
 

However, this inclusion is not consistent. Prominent African-American educator and 

public intellectual Henry Louis Gates, Jr. is one of the anthology’s general editors; 

Norton also publishes Gates’s Call and Response: Key Debates in African American 

                                                
1 “UWI” refers to the University of the West Indies.  
2 According to the W.W. Norton and Company’s website, this second edition is the most recent. Its 

general editors are Henry Louis Gates, Jr. and Nellie Y. McKay, and it includes selections by West Indian 

women writers Paule Marshall, Michelle Cliff, and Jamaica Kincaid.    
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Studies (2010), which the website boasts was “class-tested…in his groundbreaking 

course” (“Overview: Call and Response”). Call and Response is sectioned according to 

pivotal moments in African-American history, such as slavery, reconstruction, and the 

Civil Rights era; and key topics of debate such as “Migration and Emigration” and 

“Separatism versus Integration” appear in each section (“Contents: Call and 

Response”).
3
  

Gates maintains a pluralist approach to African-American literature; this 

pluralism is reflected in his 2012 PBS series called Finding Your Roots, which traces 

the genealogy of famous personalities such as the news station CNN’s medical expert 

Sanjay Gupta, musician John Legend, and television journalist Barbara Walters (PBS). 

It seems that Gates’s pluralism factors significantly into his intellectual endeavors. 

Given this impression, it is surprising that Call and Response includes only two voices 

whose works connect the Caribbean to key African-American historical debates that 

take place largely through commentary on the West Indian nation, rather than from 

voices within it: Ralph Waldo Emerson’s 1844 “Address Delivered on the 

Emancipation of the Negroes in the British West Indies,” and selections from Marcus 

Garvey’s 1921 “Address to the Second UNIA Convention” and 1936 “Big Conference 

of UNIA in Canada” (“Contents: Call and Response”).
4
 The section that addresses 

                                                
3 An interesting parallel exists between O’Callaghan’s Woman Version and Gates’s seminal text The 

Signifying Monkey: A Theory of African-American Literary Criticism (1988), which merges Ferdinand de 

Saussure’s concepts of “signifier” and “signified” with the African-American vernacular practice of 

“signifyin(g)” to read African-American literature (“Overview: The Signifying Monkey”). Gates’s theory 
that African-American literature emerges from this practice of “signifyin(g)” bears similarities to 

O’Callaghan’s theory of viewing West Indian women’s writing as a “remix or dub version” (O’Callaghan 

11). Both critics also read their respective literatures through the lens of local practices.  
4 UNIA stands for the Universal Negro Improvement Association, which was established by Garvey; it is 

now known as the UNIA-ACL (African Communities League) (UNIA-ACL). Call and Response also 
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feminism does not include any voices from the Caribbean—though white feminist 

Gloria Steinem’s 2008 “Women are Never Front-Runners” is included in the section 

that addresses the Clarence Thomas-Anita Hill proceedings—and the “Migration and 

Emigration” heading does not appear in the two sections following the section entitled 

“Interregnum: From the Great Depression to the Civil Rights Movement (1930-1953)” 

(“Contents: Call and Response”). This is particularly interesting given the large number 

of post-independence Caribbean migrants to the United States: the Migration Policy 

Institute (MPI) cites a “more than 17-fold increase” in migration from the Caribbean 

between 1960 and 2009 (McCabe). According to the MPI’s website, in 2009 over 50% 

of Caribbean migrants were women (McCabe).  

 Taken as a whole, what do these observations suggest? Though Gates is but one 

of many editors of African-American anthologies, his is an influential voice. The 

decision to include Caribbean women writers in the African-American literary 

anthology, but not the sociopolitical issues anthology, can be read as one that reflects 

their place in African-American letters. This conclusion is supported by the inclusion of 

West Indian male writers such as Garvey, Claude McKay, and Caryl Phillips in the 

Norton Anthology of African American Literature, in addition to Garvey’s inclusion in 

Call and Response. Certainly, the emphasis in both anthologies is the African-American 

experience, one I view as distinct from the West Indian experience. Still, the positioning 

of these distinct experiences in ways that intimate a conversation between the two 

                                                                                                                                          
includes selections by notable African-American intellectuals such as Zora Neale Hurston centered on 

Garvey’s Back to Africa movement, including those written by Garvey (“Contents: Call and Response”).  
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seems more likely to demonstrate the Afro-centric (cultural) pluralism that Gates 

espouses.  

Critical choices such as these intimate that there is a greater distinction between 

the two feminisms, at least as far as African-American feminism is concerned, than 

Making Men seems to suggest. West Indian feminist theory’s relationship to African- 

American feminism was more grounded in the former’s recognition of, rather than the 

need for, a similar distinctiveness. If this is a more accurate depiction of the relationship 

between the two, it has likely been obscured by these feminisms’ respective investments 

in that relationship, as well as the subsequent production of different versions of the 

same event. Even the rhetoric of these accounts may speak to the different portrayals of 

the relationship between the two feminisms that seem to emerge here. Discourse 

centered on the development of Caribbean feminism affirms the fact of its alignment 

with African- American feminism. But what do the terms that relate this truth suggest? 

West Indian feminism “finds its authority” outside the nation (Edmondson 83); it 

“needed legitimacy” (O’Callaghan 1); it is another nation’s “womanism” (Boyce Davies 

and Savory Fido xi); which is then “reframed as ‘Afro-Caribbean’ under the powerful 

sign of the ‘diasporic’” (Donnell 134). Ironically, these depictions seem to locate the 

development of Caribbean feminism, which was rooted in local cultural production, 

anywhere but in a West Indian context.  

My intent is not to call into question these critics’ scholarly integrity in citing 

their depictions of West Indian feminist literary theory’s development; I view these 

perspectives as evidence of a critical conversation. Rather, I wish to advocate the 

practice of interrogating how we construct a history of literary theory, which might lead 
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us to ask why it has been constructed as such. Scott argues that “the precise nature of the 

relation between pasts, presents, and futures has rarely ever been specified and 

conceptually problematized. It has tended, rather, to be assumed, to be taken for 

granted” (3). He emphasizes the importance of “identifying the difference between the 

questions that animated former presents and those that animate our own” (3). 

Interrogating these constructions of feminism enables us to identify how past 

identifications shape present representations of nation; this specific concern is also at 

the heart of individuation. During our interview, Elaine Savory identified “an analysis 

of the critical history” as necessary means of accessing “the other side of the story” of 

West Indian feminist theory’s praxis (“Pushing the Boundaries”). In the spirit of Scott’s 

argument, I wish to clarify the roles past and present play in this study. My focus is the 

contemporary male writer’s development of literary authority. I argue that this 

development takes place through his interrogation of his patriarchal literary tradition, 

specifically of his identification with this tradition. The contemporary male writer’s 

relationship to this tradition is understandable. What is not so clear is how matriarchal 

authority, which defines his context and plays a key role in modern national 

representation, figures into his development of a voice. To put it simply, how does the 

contemporary male writer establish a discursive relationship with these two traditions? 

Returning to the past to determine the answer to this question enables us to understand 

the modern production of nation, which we take for granted as a discursive process. 

Scott’s point seems to be the importance of contextualizing the questions we ask of both 

past and present; in this study, about the production of matriarchal and patriarchal 
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authorities. Getting to the “other side of the story” via this past illuminates the 

discursive process of modern national representation. 

 Boyce Davies’s and Savory Fido’s Out of the Kumbla was one of the first texts 

to distinguish the practice of reading Caribbean women’s writing, albeit by utilizing 

African-American feminist theoretical terms. O’Callaghan’s Woman Version was the 

first text to identify and employ a specifically West Indian feminist critical approach. 

O’Callaghan’s introduction identifies then-emergent trends in women’s literature and 

feminist criticism, including those discussed in Out of the Kumbla, and concludes that 

interpreting West Indian women’s writing necessitated an approach that would 

transcend binary oppositions (9). At the text’s start, O’Callaghan identifies Caribbean 

women’s “‘unity in diversity’” as her chief concern in developing a critical approach. 

She proposes a theory “in the best creole tradition, as syncretic and inclusive as the 

women’s literary voices it seeks to elucidate” (11). O’Callaghan reads women’s writing 

by recognizing that it “utilizes elements from the ‘master tape’ of Caribbean literary 

discourse (combining, stretching, modifying them in new ways); announces a gendered 

perspective; adds individual styles of ‘talk over’; [and] enhances or omits tracks 

depending on desired effect” (11). This theoretical “remix” acknowledges a connection 

to local culture that became a hallmark of West Indian women’s writing. Her 

“localization” of a critical frame for women’s writing was notably replicated by Carolyn 

Cooper in her cultural theoretical text, Noises in the Blood: Orality, Gender, and the 

‘Vulgar’ Body of Jamaican Popular Culture (1993). Cooper’s study asserts the 

interdependence of oral and scribal West Indian cultural traditions, viewing “vulgarity” 

in popular cultural forms as a means of transgression (Lindeborg 214). Cooper employs 
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the “vulgarity” of Jamaican patois to deliver part of her theory, a way of subverting the 

critical text’s conventions (Lindeborg 215). Donnette Francis observes that Cooper’s 

argument had “significant scholarly reverberations, spawning debates about critics as 

cultural insiders versus outsiders, [and] sexuality and homosexuality” (“Strategies” 

334). I find it interesting that despite the significance of such work, an implicit 

distinction between creative and scholarly women’s writing persists.  

 Indeed, as critics refined the identity of the West Indian feminist critical 

paradigm throughout the 1990s, they extended its focus on gender and sexual identities, 

as well as on identities other than Afro-Caribbean women (Francis 335). However, one 

of West Indian feminist criticism’s enduring concerns is the woman writer’s 

relationship to the Caribbean nation. Critics characterize this relationship in a number of 

ways, including in terms of “transmigration,” as in Carole Boyce Davies’s Black 

Women, Writing and Identity: Migrations of the Subject (1994); “exile,” as in Myriam 

J.A. Chancy’s Searching for Safe Spaces (1997); and “diaspora,” as in Meredith M. 

Gadsby’s Sucking Salt: Caribbean Women Writers, Migration, and Survival (2006). 

Feminist critics frequently construct the woman writer’s relationship to the Caribbean 

nation in terms that transform the heteronormative romantic plot. One example is Elaine 

Savory’s distinction of “exile” and “ex/isle” in her discussion of women writers’ 

location and its impact on their writing in “Ex/Isle: Separation, Memory, and Desire in 

Caribbean Women’s Writing” (1998). In this article, Savory explains the woman 

writer’s relationship to the nation as desire generated by absence: “Exile is the condition 

of separation from the country of birth,” whereas “ex/isle” is “desire…the origin of 

writing…[that] manifests as a result of separation from the Caribbean—as a fractured, 
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complex identification of love” (170, italics mine). Savory cites Marlene Nourbese 

Philip’s She Tries Her Tongue, Her Silence Softly Breaks as an example of the interplay 

between exile and ex/isle, concluding that the protagonist of Nourbese Philip’s poem 

cycle “signifies her complex cultural identity by choosing the breast, which is neither 

black nor white” (176). This conclusion complicates the desire inherent in the romantic 

narrative by eliding the racial dynamics upon which the traditional masculine writer-

feminized nation construction of anticolonial male writers’ relationship to the nation is 

founded. 

Donette Francis’s concept of the antiromance as explained in Fictions of 

Feminine Citizenship: Sexuality and the Nation in Contemporary Caribbean Literature 

(2010) also complicates the romantic plot through which anticolonial male writers 

maintained authority. Francis responds to this narrative of nation by “rethink[ing] 

definitions of modern citizenship that center on an abstract public sphere and an 

‘abstracted, contractual, self-possessive and autonomous’ male citizen, who has 

political, civic, and social rights, responsibilities, and privileges” (3). The perspective of 

literature as “private and therefore feminized” within this masculinized public sphere 

can be explained in part by what Francis identifies as the regulation of intimacy (2). In 

developing the concept of the antiromance, Francis’s intent is to “critiqu[e] how the 

very idea of citizenship weds political belonging to heterosexual bodies and 

reproduction through, for example, birth or marriage” (4). She extends David Evans’s 

term “sexual citizenship” to theorize the ways in which Caribbean females establish 

political belonging to the masculine public sphere through “sexual practices such as the 

freedom to choose to reproduce or not, the liberty of sexual expression and association, 
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as well as the more conventional articulation of protection from sexual violence” (4). 

Francis asserts that in contrast, “Dominant expressions of Caribbean womanhood often 

emphasize tropes of aberrant or absent sexuality, which effectively silences the sexual 

complexity of the interior lives of women and girls” (9).  

Francis identifies three main antiromantic themes: “rewriting the heterosexual 

love plot through an adult-narrated bildungsroman, rethinking alternative ways of 

belonging to the nation by shifting the focus to the sexual complexities of home and 

abroad, and, finally, resisting canonical historical representations by creating 

counterarchival sources to replot history” (6). I read the appearance of antiromantic 

themes such as these as the contemporary male writer’s acknowledgement of 

matriarchal authority. Francis points out that the antiromance serves a similar purpose 

in women’s literature as the nationalist romance does in literature by contemporary 

male writers, which is to “recreat[e] a historical period” (7). This statement confirms the 

contemporary male writer’s reiteration of traditional representations of nation, which 

suggests their inheritance of patriarchal authority and presents the discursive 

opportunity to revise these representations via individuation. Women writers seem to 

have done so; Francis writes that the antiromance “reconceive[s] master narratives” 

such as the romance to “imagine a different sense of belonging” (6). Still, these 

narratives often establish the female’s inability to belong to realms other than “liminal 

spaces of vulnerability” (6). Their appearance in the novels I analyze evidences the 

contemporary male writer’s active discursive relationship to his postmodern context, 

particularly in the second and third stages of authorial individuation.    
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The Stages of the Contemporary Male Writer’s Individuation 

 In this section, I identify the hallmarks of each stage in the contemporary male 

writer’s individuation, or the process by which he develops a singular artistic Self. In 

“Individuation: Inner Work” (2005), Murray Stein emphasizes the force of the drive to 

individuate:  

…individuation defines the essence of the human. It is absolutely 

fundamental to human beings to distinguish themselves from their 

surroundings. This is the essential nature of individual consciousness: to 

be itself, it must create distinctions and separateness. Individuation is not 

optional, not conditional, not subject to vagaries of cultural differences. 

It is essential. (1)  

Indeed, individuation is given to distinguishing oneself. However, this distinction of the 

Self involves uniting one’s inherent separations, or “selves,” into a cohesive Self. 

According to Jung, individuation is a series of compromises of selves that ultimately 

comprise the integrated Self. I wish to focus on the process of individuation rather than 

on its outcome to theorize how the contemporary male writer unites disparate aspects of 

his authorial identity. The application of Jung’s theory highlights the close relationship 

between creativity and individuation.  

Mattoon states that “Jung’s concept of the potential creativity of each person is 

borne out by its manifestation in the individuation process…[Jung] saw creativity as 

subsumed under each person’s central task of discovering the Self” (146). Similarly, in 

“Individuation and the Creative Process” (1983), Anthony Storr argues that Jung’s 

explanation of individuation closely parallels “the process of creation in the arts and 
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sciences” (332). Storr asserts that the process of negotiating conflicting “selves” in 

pursuit of a cohesive Self through individuation is similar to scientific discovery and 

artistic creation, which are also centered on “bringing about a new union between 

opposites” (332). Storr cites composer Aaron Copland’s comments from one of his 

Music and Imagination lectures at Harvard as an example of the parallel that exists 

between art and individuation. Copland states:  

The reason for the compulsion to renewed creativity, it seems to me, is 

that each added work brings with it an element of self-discovery. I must 

create to know myself, and since self-knowledge is a never-ending 

search, each new work is only a part-answer to the question, “Who am 

I?” and brings with it the need to go on to other and different part-

answers. (qtd. in Storr 334) 

Copland’s description of self-discovery through art is similar to my conception of 

individuation as a series of negotiations of selves. His suggestion that each new work 

(or negotiation) provides only “part-answers” also echoes Jung’s belief that the process 

of individuation resembled, as Storr puts it, “journeys which are characterised by stops 

on the way…but which never finish at an ultimate destination” (334).  

 Storr makes the point that “lack of unity…spurs discovery” (341). Here, I wish 

to summarize what I see as the factors that constitute the contemporary male writer’s 

“lack of unity.” The Caribbean space is defined by diversity; in “Postcolonialism and 

Caribbean Literature” (2012), Elaine Savory writes, “that extremely disparate elements 

have become a culture we can call as Caribbean is the result of creolization,” which she 

describes as “a process…[that] contains elements of the colonial, anti-colonial, neo-
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colonial and postcolonial in dynamic interaction” (218). As such, the very nature of the 

Caribbean space invites the negotiation of selves, particularly the negotiation of selves 

defined by time. The process of individuation I propose acknowledges the 

contemporary male writer’s negotiation of selves defined by the colonial and anti-

colonial pasts, as well as by the postcolonial and neocolonial presents. As I envision it, 

the outcome of individuation, which entails negotiations of temporally defined selves in 

“dynamic interaction,” might also be considered a syncretic process, a creolization of 

selves into an integrated Self.  

 The contemporary male writer’s “lack of unity” is evident in his relationship to 

his anticolonial forebears’ tradition. Hindered as it might have been by imperial gender 

and racial assumptions, the authorized anticolonial male writer’s role in the public 

sphere facilitated his construction of a public persona. Yet this persona that identifies 

with the past cannot entirely found the contemporary male writer’s authority, for it is 

anachronistic in relation to his postcolonial context. Still, the inheritance from which the 

persona emerges contributes to his identity, and as such a connection to it must be 

preserved. The historical narrative can be viewed as one way in which the contemporary 

male writer maintains his connection to his patriarchal tradition. The genre also serves 

as a means of negotiating the absence of matriarchal authority within this tradition. The 

contemporary male writer utilizes his experience in the postcolonial context to construct 

a textual relationship to this authority, which is integral to his development of a 

distinctive authorial identity. Yet he also cannot identify with matriarchal authority 

alone. He must thus negotiate the relationship between the masculine and feminine 

selves that inhibit the past and present respectively to achieve a unified creative Self. He 
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does so not to reject his forebears’ tradition, but to revise masculinity’s role in literary 

authority. His arrival at the final stage does not signal the end of his individuation. 

Rather, it indicates that he has arrived at one of many “stops” in the lifelong project of 

unifying those selves that constitute an integrated Self. 

 I define the first stage of the contemporary male writer’s individuation as his 

return to his patriarchs’ tradition of literary authority, namely their role in national 

construction. The first part of this chapter explains that his nationalist forebears’ 

authorization depended upon their ability to demonstrate their masculinity, as 

Victorians conflated masculinity with the right to self-government and representation. 

This conflation positioned authorized male writers as masculine heroes capable of 

rescuing and restoring the feminized nation. If we reimagine the male nationalist in 

Freudian terms, specifically those of the oedipal family drama, the nationalist becomes 

the colonial “son” destined to displace the authority of the patriarch, i.e., imperial 

England, and assume possession of the West Indian nation, or “mother/land.” Note the 

absence of the matriarch’s/nation’s voice in this assertion of his identity. In the 

nationalist romance, she has no need for one; like Jocasta who bears Oedipus, her 

primary role is to “people” the sons who will displace/replace the patriarchal colonial 

authority. The West Indian mother/nation bears other similarities to Jocasta, who is also 

subject to an imperial patriarch and serves as both the father’s and son’s object of 

desire.
5
  

                                                
5 The “imperial patriarch” is embodied in the nationalist male writer’s Victorian authorizer, who 

represents the ideals of English empire. Laius and the English empire are also similar in that the violence 

both imperial patriarchs perpetuated in their pasts—in Laius’s case, the abduction and rape of Prince 

Chryssipus; and in the case of the English empire, the violence of the slave trade—were concealed by 

dominant (i.e., patriarchal) narratives: the rape of Chryssipus is the subject of one of Euripides’ “lost 
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Prior to his return to his forebears’ authority, the contemporary male writer 

identifies with their tradition primarily as offspring. His literary ancestors are both 

patriarchs and sons, and their Victorian models masculine “authorities”; he is thus the 

inheritor of an imperial as well as colonial patriarchal tradition. As an indistinguishable 

entity within this tradition, he is in a “pleromatic state,” what Stein identifies as 

“inclusion without distinction” (3). Though his identity might appear unified at this 

point, it bears disparities that preclude his development of a singular authorial identity. 

One disparity is his patriarchal authorial models’ locus of identification, for their 

authority lies in identification with the imperial patriarch. Another disparity is the 

silence of the matriarchal nation. Ironically, to give voice to the matriarch, the 

contemporary male writer must return to his forebears’ tradition to recognize her 

absence, a process detailed next in this discussion. Jung believed that “for each quality 

that is realized or valued consciously by the ego there is a devalued and, hence, 

repressed opposite in the unconscious” (Mattoon 174). The emergence of these 

opposites generates a state of “uncomfortable” tension that “impels a search for a 

resolution” (Mattoon 174).  

In the pleromatic state, the contemporary male writer’s primary identification is 

evidenced in his masculine persona or conscious male identity (Walker 45). Jung 

perceived the individual at this stage as “having a collective consciousness rather than a 

truly developed individuality” (Conger 67). His return to patriarchal authority supports 

his awareness of himself as the offspring of this tradition via his identification with it. 

                                                                                                                                          
tragedies” (“Laius”); and the trauma generated by the slave trade in the West Indies initially came to light 

in Mary Prince’s The History of Mary Prince, A West Indian Slave. Related by Herself  (1831).   
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The contemporary male writer’s return thus temporarily reinforces the persona, which is 

“an illusion of individuality” (Conger 67). The masculine authorial persona is the result 

of the contemporary male writer’s identification with his patriarchal tradition. This 

mask serves as “an intermediary between oneself and the world” as it suits “one’s 

presumed role in the world” (Conger 67). As the inheritor of his forebears’ literary 

tradition, the contemporary male writer adopts the persona requiring the least psychic 

effort, which in this case is the guise of his patriarchs’ masculine authority.  

The contemporary male writer’s adoption of this persona or mask also precludes 

his dialogue with the matriarchal authority that defines his postmodern present. 

Conversely, his inability to conceive of matriarchal authority as integral to his 

development of a distinctive authorial identity preserves his identification with 

patriarchal authority. The impetus to individuate facilitates the contemporary male 

writer’s consciousness of matriarchal authority, for it impels his interrogation of his 

identification with his forebears, i.e., his masculine persona. In comparison to his 

postcolonial context, the matriarch’s absence in his forebears’ tradition becomes 

conspicuous. He cannot ignore her absence, for he bears the burden of this knowledge; 

Jung believed that “our achievement of any new awareness imposes on us…a moral 

obligation to use what we now know” (Watsky 8). The contemporary male writer’s 

realization of the matriarch’s silence, then, becomes the disparity that ultimately 

generates creative singularity. As it facilitates his union of opposing authorities, this 

desire for synthesis energizes the process of individuation.  

Performing his patriarchal forebears’ work heightens the contemporary male 

writer’s awareness of the matriarch’s absence, for it enables him to understand the past 
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in light of the present. In reenacting his forebears’ work, his identity enters a liminal 

state. Postcolonial critic Homi K. Bhabha’s The Location of Culture (1994) explains 

this concept, which he also terms the “interstice,” as “‘in-between’ spaces [that] provide 

the terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhood—single or communal—that initiate 

new signs of identity, and innovative sites of collaboration, and contestation, in the act 

of defining society itself” (2). The liminal space is not a gendered space, but one that 

becomes characterized by “ambulant, ambivalent articulation” that signifies a 

“resolution of domains of difference” (2). Liminality is “a core feature of psychological 

transformation,” according to Stein; it is “a period of uncertainty, when one finds 

oneself floating ‘betwixt and between’ fixed identities” (9). It is characteristic of the 

process of individuation, which entails negotiations of selves toward the goal of a 

unified Self. The interstice, liminal space or liminal realm might be described as that 

realm in which the creativity that leads to unity takes place. My close readings of each 

novel address liminality’s inherence to the processes of artistic creation and 

individuation, particularly in the first and second stages. 

In Chapter Two, I use Fred D’Aguiar’s short work “The Last Essay About 

Slavery” and his novel Feeding the Ghosts to exemplify the contemporary male writer’s 

return to his forebears’ authorial tradition. “The Last Essay About Slavery” illustrates 

the contemporary male writer’s existence in the pleromatic state. I explain how he is 

identified as such by modern authorities who parallel the function of his nationalist 

forebears’ Victorian authorizers. I suggest that in addition to his desire for synthesis, 

their implication of the contemporary male writer as an indistinguishable voice within 

his forebears’ tradition serves as a motivating factor in his individuation. D’Aguiar’s 
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essay and his novel Feeding the Ghosts reveals the contemporary male writer’s 

temporal assertion of a masculine persona in his return to his patriarchs’ authorial 

tradition. This identification with his patriarchs’ authority reinforces the contemporary 

male writer’s illusion of bearing a distinct authorial identity. He temporarily justifies the 

absence of matriarchal authority within his forebears’ tradition by resuming their work, 

which entails managing the gendered contradictions inherent in their project of national 

construction. This work facilitates his engagement with the feminine without the loss of 

masculine authority. I read D’Aguiar’s construction of Mintah, the novel’s protagonist, 

as a representation of the feminine’s liminal presence in the masculine authorial 

persona’s conception; she is present to him, yet absent in his forebears’ tradition. I also 

envision her construction as a reflection of his own liminal authority, which emerges as 

he initiates a search for matriarchal authority’s role in his creative identity.  

 The second stage of the contemporary male writer’s authorial individuation 

illustrates his reconciliation of patriarchal and matriarchal authorities. In this stage, he 

recognizes his forebears’ feminization of the nation as his persona’s shadow. This 

recognition facilitates the dissolution of “identifications that have built up over time in 

one’s personal history” (Stein 6); for the contemporary male writer, these include his 

identification with his patriarchal tradition. Analyst Christopher Perry defines the 

shadow as “that hidden, repressed, for the most part inferior and guilt-laden personality” 

or self (1). Psychotherapist Connie Zweig notes that the shadow can have a collective 

identity (“Illuminating the Shadow”). This shadow collective “consists of that which 

opposes our conscious, shared, and collective values” (Perry 2). The contemporary male 

writer’s encounter with his forebears’ shadow collective enables him to dissolve his 
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primary identification with patriarchal authority, for it entails his recognition of the 

matriarchal authority that is conspicuously absent from his patriarchs’ tradition. His 

patriarchs’ disassociation from matriarchal authority can be viewed as a defense 

mechanism that guarded against the threat of emasculation as they maintained the 

sensitivity necessary to represent the raced, feminized nation. Their work of 

representing the nation required their connection to it; thus their representation of the 

nation became associated with the anxiety that maintaining this connection might entail 

a loss of masculinity. Zweig asserts that “everything of substance which stands in the 

light—whether it’s a tree or an idea—also casts a shadow” (“Illuminating the 

Shadow”). The nationalist male writer’s public role—his place in the “light,” so to 

speak, cast the “shadow” of that which he was not: feminine, private, raced, or 

represented. Because the contemporary male writer’s literary inheritance is defined by 

his forebears’ masculinity; it too bears their shadow of the raced, feminized nation and 

its associated qualities.  

This shadow initially “stands in the darkness [and] is outside of…awareness” 

(Zweig). Yet the contemporary male writer’s belonging to the postcolonial present 

supports his recognition of the shadow. This present can be considered a shadow of the 

colonial past. Moreover, the contemporary male writer’s existence in the postcolonial 

present underscores the importance of dissolving his past primary identification with 

patriarchal authority because he exists in a context that is associated with matriarchal 

authority. Curdella Forbes comments on the association between the postcolonial 

present and matriarchal authority:  
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The idea of a postmodern tradition in Caribbean literary art becomes 

more interesting as it has also been posited that, rather than there being 

such a tradition, the “postmodernist” moment in Caribbean writing was 

heralded by its women writers. Gikandi argues that women’s writing 

marks a new phase by its “increasing” recourse to “postmodernist 

narrative strategies” that radically revise the modernist project of the 

male (nationalist) writers. (24, italics mine) 

The postcolonial present is thus the space in which the shadow of matriarchal authority 

resides. I established earlier in this chapter that matriarchal authority is associated with 

narrative characteristics such as circularity, orality, realism, and the use of dialect. 

These are also features of the feminized, raced West Indian nation’s “local” cultural 

forms. These forms, and the authority associated with them, constituted the shadow of 

male nationalist writers’ Victorian cultural knowledge and its associated authority.  

 Indeed, the shadow is encountered largely through projection (Perry 2). Perry 

depicts this encounter in simple terms: “I see in an other something I do not like; this 

tends to keep happening…But with luck, it may dawn on me that, what I am disliking in 

others is actually something with which I struggle within myself” (2). Perry cites the 

body as a frequently “disowned aspect” of selfhood (2). Until the contemporary male 

writer acknowledges the shadow, he will encounter matriarchal authority as a threat, 

similarly to the way in which his forebears perceived the feminized, raced nation. 

Zweig points out that if the shadow is not acknowledged, “unconscious patterns get 

carried on” and “each generation just automatically enacts them” (“Illuminating the 

Shadow”). Having passed through the first stage of authorial individuation in which he 
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recognizes the absence of matriarchal authority, the contemporary male writer can bring 

to light the shadow that haunts his patriarchal inheritance.  

The act of reconciling the shadow bears great creative potential. Zweig suggests 

that “one of Carl Jung’s real contributions…was to point out that the shadow contains 

all sorts of creative, positive content” (“Illuminating the Shadow”). It is important to 

remember that though shadows are often associated with negative qualities, they may 

contain aspects of the self that are not really negative per se, but were constructed as 

such by an individual or collective with the authority to do so. One example is the 

contemporary male writer’s forebears’ association of art with the feminine. Neither art 

nor the feminine are inherently negative; however, through other associations (e.g., that 

of authority with masculinity), a shadow emerges and eventually becomes a signifier of 

the persona’s “not me.” In “Authority and the Occasion for Speaking in the Caribbean 

Literary Field,” Dalleo provides one example of the negativity the shadow bore for 

anticolonial writers in Lamming’s association of femininity with artistic uncertainty. 

Dalleo argues that decolonization, including the “intensifying penetration of North 

American culture,” “undermine[d] the configuration of power and authority that had 

supported the literary field during the colonial period” (20). He cites Lamming’s 

uncharacteristic depiction of a female West Indian writer in the United States, “R,” who 

“encodes the ways in which the entire experience of the United States upsets his artistic 

equilibrium and challenges his discursive certainty” (23).
6
 In this example, the 

                                                
6 The depiction of “R” appears in The Pleasures of Exile. Dalleo states that Lamming “narrates this 

encounter very differently from the style he uses to describe his London experiences, as if the woman’s 

presence in the narrative disrupts his most well-established devices,” making “comments that have no 

equivalent in his discussions of writers in England” (23). According to Dalleo, “It is impossible to 
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nameless, cosmopolitan female becomes the shadow that embodies the loss of authority 

in the wake of decolonization, and all that is associated with it: the loss of identity, the 

loss of masculinity, and the loss of “West Indianness.” As the inheritor of this legacy, 

the contemporary male writer’s authorial selfhood is bound up in his forebears’ shadow, 

what poet Robert Bly describes as “the long bag we drag behind us” (15). His encounter 

with the shadow facilitates resolution with those aspects of the self that are embodied as 

the shadow. Perry states that the shadow contains “all sorts of qualities, capacities, and 

potential” (1). The act of reconciling that which has been deemed a shadow with that 

which casts it is an act of reclaiming a part of the self. Not doing so has its 

consequences; Perry asserts that if the shadow is “not recognized and owned, [it] 

maintain[s] a state of impoverishment in the personality” (1). Certainly, the 

feminization of art limited nationalist male writers to some extent, for it fed the fear that 

privileging art over action would undermine their masculinity and thus authority in the 

public sphere. It is likely that consequently, this fear of art inhibited nationalist male 

artists’ creative expression.  

In Chapter Three, I focus on three aspects of Antoni’s text that characterize the 

contemporary male writer’s encounter with the shadow of matriarchal authority: its 

structural elements, development of an authorial double, and narrative construction and 

interpretation of texts. I argue that the development of an authorial double enables the 

contemporary male writer to unfix his primary identification with masculine authority 

through his recognition of the shadow in a relatively inconspicuous and thus less 

                                                                                                                                          
separate whether his different approach owes to her gender or her location, both of which make her an 

anomaly to Lamming” (23).  
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threatening manner. The notion of the authorial double relates closely to that of the 

shadow, for they both embody unclaimed aspects of the self. In “The Double as the 

‘Unseen’ of Culture: Toward a Definition of Doppelganger” (2000), Milica Živković 

suggests that the use of a fictional double “signifi[es] a desire to be reunited with a lost 

centre of personality” (121). The double embodies “a tension between the ‘laws of 

human society’ and the resistance of the unconscious mind to these laws” (Živković 

121). Similarly, the shadow is comprised of aspects of identity that are deemed 

unacceptable by an external individual or collective. Živković identifies the double as a 

means of negotiating such aspects: “as an imagined figure, a soul, a shadow, a ghost or 

a mirror reflection that exists in a dependent relation to the original, the double pursues 

the subject as his second self and makes him feel as himself and the other at the same 

time” (122). Indeed, it is a mode of “achiev[ing] integration” (Živković 122).  

One of the double’s most attractive qualities is the anonymity it offers; Živković 

remarks that “the ‘value’ of the double has seemed to reside in its resistance to 

definition, in its ‘escapist’ qualities” (122). The double’s anonymity is important, for it 

enables the individuating persona to negotiate those aspects of the self that have been 

confined to darkness. The anonymity the double offers the contemporary male writer as 

he encounters the shadow is particularly important, for his forebears’ tradition was 

shaped by their role in the masculinized public sphere. In Caribbean Literature and the 

Public Sphere, Dalleo envisions the West Indian modern colonial public sphere as 

contradictory in nature, as both “a counterpublic marginalized from and thus opposed to 

(rather than a legitimatizing check upon) the true centers of power” and one that “served 

the function of Habermas’s idealized European bourgeois public sphere in claiming to 
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represent the hopes and aspirations of the majority of the populace” (4). The 

contemporary male writer thus functions in a public sphere that was (and likely 

continues to be) defined by patriarchal authority. However, the literary realm within this 

public sphere is more aligned with matriarchal authority. The anonymity the authorial 

double offers facilitates the contemporary male writer’s reconciliation with the shadow 

in the literary realm as it enables him to maintain authority in the public sphere.  

I characterized the contemporary male writer’s first stage of individuation by its 

emphasis on masculine authority. This second stage can be characterized by ambiguity, 

which emerges as the contemporary male writer negotiates his persona of masculine 

authority with its shadow. To illustrate this ambiguity, I focus on two elements of the 

structural text: its epigraph and the table of contents. These elements facilitate the 

material text’s circulation in the public realm; they are also specific to the narrative. I 

argue that the table of contents and epigraphs mirror the liminal quality of the 

contemporary male writer’s encounter with the shadow by blurring the divisions 

between the public realm and the literary realm it incorporates. Blessed Is the Fruit is 

the second novel in which Antoni has combined the acts of composing and marketing 

the text—private (feminine) and public (masculine) activities, respectively—by 

incorporating material that emphasizes one of the narrative’s themes. For example, his 

first novel Divina Trace (1991) includes a reflective sheet intended to act as a mirror 

that distorts the reader’s reflection. This idea is repeated throughout the novel which, 

according to Giselle A. Rampaul in “‘The Biggest Callaloo Anybody Ever See’: Robert 

Antoni’s Divina Trace” (2008), is like a Trinidadian callaloo that “complicate[s] ideas 

of the distinctive and the distinguishable” (6). A structural element such as the table of 
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contents serves as a blueprint for the text’s, and in this case, the main characters’ 

construction. Blessed Is the Fruit’s table of contents evidences the contemporary male 

writer’s ordering and thus control of the narrative; it also presents the text as a 

matriarchal and thus counterarchival source of history. Epigraphs are structural 

elements that indicate the voices the writer has chosen to speak on his behalf; they can 

also lend authority to a narrative. In Blessed Is the Fruit, the epigraphs function in both 

these ways. They are contradictory in that they exemplify traits of both patriarchal and 

matriarchal authority. 

The ambiguity that characterizes the structural elements of Antoni’s text is also 

evident in his construction of an authorial double. The authorial double presents the 

contemporary male writer with the opportunity to encounter the shadow via the non-

threatening textual space. His construction of an alternate self within a space of his own 

making enables him to control the extent to which he engages with the shadow. Still, by 

granting the shadow an identity and agency within the text, he obtains a meta-

perspective that facilitates the ultimate goal of this stage, which is his recognition of the 

shadow as integral to the development of his creative identity. We can imagine this 

stage in terms of Plato’s “Allegory of the Cave,” which facilitates the cave’s prisoners’ 

realization that the shadows on the cave’s wall do not constitute what is real, but are 

illusions created by the reality of the fire behind them (Kreis). To pursue his 

individuation, the contemporary male writer must recognize his forebears’ construction 

of the shadow as just that, a shadow that enabled them to contain what seemed a real 

threat to their authority. This leads to his realization that the shadow he now encounters 

is maintained by his identification with masculine authority.  
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Antoni’s characterizations of Lilla, a white Creole and former plantation 

mistress who narrates the first half of the novel, and Bolom, her servant Vel’s unborn 

child, are constructions of authorial doubles. Vel, who narrates the second half of the 

novel, represents the shadow; she embodies the nationalist tradition’s feminized, raced 

idea of nation. My close reading of this novel explicates the contemporary male writer’s 

process of constructing authorial doubles that encounter the shadow. This process 

involves his embodiment of both masculine authority and its feminine shadow, a 

representation of the individuating author’s disparate selves that ultimately energizes 

the narrative. The final point in Chapter Three concerns Lilla-as-authorial-double’s 

development of Vel’s body-as-text. The narrative indicates that Vel’s narrative is 

dreamed. Conversely, Lilla’s consciousness indicates her intentional construction of the 

narrative. Lilla “develops” her subject for Bolom, who serves as a passive audience. 

Hers is also the first of the two narratives; this placement underscores her role as the 

“author” of the narrative’s subject, whom she identifies as Vel at the novel’s start. I read 

Lilla’s development of Vel-as-text as the contemporary male writer’s interrogation of 

his forebears’ construction of the West Indian nation as shadow. The ambivalence that 

characterizes this construction evidences his progress toward the third stage of 

individuation.  

The third stage is the contemporary male writer’s renunciation of his 

identification with patriarchal authority via his recognition of the unconscious feminine. 

Jung’s notion of the anima defines this third stage. In Jungian theory, the anima is the 

“structure that interfaces with the collective unconscious” (Stein 6). The “collective 

unconscious” is the part of identity that “belongs to a category of ideas that posit a 
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universal human nature—one that, if not eternal, is at least very slow in changing” 

(Walker 9). The anima is the “unconscious female” of a male’s identity that 

“compensates for his conscious masculinity”; in the female’s case, the unconscious 

male is identified as the animus (Walker 45). Jung initially identified these opposite-sex 

aspects of identity as “psychic representations of the sexual instinct” (Walker 45). I 

suggest that the extent to which the anima is connected to sexual instinct is determined 

by the central archetype(s) that embody the anima. For example, the individuating 

contemporary male writer might embody the anima as Sophia, an archetype of wisdom 

(Mattoon 57). A positive manifestation of this female archetype would be characterized 

by wisdom; a negative manifestation might be “the use of wisdom, or knowledge, for 

destructive purposes” (Mattoon 57). The anima centered on the Sophia archetype would 

bear little relation to sexual instinct, unless the wisdom she stands for is related to the 

individuation of sexual identity. Thus the unique circumstances of individuation 

determine the relevance of sexual instinct to the anima’s construction.  

I also wish to distinguish between the shadow and the anima: an individual’s 

shadow can be projected onto one of the same sex, but as Jung envisioned it, the anima 

necessitates projections onto archetypes of the opposite sex. By “sex” I mean biological 

sex; I understand “gender” as Forbes defines it, as a “social construct which may vary 

across societies and historical periods within societies and within which the complex of 

roles and identities is fluid and subject to change” (27). In this project centered on 

contemporary male writers, the anima is necessarily the unconscious feminine; the 

shadow or “not me” of these writers happens to be feminized as well. Furthermore, 

though the stages of individuation do not have to take place in any particular order, I 
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identify them as occurring in a particular order because the contemporary male writer’s 

work with the unconscious feminine could not take place without his first having 

encountered the shadow of matriarchal authority. The anima lives within the 

contemporary male writer’s unconscious, and he is more inclined to recognize what is 

more evident. In this case, he is more likely to engage with the shadow, which is 

defined by an authoritative individual or collective. His engagement with the publicly 

constructed shadow or “not me” precludes his access to the unconscious feminine 

anima. The contemporary male writer must first engage with the more evident 

feminized shadow before he can recognize the feminine as part of his unconscious 

psyche.  

Jungian psychotherapist and poet Paul Watsky’s “Anima” (2001) identifies 

features of the concept, including that it is what Jung identified as a “spontaneous 

production of the unconscious” (qtd. in Watsky 2). Jung theorized that it was also the 

basis for projection. Watsky cites Jung’s notion that the individual’s awareness of the 

anima illustrates his progress through four stages:  

The first stage—Hawwah, Eve, earth—is purely biological; 

woman…only represents something to be fertilized. The second 

stage…[takes place] on an aesthetic and romantic level where woman 

has already acquired some value as an individual. The third stage raises 

[him] to the heights of religious devotion and thus spiritualizes him: 

Hawwah has been replaced by spiritual motherhood. Finally the fourth 

stage illustrates…wisdom. (qtd. in Watsky 3) 
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Jung’s quote illustrates the individual’s evolution from acceptance of a communally 

constructed myth (e.g., of Eve’s role in creation) to awareness of his own role in 

conjuring such myths; this evolution ultimately leads to wisdom. Similarly, the 

contemporary male writer’s process of individuation evidences a similar progression 

from acceptance of his patriarchs’ “myth,” i.e., the feminization of nation, to his 

recognition of the anima’s role as what Ann Belford Ulanov describes as a “bridge” or 

“border figure” that connects “the personal to the collective, the conscious to the 

archetypal, the ego to the Self” (qtd. in Watsky 6).  

 I also wish to distinguish between the anima and an archetype, for they are often 

considered one and the same. Jung identified the anima as “extremely dramatic content 

of the unconscious…Therefore I deliberately and consciously give preference to a 

dramatic, mythological approach and terminology” (qtd. in Watsky 2). The conflation 

of anima and archetype likely emerges from Jung’s own emphasis on a “mythological 

approach.” An archetype can be understood as a set of behaviors that is personified, 

whereas the anima is the set of behaviors associated with the feminine that resides in the 

(male) unconscious. It also bears repeating that the unconscious anima is not the same 

as the shadow, which is more based upon socially undesirable characteristics; Jung’s 

statement that “She [the anima] is not an invention of the conscious” supports this 

distinction (qtd. in Watsky 2). Finally, I wish to address Jung’s use of gender. Jung 

gendered the anima in men as female and the animus in females as male (Watsky 6). 

His gendering of these aspects is the subject of ongoing debate among psychoanalysts; 

however, his initial conception of the anima as the male’s unconscious feminine is 

applied here. The scope of the anima’s qualities accommodates this selection; analyst 
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Polly Young-Eisendrath defines the anima as “a gendered complex of not-I, as 

emotionally charged collections of images, habits, thoughts, actions and meanings that 

limit and define self” (qtd. in Watsky 5).  

The male’s recognition of the anima facilitates individuation; conversely, there 

are consequences that arise from ignoring this aspect of his psyche. Jung asserted that 

the anima and animus are “powers in the unconscious, in fact, gods…To designate them 

so acknowledges the central importance among psychological values which is theirs in 

any case, whether consciousness concedes it to them or not; for their power only 

increases in proportion to the degree that they remain unconscious. He who does not see 

them is in their hands” (qtd. in Watsky 7). Since this unconscious aspect of the psyche 

serves as the basis for projection, it can be accessed via the analysis of projections and 

their patterns (Watsky 8). However, identification with the archetype(s) that embody the 

anima is dangerous, for “when a man seems most thoroughly in the grip of compulsive 

[i.e., repetitive] projections, most single-mindedly determined to reduce existence to a 

few fanatically loved or hated fetish objects, he likely has been possessed by the 

anima—albeit in a primitive state” (Watsky 3). The benefit of “anima functioning” is 

that it engages the male in “a value-imbued relationship with his mind” (Watsky 8). 

Anima functioning includes working through and withdrawal of negative projections, 

which leads to wisdom (Watsky 14). Most importantly, anima functioning is similar to 

the work of encountering the shadow in that it generates creativity; Peter 

Schnellenbaum suggests this when he states that “The basic attitude of the mature 

anima, active receptivity, stimulates the pouring forth of images” (qtd. in Watsky 15). 
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Jung’s own depiction of his encounter with the anima also alludes to its connection to 

creative energy:  

For decades I always turned to the anima when I felt that…something 

had been constellated in the unconscious. I would then ask the anima: 

“Now what are you up to? What do you see? I should like to know.” 

After some resistance she regularly produced an image. As soon as the 

image was there…the whole energy of [negative] emotions was 

transformed into interest and curiosity about the image. I would speak 

with the anima about the images she communicated to me. (qtd. in 

Watsky 7) 

Jung’s quote illustrates the creativity inherent in becoming conscious of the anima in his 

depiction of “something” that becomes “constellated” into a concrete image that 

generates “interest and curiosity.” This synthesis of disparate elements into a unified 

whole is also evident in the contemporary male writer’s process of “imaging” the 

feminized nation’s history via the historical narrative, a project that unites the divide 

between past and present.  

 In Chapter Four, I argue that James’s protagonist Lilith in The Book of Night 

Women serves as an authorial double that mirrors the contemporary male writer’s 

recognition of the anima. As an embodiment of this process, she evidences his synthesis 

of past and present, specifically his renunciation of a primary identification with 

patriarchal authority and his engagement with matriarchal authority. I begin by focusing 

on critics’ and readers’ designation of James’s novel, a work of historical fiction, as 

“authentic.” I assert that the text’s “authenticity” emerges from the contemporary male 
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writer’s recognition of the feminine as an aspect of his creative Self. I do so by 

illustrating the connection between authenticity and matriarchal authority, specifically 

its connection to local contexts and cultural forms. This connection is mirrored in 

critics’ and readers’ praise of the novel’s authenticity. I examine these informal and 

formal designations of James’s novel as “authentic” and thus connected to matriarchal 

authority to illustrate the contemporary male writer’s incorporation of the anima.  

 Next, I read Lilith as both an embodiment of the anima and as authorial double. 

Lilith does not function solely as an authorial double; James identifies her as a very real 

co-author. James’s construction of Lilith illustrates Watsky’s assertion that “The arts, 

ranging from myth through movies, offer a goldmine of anima projection” (8). I 

examine Lilith’s construction through the lens of one analyst’s identification of 

common “projections” to illustrate how closely she replicates archetypal patterns. I then 

focus on Lilith-as-anima’s construction as an authorial double. As I have just stated, 

James extends the reaches of Lilith’s role as authorial double to his own creative realm, 

and he reinforces the importance of her role in his construction of the narrator Lovey as 

Lilith’s offspring. I explain that the nature of Lilith’s construction evidences the 

contemporary male writer’s dialogue with the anima. James’s characterization of 

Lilith’s role as co-author is reminiscent of Jung’s depiction of anima functioning as 

“conversations” with its consolidated female form. His representation of Lilith as both 

authorial double and mother of the narrative voice illustrates the dissolution of his 

primary identification with patriarchal authority, and his unification of past and present 

in his development of a distinctive creative identity.  
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 My final argument in this chapter is that in addition to her construction as 

authorial double, Lilith’s characterization as an archetype underscores the contemporary 

male writer’s dissolution of his identification with patriarchal authority. Lilith’s name 

alludes to the Biblical Adam’s first wife, whose disobedience resulted in her omission 

from the account of creation in the Book of Genesis (King James Version, Gen. 2.1-25). 

As authorial double and matriarch of the literary offspring that (re)inscribes her 

centrality to the historical narrative, Lilith embodies the contemporary male writer’s 

revision of matriarchal authority’s omission from dominant accounts of the West Indian 

nation’s creation. In doing so, she represents the idea that matriarchal authority, which 

is established through her connection to the local context (her “authenticity”), can 

subvert and thus supersede the authority of dominant (i.e., patriarchal) histories. I argue 

that these qualities make Lilith an embodiment of the entity Sylvia Wynter identified as 

“Caliban’s woman.” As an embodiment of Caliban’s missing mate, Lilith also subverts 

The Tempest’s significance in the construction of a mythos for the West Indian nation.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

‘PAST’ FOOD: A RETURN TO THE NATIONALIST TRADITION IN FRED 

D’AGUIAR’S “THE LAST ESSAY ABOUT SLAVERY” (1996) AND FEEDING 

THE GHOSTS (1997) 

This historical sense, which is a sense of the timeless as well as of the temporal and of 

the timeless and of the temporal together, is what makes a writer traditional. And it is at 

the same time what makes a writer most acutely conscious of his place in time, of his 

contemporaneity.                               —T. S. Eliot, “Tradition and the Individual Talent” 

 

 In this chapter, I examine the first stage in the contemporary male writer’s 

authorial individuation from his nationalist forebears, which can also be described as his 

quest for “contemporaneity”: his development of a “historical sense” through a return to 

his forebears’ contradictory work of merging feminized art and masculine action. This 

first stage is characterized by the prominent role masculine authority plays as the 

contemporary male writer resumes his forebears’ work of representing the feminized 

nation. Fred D’Aguiar’s poetic-critical essay “The Last Essay About Slavery” (1996) 

and his novel Feeding the Ghosts (1997) illustrate how the contemporary male writer 

might accomplish this work through his nationalist forebears’ genre of historical fiction. 

This return generates his hunger for a singular authorial identity and thus feeds his 

desire to individuate. Similarly, the title of D’Aguiar’s novel Feeding the Ghosts 

establishes that present (creative) activity, which is signified by the gerund feeding, is in 

this instance connected to the ghosts of the past.   
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The contemporary male writer’s return to his patriarchs’ project of national 

representation can be described in terms such as those Curdella Forbes uses to theorize 

George Lamming’s development of the West Indian subject’s genealogy: as a moment 

of “self-discovery” that “carries the burden of accepting oneself not only as offspring, 

but also as mother/father” (146). The contemporary male writer understands himself as 

his literary patriarchs’ offspring at the outset of his individuation, for this is the only 

position he has occupied in relation to their tradition. As offspring, his primary 

identification is with patriarchal authority. This primary identification with his 

forebears’ tradition strengthens his persona, or illusory Self, as the masculine literary 

authority. The persona is relatively easy to maintain, for it is largely an imitative 

endeavor; the contemporary male writer identifies with patriarchal authority to the 

extent that it seems natural to replicate those conventions associated with it. This is 

evident particularly in “The Last Essay About Slavery,” in which the contemporary 

male writer’s allusions to Western literature and its conventions echoes his forebears’ 

cultural knowledge. His identification with his forebears’ tradition makes their 

conventions his own and thus strengthens his persona of masculine authority.  

 The contemporary male writer as masculine persona exists in a pleromatic state. 

That is, he has no identity apart from his identification with patriarchal authority. The 

desire to transcend this pleromatic existence by establishing one’s individuality is the 

force that drives the process of individuation. An authority’s inability to distinguish the 

masculine authorial persona from his forebears’ tradition can motivate this process. In 

the discussion of “The Last Essay About Slavery,” there appears one instance of literary 

authorities’ inability to distinguish the masculine authority from his patriarchal 
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tradition. Such failures highlight for the masculine authorial persona his lack of a 

singular identity and “feed” his desire to individuate.  

The authority’s/authorities’ inability to distinguish the masculine authorial 

persona from his forebears’ tradition reveals the uncomfortable truth of his guise. His 

return to his forebears’ work is the first step in his individuation, as nothing else, 

including the matriarchal authority that defines his postmodern context, can initially 

serve as a locus for identification. This return to the familiar, primary source of 

identification supports his persona as an authority. However, the difference between his 

postcolonial, postmodern present and his forebears’ modern colonial past reveals other 

discrepancies that generate his desire for unity. One is the discrepancy between his 

forebears’ position as colonial subjects and their identification with the authority of the 

imperial patriarch. Another, which becomes evident in Feeding the Ghosts, is the 

discrepancy between the matriarchal authority that defines his present and the absence 

of this authority in his forebears’ tradition. He needs to identify and ultimately develop 

a dialogue with matriarchal authority to fulfill his quest for a singular authorial identity, 

which includes his union of “mother/father.” Discrepancies such as these encourage the 

masculine authorial persona’s interrogation of his primary identification with 

patriarchal authority.  

This interrogation constitutes the masculine authorial persona’s first stage in the 

process of individuation. He continues his forebears’ contradictory project of national 

representation, which entails maintaining his masculine authority while representing the 

feminized nation, to eventually locate the role of the matriarch in his development of a 

creative Self. Mintah, the female protagonist in Feeding the Ghosts, can be read as an 
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embodiment of this first stage in the masculine authorial persona’s union of disparate 

selves. Her appearance in the historical narrative and her status as a slave woman 

suggest the masculine authorial persona’s replication of his forebears’ genre and 

subject. Mintah mirrors the masculine persona’s crisis of masculine authority during the 

first stage of individuation. As both liminal creation and creator, Mintah represents his 

changing relationship to his patriarchal tradition as he initiates his pursuit of an 

individuated creative identity. As a liminal embodiment of the feminine, Mintah also 

reflects the masculine authorial persona’s initial efforts to determine his relationship to 

matriarchal authority in his search for artistic Selfhood.  

“The Last Essay About Slavery” (1996) 

D’Aguiar’s “The Last Essay About Slavery” is one in a collection of essays 

titled The Age of Anxiety, an exploration of the social and political anxieties that 

accompanied the end of the 20
th

 century. This discussion of the first stage in the 

masculine authorial persona’s process of individuation begins with an explanation of 

how his work might be framed by modern-day literary “authorities.” These authorities’ 

inability to distinguish his authorial identity from that of his nationalist forebears 

heightens his desire for a distinct creative Self and serves as an impetus for 

individuation.  

Editors Sarah Dunant and Roy Porter summarize “The Last Essay About 

Slavery” as such: “As a British Caribbean writer, D’Aguiar’s focus is race; his essay a 

meditation on how we might come to compose the last novel, poem or song about 

slavery, how through writing, reshaping, re-creating a historical pain, we might be able 

to absorb, digest, and move on from the legacy of it” (xvii). The editors’ use of the royal 
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“we” emphasizes their authority, for in addition to reflecting their shared interpretation 

of the essay, it also positions them as representatives of an English point of view. 

Dunant, a writer, and Porter, a medical historian, are both well-respected English 

authors. D’Aguiar’s parents are from Guyana, which obtained independence in 1966. 

Dunant and Porter’s identification of him as a “British Caribbean writer” in 1996 seems 

rather outdated. Particularly at the close of a century that was punctuated by 

colonialism’s end, it would be more accurate—and perhaps less anxiety-provoking—for 

these descendants of an imperial tradition to identify him as, for example, a “writer of 

Guyanese descent,” or an “English national of Guyanese descent.” D’Aguiar as “British 

Caribbean” resituates him as a colonial subject by referring to Guyana’s former place 

within the British Empire. Consequently, the designation “British Caribbean” positions 

D’Aguiar as the offspring of an imperial literary tradition, one that is reminiscent of 

nationalist male writers’ position in relation to Victorian “authorities.”  

 The editors’ identification of “race” as the essay’s chief concern in their 

summary reinforces the introduction’s implicit framing of D’Aguiar as a former 

colonial subject, for a lack of contextual details has the potential to engender what 

D’Aguiar warns against, the “dangerous essentialism of identity politics” (147). 

D’Aguiar writes that the essay emerges from his desire to see “slavery’s relevance to 

present anxieties about race…come to an end” (125, italics mine). D’Aguiar’s focus, 

then, is much more complex than the editors imply; it is the complicated relationship 

between the “historical pain” of slavery and the racially charged present. He asserts that 

despite his hope for the dissolution of slavery’s relevance to the present, “the present, 

not slavery, refuses to allow slavery to go away”; this is because “each 
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generation…[needs] to have slavery nuanced their way” (126). D’Aguiar’s argument 

contrasts the editors’ description of the essay as one that, according to the royal “we,” 

appears to resolve slavery’s relationship to the racial present. D’Aguiar’s introductory 

remarks counter the editors’ introduction of his work’s themes by stating that for the 

colonial subject, it is impossible for slavery to be absorbable, digestible, or a legacy 

independent of the racial present. D’Aguiar’s essay does not respond directly to the 

editors’ introduction, of course. Still, his introduction makes it clear that a discrepancy 

exists between the editors’ presentation of his subject and his own argument regarding 

slavery’s role in the present. Certainly, introductions are meant to be concise. Yet the 

editors’ general summary in this case can be read as an inability to recognize 

D’Aguiar’s unique position concerning race—as a former British Caribbean subject, if 

nothing else—and thus what is likely to be a complex perspective on the matter. As the 

masculine persona’s authority is rooted in his forebears’ rather than his own singularity, 

these authorities’ inability to distinguish his authorial identity from that of his forebears 

can serve to motivate his individuation.  

The first step in the contemporary male writer’s pursuit of a unique authorial 

identity is his return to his nationalist forebears’ tradition. The masculine authorial 

persona returns to this tradition because it is the primary and thus familiar source of his 

persona’s identification. In and of itself, his forebears’ work also bears authority via the 

“weight” of tradition. Though the contemporary male writer returns to his forebears’ 

tradition in search of singularity, his return initially works to preserve the persona. “The 

Last Essay About Slavery” exemplifies how the contemporary male writer might do so 

by accessing his forebears’ authority through a familiarity with cultural knowledge. 
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During a 1999 interview with Ted Slade, D’Aguiar establishes his longstanding 

relationship to English culture, stating that “my first contact with published poetry and 

with the disputed canon, happened during [my] secondary school years. Then the 

Liverpool poets and the first Penguin series of poets, came my way in book form and at 

poetry readings.” It is not clear if the “secondary school years” D’Aguiar refers to 

include schooling in Guyana, where he lived from ages 2-12 (Slade). Regardless, as a 

colonial subject he would have been educated according to British standards.
1
 This 

education emerges in the “Last Essay” as D’Aguiar forges a connection to the 

nationalist tradition through allusions that demonstrate a wide-ranging knowledge of 

American and European contemporary sociopolitical issues and literary works and 

conventions. These allusions’ appearance in this work, one that addresses slavery’s 

relationship to the racial present, replicates his forebears’ demonstration of English 

cultural knowledge to offset Victorian perceptions of race that precluded the colonies’ 

self-government.   

 D’Aguiar evidences his cultural knowledge primarily by considering slavery’s 

role in the contemporary American public sphere. He utilizes the O.J. Simpson trial and 

the Clarence Thomas-Anita Hill proceedings as main examples, and refers to figures 

such as Mark Fuhrman and Colin Powell in the process (127-31). There are African-

American cultural references throughout, including to W.E.B. DuBois’s The Souls of 

Black Folk and the “problem of the color-line” (133); “‘birth of a nation’ narratives on 

both sides of the Atlantic”; “the marginality of blacks in [literature by whites],” which 

                                                
1 The British Council confirms that D’Aguiar was born in 1960 (“Fred D’Aguiar”); the United 

Kingdom’s legislative archives state that Guyana achieved independence on May 26th, 1966 (“Guyana 

Independence Act 1966”).  
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may allude specifically to Toni Morrison’s 1993 critical text Playing in the Dark: 

Whiteness and the Literary Imagination; slave narratives by US writers; and “early 

black spirituals to blues and jazz” (134). The essay also illustrates his knowledge of the 

Western literary canon via references to James Joyce’s protagonist Stephen Daedalus 

from Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (138), William Faulkner (141); and Ralph 

Ellison’s Invisible Man (145). D’Aguiar asserts that “to understand why blacks are 

second-class citizens…it is necessary to know the history of blacks in Britain, the 

Caribbean, the USA and Canada” (135). This quote positions the observer outside “the 

history of blacks,” similarly to the West Indian novelist in “The Occasion for Speaking” 

who looks “in and down” to depict the peasant class (Lamming 39).  

 The essay also conveys a Caribbean history of slavery largely in terms of North 

America’s history of slavery. One of the most striking examples of this is in the 

hypothetical beginning of “The Last Play About Slavery,” in which there are “Two 

slaves…in the cane- or cotton-fields of a plantation in the Caribbean or United States at 

the beginning of the nineteenth century” (133, italics mine). The interchangeable setting 

suggests that the slave histories of the two contexts are indistinguishable. Yet slavery 

holds a different place in Caribbean history than it does in American history; whereas it 

can be considered a particular “historical pain” for America, it is more likely to be 

considered the primary “historical pain” of the Caribbean’s birth.  Here, the masculine 

authorial persona repositions the Caribbean’s history of slavery so that it becomes part 

of the dominant history of North American slavery. D’Aguiar’s scope of cultural 

knowledge enables him to align the two historical traumas so that they become one and 

the same. This cultural knowledge enables the masculine authorial persona to remake 
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his subordinate identity as a “British Caribbean” national. Similarly, his forebears’ 

cultural knowledge enabled them to transcend what their Victorian authorizers saw as 

the “problem” of race.  

  Furthermore, “The Last Essay About Slavery” reiterates the nationalist idea that 

a breadth of cultural knowledge can facilitate the authorial persona’s representation of 

the feminized nation in a masculine public sphere. One example of this is D’Aguiar’s 

construction of “The Last Sonnet About Slavery.” This Petrarchan sonnet is one of 

seven attempts at a last literary work about slavery throughout the essay. It is the only 

one that replicates the conventions of a European literary form in full in its use of the 

Petrarchan octave-sestet form and 14-line rhyme scheme. The sonnet exemplifies a 

Western tradition of female objectification in literature in that it immortalizes the Italian 

poet Petrarch’s unrequited desire for the beautiful yet unattainable Laura. The sonnet’s 

subtitle, “After paintings by Hogarth,” also alludes to the tradition of female 

objectification, as the English Rococo painter William Hogarth praised a woman’s 

beauty in terms of its constituents: “Who…will say that he has not seen faces and necks, 

hands and arms in living women, that even the Grecian Venus doth but coarsely 

imitate?” (127). This tradition was reiterated in nationalist male writers’ romantic 

depictions of the feminized landscape-nation. Here, D’Aguiar’s breadth of cultural 

knowledge is also implied via an allusion to Hogarth himself, who focused on 18
th

-

century London’s “foibles, scandal and political events of the day” in his desire to make 

art accessible to the common man (“William Hogarth”). In this essay, D’Aguiar does 

the same; he utilizes contemporary sociopolitical events such as those involving O.J. 
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Simpson and Clarence Thomas and Anita Hill to make his points concerning a last 

artistic rendering of the historical trauma of slavery.  

 In its completeness and replication of form and rhyme scheme, the sonnet 

evidences the author’s skill at employing a Western, masculine literary convention. The 

relationship between the sonnet and its subtitle also demonstrates the author’s scope of 

cultural knowledge. The sonnet even reiterates the objectification of the female in its 

focus on the sonnet’s subject’s hands. However, D’Aguiar also utilizes his skill with 

this European literary form to represent the feminized folk. He revises the white male 

speaker of the original Petrarchan sonnet into the black male speaker of this sonnet, one 

who is subordinated by the white mistress to whom he speaks. It becomes clear upon 

reading the sonnet that the speaker is a male slave who entreats his audience, the “dear 

mistress,” to “Put your hand on my shoulder.../since my shoulders, my head, the 

hair/On it, all belong to you” (1, 4-5). The male speaker of this sonnet can be likened to 

the male nationalist who represented the nation in the European public sphere. Like the 

male nationalist, the sonnet’s male slave speaker utilizes his European cultural 

knowledge to represent a counterpublic comprised of slaves, who in both American and 

Caribbean contexts become the “folk.”
2
 And like the male nationalist, the sonnet’s 

speaker is also part of the counterpublic, the “folk” he represents. Thus the sonnet’s 

speaker replicates the male nationalist’s function in both the masculine public and 

feminized counterpublic spheres. As such, he embodies the masculine authorial 

persona’s engagement with his forebears’ contradictory work of national representation.  

                                                
2 The title of W.E.B. DuBois’s seminal text The Souls of Black Folk (1903) encapsulates the transition 

from “slave” to “folk” status in America. Like Hogarth’s art and D’Aguiar’s essay, DuBois’s text has a 

sociocultural focus.    
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 The masculine authorial persona’s return to his forebears’ tradition facilitates his 

realization of matriarchal authority’s absence, for their absence contrasts the presence of 

matriarchal authority in his postmodern context. The masculine authorial persona 

engaged in this first stage is not ready to resolve the disparity of matriarchal authority 

between past and present contexts, but his recognition of it becomes evident. In this 

essay, D’Aguiar’s allusions to African-American literature can be read as an effort to 

connect the matriarchal authority that defines his present with the patriarchal authority 

that defines the past. Chapter One identifies African-American feminist principles as 

foundational to Caribbean feminism. In addition, a number of D’Aguiar’s allusions are 

to cultural forms that center on the notion of liminality: for example, DuBois’s The 

Souls of Black Folk identifies race in terms of the “veil”; slave narratives necessitated 

anonymity yet emerged due to collaborations with what can be considered “authorities”; 

and Ellison’s narrator in Invisible Man sees himself as representative yet socially 

invisible. Liminality is characteristic of both the West Indian feminist antiromance, 

which contrasts the experience of nation conveyed by the nationalist romance. 

D’Aguiar’s references to African-American literature emphasize the masculine 

authorial persona’s liminal identities, including those defined by authority, gender, the 

nation, race, and time. He thus aligns himself with the liminality that appears in 

African-American literature, which also informed West Indian feminist narratives of 

national belonging. This can be read as the masculine authorial persona’s nascent 

recognition of matriarchal authority’s historical significance, which becomes more 

apparent during the process of individuation. 
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D’Aguiar also refers to the masculine authorial persona’s liminality in an 

allusion to T.S. Eliot’s “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock.” The essay’s last 

sentence reads: “My journey is being made not simply as a black man, but with my 

blackness as one vital component among a set of complex related conditions (class, 

gender, politics, and capacities for love and creativity, to name some) that are not fixed 

but shifting, and subject to visions and revisions” (147, italics mine). In this quote, 

D’Aguiar describes his process of identity formation similarly to the manner in which I 

have described the process of individuation: as a negotiation of selves. These 

negotiations generate the process’s characteristic liminality. The “visions and revisions” 

D’Aguiar refers to seem to allude to the following lines from Eliot’s poem: “Time yet 

for a hundred indecisions,/And for a hundred visions and revisions,/Before the taking of 

a toast and tea” (32-34). The allusion to Prufrock’s negotiation of public and private 

selves mirrors the liminality of the masculine persona’s identity during the process of 

individuation. D’Aguiar’s quote also refers to “capacities for love and creativity” that 

contribute to the formation of his identity. His description of his own identity formation 

in two realms and in response to their respective forces recalls the nationalist’s 

contradictory work of balancing public, inherently masculine identities (class, gender 

and politics) and private, feminized “capacities” (love and creativity).  

The allusion to Eliot becomes richer upon considering D’Aguiar’s position in 

this essay as both creative writer and critic, for it brings to mind Eliot’s influential 

“Tradition and the Individual Talent,” a critical essay that exhorts the writer’s 

understanding of himself as part of a tradition. Eliot writes, “No poet, no artist of any 

art, has his complete meaning alone. His significance, his appreciation is the 
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appreciation of his relation to the dead poets and artists” (“Tradition”). The allusion, 

then, highlights the importance of the masculine authorial persona’s identity formation 

in relation to a tradition. The poem’s epigraph from Dante’s Inferno that precedes 

Prufrock’s self-interrogation reinforces the role of tradition in identity formation.
3
 In the 

poem, Prufrock is also in the process of defining himself independently of his society’s 

standards for “gentlemen.” The poem’s end hints at Prufrock’s fragmentation; he 

becomes “we” as a result of this process (129). It also suggests that Prufrock’s self-

interrogation, which can be considered a snapshot of individuation, has been successful 

to some degree, for he has not forced himself to meet the social expectation of asking 

the “overwhelming question” that troubles him throughout the poem (Eliot 93). The 

presence of both fragmentation and resolution at the end of the poem echoes Jungian 

theorist Anthony Storr’s description of individuation, cited in Chapter One, as a never-

ending journey with stops along the way. D’Aguiar’s concluding sentence also likens 

identity formation to a journey. His allusion to Eliot’s poem, then, suggests the 

masculine authorial persona’s realization that in addition to his inheritance of a 

tradition, his interrogation of this tradition—whether initiated by literary personas or 

society gentlemen—is integral to the process of individuation.  

The masculine authorial persona maintains his identification with his patriarchs’ 

tradition by emphasizing his centrality to national representation. One way that the male 

nationalist assured his place in the public sphere was by establishing his authority’s 

                                                
3 The epigraph from Dante’s Inferno is “the speech of one dead and damned, who thinks that his hearer 

also is going to remain in Hell. Count Guido de Montefeltro[’s] sin has been to give false counsel after a 

corrupt prelate had offered him prior absolution…[his] punishment is to be wrapped in a constantly 

burning flame” (Gioia, Kennedy 372). Prufrock speaks to an unidentified companion, which positions 

him similarly to the Count.  
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significance in projects of national construction. George Lamming’s assertions that the 

novel was one of the three most important projects to take place in West Indian history, 

and that its writer was “the first to add a new dimension to writing about the West 

Indian community” are examples of this (37). This assertion of masculine authority is 

also present in “The Last Essay About Slavery.” The masculine authorial persona’s 

importance is underscored in his seven potential “final acts of creativity” that punctuate 

the essay: two beginnings; one middle and one end of the “last novel”; one beginning of 

a “last play”; one “last sonnet”; and one “last poem” (125, 126-27, 131, 133, 140-41, 

144, 146). The masculine authorial persona’s partial development of the majority of 

these works demonstrates the scope of his creativity and cultural knowledge. The 

creation of seven varied works also alludes to the account of creation in Genesis, which 

took place in seven days (Gen. 2.2). As such, they intimate the masculine authorial 

persona’s integral role in the representation of West Indian history. The masculine 

authorial persona’s return to his patriarch’s role in national construction enables him to 

identify the absence of matriarchal authority, which is central to his development of a 

unified creative Self. The authority of the masculine persona is referenced in the 

allusion to the Biblical account of creation, which includes Eve’s creation (Gen. 2.21-

25). One of D’Aguiar’s first statements in the essay is that “conditions in the present are 

not ameliorated by the accumulation of a library of slave-novels, poems, plays, films 

and albums (cds) about slavery. On the contrary, each generation…needs their own 

versions of the past, to see the past in their own images, words” (126). Here, the 

masculine authorial persona establishes the significance of his role for the postcolonial, 

postmodern generation, though it is rooted in his inheritance of his forebears’ tradition.  
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In this first stage, the masculine authorial persona identifies the absence of 

matriarchal authority, which defines his postmodern context. This is evident in 

D’Aguiar’s assertion that “an unwritten feminist perspective in that middle passage is in 

need of expression if the artistic expression is to match the historical reality” (138). He 

would provide his expression of this perspective one year after the publication of this 

essay when Feeding the Ghosts, the text featuring the female protagonist Mintah, was 

published. While this statement recognizes matriarchal authority as one aspect of the 

individuated creative Self, the essay suggests that the masculine authorial persona’s 

development of these narratives is grounded in his access to cultural knowledge, in this 

case the neoclassical principles that guide his writing. D’Aguiar states that fictionalizing 

“the indignities of slavery” involves “an ironic detachment afforded by the privilege of 

retroactive wisdom and art” (141). While he recognizes the absence of the feminist 

perspective, the masculine authorial persona identifies the “privilege” of cultural 

knowledge and traditions, including his own, as the foundation for its expression. The 

“detachment” he refers to here recalls his masculine forebears’ cautious identification 

with the feminized “folk” in their representation of the West Indian nation. 

Just as classical art served as a foundation for neoclassical art, the masculine 

authorial persona’s return to his forebears’ tradition initially informs his masculine 

representation of nation. His nationalist forebears’ work of balancing feminized art and 

masculinized action also echoes the neoclassical goal of merging delight with 

instruction. D’Aguiar seems to replicate the West Indian novelist’s work of animating 

the peasant as he “ennoble[s] and dignif[ies] the demeaned life, the dehumanised slave” 

(141). D’Aguiar writes that without “restraint,” national representation is subject to 
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“amateur dramatics, to high camp—the Liberace of art forms” (143). This hyper-

feminized depiction of the unrestrained “folk” text underscores the importance of 

masculine authority in the project of national construction. D’Aguiar states that when 

restrained by the neoclassical principles that define his “brand of slave novel,” the folk 

text evidences “a deliberate reaching-up or elevation in the tone of the narration and a 

preponderance of suggestive imagery which takes the place of the usual scene-setting 

imagery” (143, italics mine). D’Aguiar’s allusions to the neoclassical principles that 

inform his representation of the nation illustrate the masculine authorial persona’s 

reliance upon his forebears’ authority to reconstruct their contradictory project of 

national representation.  

D’Aguiar’s “The Last Essay About Slavery” affords the reader an opportunity to 

observe the contemporary male writer’s identification with masculine authority. The 

essay’s thesis is the importance of addressing each generation’s “inherit[ed] anxiety 

about slavery” with the memory evoked by “forms of imagination” (132). This work 

results in “a trick of the mind brought about by the agency of art” that transforms the 

“pain” of slavery into “a source of pride and strength” (136). Like his nationalist 

forebears, the masculine authorial persona promotes his ability to “elevate” the nation. 

He asserts that “the talent to articulate a black experience…is not the sole preserve of 

black artists” (142). Rather, this ability is dependent upon “the degree of artistry of the 

expression” (142); that is, what the persona views as the privilege of masculine 

authority. The “degree of artistry” the contemporary male writer as masculine authorial 

persona evidences at this stage of individuation is rooted in his return to the past, 

specifically to his masculine forebears’ work of historicizing the feminized nation. This 
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return facilitates his access to patriarchal authority, yet it also enables him to apprehend 

the absence of matriarchal authority. Upon doing so, he begins to realize that 

matriarchal authority contributes to his creative Selfhood, which ultimately facilitates 

his progress toward the second stage of individuation.  

Feeding the Ghosts (1997) 

D’Aguiar’s 1997 novel Feeding the Ghosts is another example of the first stage 

in the contemporary male writer’s return to his nationalist forebears’ tradition. The 

novel exemplifies the contemporary male writer’s efforts to maintain his masculine 

persona through his return to the nationalist tradition. I utilize D’Aguiar’s discussion of 

his female protagonist’s narrative function at the time of the novel’s publication to 

frame my point that the relationship between Mintah and her parents, particularly her 

father, illustrates the masculine persona’s crisis of authority in this first stage of 

individuation. Mintah represents her parents’ “creation.” As creation, she also mirrors 

the contemporary male writer who has yet to define his singular authorial identity and 

so perpetuates his forebears’ authority via the masculine persona. The masculine 

authorial persona’s identification with patriarchal authority can be read in Mintah’s 

ontological construction and his vision of his individuated Self in Mintah’s artistic 

production. The liminality that characterizes Mintah’s ontological existence and 

creative capacity evidences the anxieties that emerge as the masculine authorial persona 

dissolves his identification with his forebears’ authority. These anxieties also suggest 

his uncertainty of his ability to forge a relationship to matriarchal authority, which is 

integral to his development of an individuated identity. In this first stage of 

individuation, the masculine authority initially sustains the persona as a defensive 
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response to the motivation to establish his singularity. The return also enables him to 

identify the absence of matriarchal authority in his forebears’ tradition. Though he 

might identify matriarchal authority’s absence at this point in his individuation, the 

masculine persona also resists it, as he has yet to dissolve his identification with 

patriarchal authority. In D’Aguiar’s novel, Mintah’s liminal construction represents the 

masculine authorial persona’s initial resistance to matriarchal authority.  

In “The Last Essay About Slavery,” D’Aguiar asserts that “An unwritten 

feminist perspective in that middle passage is in need of expression if the artistic 

expression is to match the historical reality” (138). He establishes an argument for the 

masculine authorial persona’s representation of the feminized nation through a return to 

his forebears’ tradition of masculine authority. Feeding the Ghosts was published in 

1997, one year after the collection that included his “Last Essay.” The novel 

fictionalizes the 1781 passage of the slave ship Zong. During this voyage, 132 slaves 

were thrown overboard by the captain and crew in an attempt to collect insurance that 

would also compensate for the earlier loss of approximately 50 slaves due to disease 

and malnutrition (Blackpast.org). D’Aguiar renders the narrative, which is centered on 

the female protagonist Mintah, a Fetu slave, in five sections: a prologue, three parts, and 

an epilogue. An omniscient narrator relates the story in the first and second parts, which 

are centered on the journey through the Middle Passage and the insurance trial 

respectively; these comprise the majority of the narrative. The third part is told through 

the female protagonist Mintah’s perspective. In the first part, the narrator focuses on the 

perspective of the captain’s first mate Kelsal, of whom Mintah once took care in an 

African mission. The narrator describes Kelsal’s role in throwing Mintah overboard, her 
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return to the ship, and her relationship with Simon, the cook’s assistant who falls in love 

with her. The second part depicts the insurance trial. During the trial, Simon submits 

Mintah’s journal of the journey’s events as evidence against the ship’s investors’ claim; 

nonetheless, they are awarded the insurance money. In the final part, Mintah provides 

her first-person account of her experience preceding and following the journey, as well 

as of the journey itself. In the last chapter of Mintah’s part, the omniscient narrator 

resumes the narrative to describe the destruction of Mintah’s home by fire, which also 

consumes Mintah.   

The publication of the novel seemed to respond to the need D’Aguiar identifies 

for a feminist representation of a particular moment in the nation’s slave history. Its 

publication also illustrates the masculine authorial persona’s ability to fulfill his 

generation’s specific needs for representation, particularly since it appeared at the 

height of what Alison Donnell identifies as the mythological second genesis of 

women’s writing (131). This second “boom” in women’s writing was enhanced by the 

simultaneous emergence of West Indian feminist critical discourse (Donnell 131). The 

novel’s appearance at this time suggests D’Aguiar’s entry into the feminist discursive 

realm, for he identified and provided a perspective that he asserts was “unwritten” prior 

to the appearance of the novel. His publication of Mintah’s narrative during the “boom” 

can be read as an attempt to regard the feminist imperative to “abandon the practice of 

explaining women’s multiple, complex and continuously contested experiences through 

male-centered approaches” (Barriteau 30). Yet it can also be viewed as an assertion of 

masculine authority, for he emerges as the singular artist who can transcend the bounds 

of “male-centered approaches” to generate the feminine narrative. Indeed, the 
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narrative’s depiction of Mintah’s journal’s presence contradicts the assertion that a 

feminist account of the Middle Passage was “unwritten.” As such, the masculine 

authorial persona echoes the ability of the nationalist novelist who “investigat[es] and 

project[s] the inner experiences of the West Indian community” (Lamming 37). The 

publication of the novel implies the masculine authority’s ability to represent most any 

canonical interest, which can be read as a challenge to the “unique” feminine narrative. 

 The masculine authorial persona in this first stage of individuation is also in the 

process of recognizing the absence of matriarchal authority. It is easy to read the novel 

as an expression of this recognition, for it gives voice to the feminine. As the novel is 

set during the Middle Passage, a female slave embodies this voice. She is thus an 

ancestor of the peasant class that male nationalists would later feminize. In a 1997 

interview with Maria Frías, D’Aguiar states that Mintah took him “out of my skin, my 

sex, into her likely experience” (421). Though this statement implies that Mintah is the 

force driving the production of Feeding the Ghosts, the novel historicizes the nation 

through the female body in particular, thus reiterating a defining feature of male-

authored nationalist narratives. D’Aguiar conveys to Frías that he views bodies, 

specifically those engaged in heterosexual interaction which defies racial taboos, as “a 

gift to the writer who cares about history as understood through the body; about burying 

thoughts about history in physical detail; about sensuality as a mode of historical 

discourse” (421, italics mine). The novel does not characterize any male body to the 

extent that it does Mintah’s; in this ways, it appears to continue the nationalist tradition 

of understanding history through the female body in particular.   
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Ironically, the defining characteristic of Mintah’s body throughout the novel is 

its “bodilessness” (202); throughout her narrative in particular, Mintah perceives her 

body and spirit as separate from one another. This can be read in two ways: as the 

masculine authorial persona’s assertion of authority via a separation of the two, or as a 

representation of his process of individuation. Later in this chapter, I argue that the 

separation of body and spirit Mintah describes mirrors the liminal state that the 

masculine authorial persona enters during the first stage of individuation. The “taboo” 

relationship between Simon, the white cook’s assistant, and Mintah illustrate the 

masculine authorial persona’s role in ascribing meaning to the “bodiless” female. 

Interestingly, Simon’s defining characteristic is his simplicity. He recalls that Mintah 

transforms the cook’s corporal punishment of his simplicity through her touch, arousing 

“reactions he did not know were housed in it” (175). Thus the effects of Mintah’s touch 

are limited to Simon’s body, which represents the masculine realm of action. He 

confines any other aspect of his experience with her to her journal, a private space that 

“stood for her existence with him” (175). The irony of Simon’s simplicity appears 

during the depiction of their physical relationship at the novel’s end, where Mintah 

imagines her reunion with Simon: “As we touch and kiss and I hear my name on his lips 

I see my name attach itself to my body” (202). Whereas the effects of Mintah’s touch 

have been limited to Simon’s body, the opposite happens here: regardless of his 

cognitive capacity, which is represented by his naming of her, his words are powerful 

enough to endow her body with meaning. As the result of Simon’s production of 

language, “Mintah” becomes a signifier and her body that which is signfied. 

Conversely, her signification of her own lived experience “had come to nothing,” and at 
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the end of the trial, it is Simon who possesses her journal, the “ghost-book” (173, 175). 

Her liminal existence is reiterated in the omniscient narrator’s depiction of her burned 

body at the novel’s end; it is separated from her “dreamed, unearthed secrets” which 

bury themselves into the ground (226). This depiction echoes D’Aguiar’s thought that 

history is “buried” in the (feminized) physical realm, and Simon’s ability to join 

Mintah’s body and name suggests that it is the masculine entity that creates meaning via 

a union of signifier and signified. This reading corroborates D’Aguiar’s view that the 

(female) body is a “gift” to the masculine authority, and suggests that this “gift” is one 

that awaits his “embodiment” via signification.   

The novel’s genre as historical fiction serves as another connection to the 

nationalist tradition that strengthens the masculine authorial persona. D’Aguiar began 

his career as a poet; his first collection, Mama Dot, was published in 1985. He 

published his first novel, The Longest Memory, in 1994, almost ten years later. During 

his interview with Frías, she asked why he chose to write novels featuring slave 

protagonists. D’Aguiar responded:  

I’ve been interested in history, specifically black history, since my first 

book of poems, Mama Dot, about my grandmother in Guyana who is of 

African descent. My interest in ancestry beyond those who are alive is 

really my attempt to fill in the gaps of an eradicated past and to 

understand history through personality, through people and their 

experiences rather than by a rehearsal of dates and events. A society is 

best understood by a study of its treatment of the poor and powerless in 

it. The seeds for regeneration in society frequently come from the 
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bottom, from the least empowered people as a result of their agitation, 

hunger and invention, and travels upwards, whereas the decay in that 

society, a society’s decadence, its early signs of death, works its way 

from the top to the bottom. (418) 

Indeed, the historical narrative typically offers more opportunities to “fill in the 

gaps of an eradicated past” and “understand history through personality” than poetry 

might. D’Aguiar’s objective, namely the depiction of West Indian history via his 

connection to its “folk,” is reminiscent of the nationalist male writer’s contradictory 

project of national representation. Lamming summarizes the male nationalist’s work as 

such: “the novelist was the first to relate the West Indian experience from the inside. He 

was the first to chart the West Indian memory as far back as he could go” (38). 

Lamming’s statement indicates that the work of historicizing the nation takes place 

“from the inside,” i.e., via a connection to the “folk.” D’Aguiar’s statement indicates 

that he also draws upon his sensitivity to the peasant class, or the “poor,” the 

“powerless,” and those at the “bottom.” His depiction of the peasant class bearing the 

“seeds for regeneration” reiterates the nationalist male writer’s view of the peasant class 

as a rich source of inspiration. According to Lamming, the nationalist’s “relation…to 

themes which are peasant” is what facilitated his contribution to the English canon (44).      

The masculine authorial persona’s identification of matriarchal authority’s 

absence in his return to his forebears’ tradition is also suggested in D’Aguiar’s 

depiction of his narrative style, which bears characteristics of the black, feminist, and/or 

postmodern text identified in Chapter One and italicized here:  
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Ambiguity and contradiction are aspects of my return to the past so it is 

better to have it written in as a guarantee between characters in the text, 

rather than in a single authorial voice, since polyphony maximizes the 

number of readings inherent in any return; more “stuff” is recovered. It is 

something I picked up from the theatre. When you write plays, you hear 

how talk results in one thing leading to another so that one thing is 

another. A complex web around a theme is women as a result, rather than 

any simplistic linearity. (423, italics mine)  

In D’Aguiar’s view, the ambiguous, contradictory historical narrative enhances the 

text’s potential for signification. Yet his words also suggest the possibility that such a 

text can resist signification in crucial ways. For example, if one thing can so easily 

become another, where is the “real” past? And if the result of this “complex web” of 

meaning “is” women, is it possible to locate the feminized nation’s history? I read 

D’Aguiar’s statement as a reflection of the masculine authorial persona’s anxiety 

concerning his ability to forge a relationship to matriarchal authority in his return to his 

forebears’ tradition. This return initiates a “complex web” of negotiations, for he must 

simultaneously dissolve his identification with masculine authority and identify the role 

of matriarchal authority in his development of a creative identity. The statement seems 

to reiterate the nationalist idea that the ambiguity and contradiction associated with the 

postmodern feminist text has the power to resist the masculine authority’s intended 

meaning. D’Aguiar’s statement also illustrates the masculine persona’s recognition of 

the irony that features of the feminine narrative can actually work to stabilize the text; 
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in this way, he implies an emergent awareness that matriarchal authority can strengthen 

the contemporary male writer’s representation of nation.   

 The return is the moment in which the contemporary male writer begins to 

“remake” his identity. In this stage, he perceives the significance of matriarchal 

authority to creative production as he seeks distinction from his patriarchs’ tradition. 

Let us turn now to the narrative’s reflection of the masculine authorial persona’s 

negotiation of identities. Mintah represents the masculine persona’s identities as both 

patriarchal offspring and (imagined) individuated creator in his return to his forebears’ 

tradition. Mintah’s father functions as a representation of the patriarchal tradition; her 

memories of their relationship mirror the masculine authorial persona’s changing 

relationship to his forebears’ tradition of national representation. The masculine 

authorial persona’s vision of himself as individuated creator is reflected in Mintah’s 

production of art. As a depiction of the masculine authorial persona’s present and future 

identities, Mintah’s liminal construction reflects the process of negotiating selves in his 

pursuit of an individuated authorial Self.  

 Mintah’s narrative in the third part of the novel begins with her recollections of 

her relationship to her parents. In these memories, she represents the masculine 

authorial persona’s identity as offspring, which will ultimately become a memory in the 

process of individuation. Mintah frames her creative work with her memories of each 

parents’ contribution to her identity. As such, she anticipates the contemporary male 

writer’s recognition that matriarchal authority contributes to his creation of a unique 

authorial identity. In remembering her parents, Mintah sees herself as “not me but this 

girl who is just like me. I don’t think Mintah, that’s me. I think that girl is Mintah” 
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(183). The liminality that characterizes Mintah’s memory of herself also characterizes 

the masculine persona’s liminal relationships in this first stage to both his patriarchal 

tradition and to matriarchal authority. His identification with patriarchal authority is 

represented by the unnamed “girl” in Mintah’s description of herself. Her vision of “me 

and not me” reflects his process of remaking his authorial identity so that he is 

distinguishable from his patriarchs’ tradition. In doing so, he becomes like Mintah, who 

is both object-creation, “this girl who is like me,” and subject-creator, “Mintah.” 

 The masculine authorial persona’s dissolution of his identification with his 

patriarchs’ tradition is echoed in Mintah’s farewell to her father: “I see [my] father 

holding a chisel in front of him. He carves goodbye out of air. Goodbye, 

Mintah…Goodbye. Again and again…Mintah, goodbye” (183). The depiction of 

Mintah’s father carving in air suggests the masculine persona’s anxiety that the 

dissolution of his identification with his forebears’ tradition might result in his 

disconnection from it entirely. This is evidenced in her crude replication of her father’s 

carving in the air; she makes “little, imprecise strokes. Some hardly strokes at all” 

(184). Her nearly nonexistent strokes represent the masculine authorial persona’s 

diminishing reliance upon patriarchal authority. Mintah states that her attempt to 

replicate her father’s actions are “more a way of holding on to goodbye, if only goodbye 

were not made of air but of something more substantial, like wood” (184). This 

moment, then, also intimates the masculine authorial persona’s awareness of the 

promise individuation holds, for in not “holding on to goodbye” via his identification 

with his forebears’ tradition, he obtains the freedom to remake his identity from 

offspring to creator.  
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Mintah’s memory of following her mother represents the masculine persona’s 

individuation through his engagement with matriarchal authority. Her mother signifies 

matriarchal authority in that she has a distinctive voice; whereas Mintah cannot clearly 

discern her father’s farewell in the air, she can hear her mother clearly saying, “‘Keep 

up, Mintah’” (184). Her distinct recollection of her mother’s voice contrasts her father’s 

invisible farewell, which suggests that matriarchal authority bears the potential to 

reinforce the singularity of the masculine authorial persona’s individuated Self. Her 

inability to see her father’s farewell seems to reiterate his forebears’ fear that belonging 

to the feminized “folk” might undermine their masculine authority and thus their ability 

to represent the nation. This anxiety is reflected in Mintah’s description of her empty 

hands as she leaves her father behind: “When she looks ahead of her, this girl, she sees 

two empty hands. Her hands. Following her mother. Not to the river or the well or to or 

from a field, but towards two empty hands” (184). Implicit in this image of Mintah’s 

empty hands as she follows her mother is the masculine authorial persona’s inherited 

anxiety that the incorporation of matriarchal authority might threaten his role in national 

representation.  

 Mintah’s memories of her mother’s voice and her father’s art also anticipates the 

authorial persona’s reconciliation of his inherited tradition’s masculinized and 

feminized modes of national construction. Mintah’s mother depicts the patriarchal 

tradition’s ideal of national representation: she embodies art through its association with 

the feminine, and her walking serves as the action associated with masculine authority. 

Though Mintah does not know where her mother will lead her, she recalls “the girl 

following her mother from the compound. Always following her mother,” which 
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implies her mother’s authority (183). Mintah’s desire to fill the footsteps of her mother 

as she follows foreshadows the masculine persona’s attempt to unify disparate selves in 

the second and third stages of individuation, both of which are centered on his 

relationship to matriarchal authority. The image also acknowledges the challenge 

inherent in this work. At first, Mintah wants to “match the length of her mother’s steps 

but fall[s] short most times, except when she really makes a big effort and hops” (184). 

As she continues to follow her mother, Mintah’s ability to approximate her gait 

improves: “And this girl I know hops into her mother’s footprints, once, twice, three 

times, then makes a step of her own that falls short of her mother’s next footprint” 

(184). The image of Mintah walking in her mother’s footsteps resituates the emphasis of 

individuation on the process rather than on its outcome. In doing so, it underscores the 

importance of the masculine authorial persona’s receptiveness to the development of a 

unique authorial identity guided by matriarchal authority.  

 Mintah’s relationship with her father can be read as the masculine authorial 

persona’s vision of what the dissolution of his identification with patriarchal authority 

might entail. As both Mintah and her father are artists, this relationship also embodies 

the masculine authorial persona’s changing relationship to artistic production. The text 

establishes the significance of his identification with the patriarchal tradition in its 

depiction of Mintah’s father as an exemplar of the masculine artist and Mintah as his 

apprentice. Her father makes “small strokes from left to right…His actions small and 

exact and repetitive” (183). He is precise and skillful, and Mintah holds his assessment 

of her work in high esteem: “She was gouging chips from the birch in directions 

obedient to the grain. With each stroke she would look up at his face and he would nod 
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and smile his encouragement…Then he would stoop down beside her and run his index 

finger along the grooves made by her chisel and nod more rapidly and happily” (42). 

Mintah’s father’s dominant position reinforces his artistic authority. He “loom[s]” up 

from the grain” and “regard[s] her with his arms folded” (41-42). His identity as the 

creator par excellence is underscored in Mintah’s deification of him; she remembers 

him being “up there, way up there, all the way up there” (42). In contrast, she is seated 

on the ground in front of him, noticing “how small she seemed to herself” (42). Her 

father’s dominant presence in her memories of creative production suggests the value 

the masculine authorial persona places on his relationship to his patriarchal tradition of 

authority.  

As the masculine authorial persona returns to his forebears’ tradition to pursue 

individuation, some form of what Harold Bloom identifies as the “anxiety of influence” 

is likely to emerge. The “anxiety of influence” is comprised of those “immense 

anxieties of indebtedness, for what strong maker desires the realization that he has 

failed to create himself?” (Bloom 5). Mintah’s changing relationship to her art’s 

medium evidences the appearance of such an anxiety. In response to the trauma of the 

Middle Passage, she decides to become “grain…around this knot of a voyage” (42). 

Mintah’s desire to be part of the wood that is created, rather than to create from the 

wood, immediately follows her memory of her relationship to her parents (42). This 

moment can be read as a regression to a state of childlike dependence out of fear. The 

strangeness of this regression is evident in Mintah’s realization that if she were like a 

grain of wood, her father would “run his finger over the smoothness of her and then 

straighten up pleased with the touch of her” (42). Mintah’s changing relationship to the 
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wood can represent the anxiety that surrounds the masculine authorial persona’s 

“journey” of individuation. Her liminal journey through the Middle Passage reflects the 

liminality that dominates the masculine persona’s process of individuation: he is no 

longer the authority he was, but he has not yet become the authority he envisions 

becoming. The depiction of Mintah’s changing relationship to her artistic medium 

suggests that the masculine authorial persona views his dissolution of patriarchal 

authority as a trauma that has the potential to evoke anxieties of “indebtedness” to his 

forebears’ tradition during the liminal journey of individuation.  

 D’Aguiar’s experience as a poet informs his narrative style; Maria Frías 

identifies his novels as being “poetical fiction” during their interview (418). This fluid 

narrative style supports the depiction of Mintah’s journey through the Middle Passage 

as liminal. In particular, Mintah’s ontological existence and creative production are 

characterized by liminality. I read these liminal depictions of Mintah’s body and 

creativity as representations of the masculine authorial persona’s negotiations of 

identity during his return to his patriarchs’ tradition. Mintah’s ontological liminality 

embodies the masculine authorial persona’s perspective of himself in relation to his 

patriarchs’ literary tradition as offspring. Her creative liminality illustrates his vision of 

his creative capacity as he individuates. As explained in Chapter Two, the liminal is that 

realm in which selfhood is negotiated. These negotiations are both collaborative and 

contested (Bhabha 2). Indeed, the masculine authorial persona is engaged in 

“contesting” his former identity as offspring in his return to his patriarchs’ authorial 

tradition, as well as in collaborating with matriarchal authority in order to distinguish 

himself from this tradition. The tensions that emerge create another terrain which 
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supports the development of what Bhabha calls “strategies of selfhood” that facilitate 

the masculine persona’s development of a unique authorial identity.  

 The (re)negotiation of the masculine authorial persona’s identity as offspring is 

reflected in the liminality of Mintah’s ontological construction. One of the first 

depictions of Mintah in the text illustrates the lack of distinction generated by the 

masculine persona’s identification with his patriarchs’ tradition. The narrator suggests 

that the text will center specifically on Mintah’s ontological existence in the statement 

that “this one-hundred-and-thirty-second body will have to be a witness again” (5). It is 

“some trick of the light and heat” that “tremble[s] into a seascape” and is then “tossed 

into a sea current” that identifies the body’s function: “witness” (5). Here, it is the 

“trick” of light and heat interacting with the seascape-sea current that transforms 

Mintah’s body’s identity from a number to a function. Her ontology’s liminality is 

conveyed by the nature of the transformation; while the narrator’s identification of her 

body has changed from one in a series of numbers to one of many witnesses, its status 

as a narrative commodity remains the same. Mintah is distinguished solely as a body 

throughout the prologue; she remains nameless until she is given a voice twenty-one 

pages later in the first chapter. Interestingly, her first utterance is the first mate Kelsal’s 

name (21).  

Mintah’s namelessness in the prologue mirrors the masculine persona’s lack of a 

singular authorial identity. In the prologue, the omniscient narrator literally objectifies 

her. She remains a body until she is given a name when she is brought up from the 

ship’s hold for the captain’s and crew’s entertainment. Mintah cared for Kelsal in the 

Danish mission, but he does not remember her; when she is brought up on deck, he 
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“stared at Mintah, putting all his energy into ransacking his past to see if he could 

produce an image from it that approximated to the young woman facing him” (30). 

Kelsal’s failure to distinguish Mintah reiterates the narrator’s identification of Mintah as 

a body until she speaks and later is given a name. Both reflect the masculine persona’s 

indistinct identity as solely the “offspring” of his forebears’ tradition until he pursues a 

unique authorial Self via the process of individuation. Kelsal’s is the first name Mintah 

speaks, even before she reveals her own; however, Kelsal cannot remember who she is. 

As Mintah represents both offspring and creative authority, this moment mirrors the 

masculine authorial persona’s failure to derive a unique identity from his patriarch’s 

tradition. The masculine authorial persona’s primary identification is with his forebears, 

which is depicted in Mintah’s use of Kelsal’s name before her own. Kelsal’s inability to 

recall Mintah illustrates that the masculine persona bears no distinction, even within his 

own tradition.     

 The liminality that characterizes Mintah’s ontology is also evident in her 

reiteration of her existence as “me and not me” throughout the novel (184). This 

ontological liminality reflects the masculine authorial persona’s negotiations of selves 

in the process of individuation. The Middle Passage is a liminal realm. Mintah’s 

experience on the Zong, which includes being thrown overboard, is the trauma that 

changes her relationship to her art. Mintah’s narrative indicates that this is the cause of 

her ontological disconnect, for she bears no connection to the present as a result: “Land 

will be a dream then nothing. I live in the past and dream in the future. This present 

time is nothing to me” (199). Similarly, prior to his individuation the masculine 

authorial persona wields little influence as the offspring of his patriarchal tradition in 
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his “present time,” the postmodern context defined by matriarchal authority. As the 

masculine authorial persona who identifies with his literary patriarchs, he lives in the 

past. Prior to his return, which signifies the start of his individuation, the “future” that is 

represented by Mintah’s dream of land, is “a dream then nothing.” The masculine 

persona suffers a trauma when he dissolves his identification with his forebears’ 

tradition, for he discards his primary identity as masculine persona when he does so; 

this trauma is represented in Mintah’s experience of being thrown overboard. Yet the 

masculine persona’s failure to dissolve this identification would limit his development 

of a creative Self, which is also represented in Mintah’s dream of land that becomes 

nothing. The dream represents the anxiety that he may not be able to manage the trauma 

inherent in his dissolution of his identification with patriarchal authority.  

This anxiety is also evident in Mintah’s statement that “I remain between my 

life that is over and my life to come. The sea keeps me between my life. Time runs on 

the spot, neither backwards nor forwards…This is my life without land. Without the 

land that I know” (199-200). Though Mintah says these words on land, she is still at 

sea, “between my life.” Her words suggest the masculine persona’s anxiety that upon 

dissolving his identification with his forebears and embarking on the unknown journey 

to a singular creative identity, his authority might be lost in the liminal space that 

separates past and present. The anxiety is reiterated in Mintah’s statement that “the sea 

has come between my body and me… Who is Mintah without her body? She is at 

sea…My body wants nothing to do with this Mintah. It has more in common with the 

sea” (200-01). The “body” Mintah identifies as separate from her identity is like the 

“body” of literature that “embodies” a tradition. The masculine authorial persona’s 
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dissolution of his identification with what this body represents in order to pursue 

individuation is textually envisioned as a division of those past and future selves. The 

distinction of his creative Self, which is represented by Mintah’s name, is also 

threatened by this division: “[My] name is not attached to anything. Her name needs a 

body to place itself. My name is without a home..it is lost in the noise of the sea and the 

wind” (201). The permanent separation of identities implied in Mintah’s statement 

reflects the masculine authorial persona’s anxiety that forging a relationship to 

matriarchal authority might permanently separate him from his forebears’ tradition.  

Mintah’s inability to bear children as a result of her traumatic journey also 

represents the anxiety that surrounds the masculine authorial persona’s dissolution of 

his identification with patriarchal authority. Kelsal takes Mintah above deck to punish 

her for her insubordination. As she is ordered to entertain the Zong’s captain, who bears 

a whip, and Kelsal, who brandishes a club, Mintah “decided to dance the death of 

fertility dance. Fertility’s temporary death and eventual rebirth…she needed to dance 

this particular dance” (31). When she is pushed to the ground by the captain after this 

dance, “Kelsal saw her menstrual blood” (33). The dance, which “transfer[s] the pain of 

the whip to that of her womb,” enables her to “replac[e] the crew’s clapping with 

drums” and imaginatively transcend the violence of the moment (31-32). The dance 

also represents her creative authority, for it results in the “temporary death” of her 

fertility; this protects her from literally reproducing the more immediate ontological 

trauma of her impending rape, which mirrors the trauma of her involuntary journey on 

the Zong. This result can be likened to the masculine authorial persona’s dissolution of 

his creative identification with his forebears’ tradition, which results in the “temporary 
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death” of his literary authority during the liminal journey of individuation. This is 

because his authority, which was bound up in the persona, has no locus of identification 

until he reconfigures his relationship to patriarchal authority. He begins to do so once he 

establishes a dialogue with the shadow of matriarchal authority during the second stage 

of individuation.  

This moment can also suggest the masculine authorial persona’s anxiety that 

individuation may lead to authorial paralysis. His fear that the “temporary death” of his 

forebears’ authority will lead to the permanent dissolution of his connection to their 

tradition is reflected in Mintah’s infertility. She reveals that “on land I waited to bleed. 

Months became years…But the moon failed as a bribe…Instead I listened to the drums 

and watched other women dance and saw my lovers go to them with a reluctant 

expectation of sons and daughters, the one thing I seemed unable to give any man” 

(210). Mintah’s explanation for her infertility is that “the sea had taken my blood from 

me and my ability to bleed” (210). Mintah’s dance illustrates the authority of the 

creative Self, for it is an imaginative act that transforms; in this case, it transforms the 

fertility of the ontological body, which arguably represents masculine authority. Her 

dance thus anticipates the masculine authorial persona’s incorporation of matriarchal 

authority. Individuation promises the “eventual rebirth” of creativity via a reconciliation 

of matriarchal and patriarchal authorial traditions. Mintah’s persistent infertility echoes 

the masculine persona’s fear that once he dissolves his identification with masculine 

authority, his authority will be lost in the liminal process of individuation. Mintah’s 

infertility also suggests the masculine authorial persona’s fear that the “temporary 
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death” of his relationship to his forebears’ authority during the process of individuation 

might result in the loss of his connection to their tradition.  

Mintah’s liminal ontological construction, then, embodies the masculine 

authorial persona’s anxieties concerning the dissolution of his identification with his 

patriarchal tradition. Her construction reflects the complexity of reconfiguring his 

relationship to this tradition. The masculine authorial persona realizes his desire for a 

singular creative Self, which motivates his individuation. His first step is the dissolution 

of his primary identification with his forebears’ authorial tradition. This dissolution is 

traumatic, for it threatens that face he has presented to the world: the masculine 

authorial persona, or “mask” of authority. His anticipation of this trauma generates the 

anxiety that he will lose a connection to patriarchal authority altogether. Yet should he 

choose not to embark upon the journey of individuation, he risks losing the opportunity 

to pursue a unique creative identity.  

 Mintah’s depiction of her body as separate from her psyche represents the 

masculine authorial persona’s anxiety that his journey through individuation might 

further separate rather than unite the traditions of authority that define him. Mintah’s 

loss of her fertility in the liminal realm of the sea embodies his fear of dissolving his 

connection to his forebears’ tradition. The fraught nature of the first stage of 

individuation is also depicted in Mintah’s production of art. Mintah’s artistic production 

represents the masculine authorial persona’s vision of his individuated creative Self. 

The setting supports this reading, for her narrative concerning creativity takes place at 

her home following her journey on the Zong. Her home on land indicates her definition 

of creative space, a contrast to the liminal realm of the Middle Passage. Similarly, the 
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masculine authorial persona individuates with the expectation that he will be able to 

define a unique creative identity; that in effect, he will be able to define his own 

creative space.  

 Like her father, Mintah carves wood. She identifies her carvings as “my 

progeny” (210). Her depiction of her carvings as such can be read as the masculine 

authorial persona’s positive vision of the individuated Self as a productive creator. As 

explained earlier, Mintah responds to her traumatic journey through the Middle Passage 

by regressing to her elemental self, to the wood that her father carves. This regression 

represents the masculine authorial persona’s anxiety surrounding the dissolution of his 

identification with his patriarchal tradition. Her depiction of her art as “progeny” 

contrasts her regressive identification with wood during the Middle Passage, which 

mirrors the masculine authorial persona’s ambivalence at this first stage of 

individuation; he understands that the consequence of maintaining his identification 

with his forebears’ tradition might mean creative stasis, and he sees his ability to 

transcend his anxiety of dissolving this bond as a move that encourages artistic 

production. The masculine authorial persona’s anxiety surrounding his ability to 

dissolve his identification with his forebears’ tradition and forge a relationship to 

matriarchal authority is also evident in the text’s depiction of art’s relationship to 

trauma. Art’s function as a form of catharsis is illustrated in Mintah’s fertility dance on 

the ship’s deck; in this instance, it has the ability to transform the impending trauma of 

rape. However, Mintah indicates that the trauma of her journey also changes art’s 

ability to function as a form of self-catharsis. The wood with which Mintah identifies 

during the journey is invested with the trauma of the Middle Passage: “People…said the 
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wood I worked resembled water in its curves and twists…Trees became waves. Waves 

sprouted roots, branches and leaves. My carvings exchanged the two…each piece…has 

been shaped by water, with water’s contours” (207-08). Her embodiment of trauma has 

shifted from the ontological to the creative, which relates to the authorial persona’s 

dissolution of identification with his forebears’ tradition. Her depiction of her art as 

forever invested with the trauma of the Middle Passage seems to suggest the masculine 

authorial persona’s anxiety that despite his individuation, his artistic production might 

be given to memorializing the trauma of dissolving his identification with patriarchal 

authority.  

This depiction of Mintah’s carvings illustrates that her experience on the Zong 

has irrevocably changed her artistic production. However, she does not profit from 

embodying this experience. Rather, she profits from art that bears little meaning. In 

addition to the figures, which represent the 131 other slaves on the Zong, Mintah carves 

decorative items. These sell well; Mintah tells us that “people paid me for them” (207). 

Ironically, people commission Mintah’s art in search of realistic representation; she 

indicates this when she describes creating carved fruit so real that “a hand might reach 

for one to eat it” (209). However, their orders are for “goblets and fruits and trays” 

(209). Her profit from items that have little meaning rather than from the carvings 

suggests that she will forever be burdened by her trauma. Her meaningless yet 

profitable creative production mirrors the masculine authority’s anxiety that the trauma 

inherent in dissolving his persona might affect the activity and thus significance of his 

created “progeny.”   
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In contrast to the fruit and goblets, the figures Mintah carves are invested with 

the meaning of her experience as a female slave. Mintah indicates this in the depiction 

of the carvings: “the shape of each piece is pulled from the sea of my mind and has been 

shaped by water, with water’s contours” (208). The carvings serve as a way to embody 

those who did not survive once they were thrown overboard the Zong. Her experience 

of the Middle Passage is bound up in the fluid grain of the hard wood—another image 

of fixed creativity—and her carvings are more immediate reproductions of her trauma. 

These figures do not sell, suggesting that art which serves a cathartic function is limited 

in terms of its effect. Mintah keeps her carvings of the 131 other slaves on the Zong 

because the weight of the personal history that informs them is burdensome to others: 

“People…love what I do with wood but cannot keep such a shape in their homes” (208-

09). Unlike the goblets she carves that are functional but have no personal meaning, the 

figures “do not quench a thirst. They unsettle a stomach. Fill the eyes with unease. I 

keep them in my home like guests who will not leave and whom I eventually cannot 

bear to part with” (209). Just as nationalist male writers’ authority became conflicted by 

the contradictions of feminized art and masculine action, Mintah’s art becomes a 

double-edged sword that facilitates self-expression via the reproduction of trauma.  

Both Mintah’s dance on the ship and carvings in her home are expressions of 

self. Mintah’s dance, a creative act that represents her Fetu heritage and thus former 

self, serves her positively by protecting her from being raped. She performs it in front of 

a masculine audience that is reminiscent of the authorial persona’s patriarchs’ 

masculine public sphere. Conversely, the carvings representing the journey’s impact on 

her identity are embodiments of trauma that she is at first forced to live with, and then 
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“cannot bear to part with.” This art has no audience save herself. The carvings’ failure 

to sell illustrates that her art can no longer transform trauma because it limits the 

audience’s necessary participation in her catharsis.
4
 According to Plato, catharsis 

separates the body from the soul, taking us into “another imaginative, emotional realm” 

that “may be ‘truer’ than physical reality” (“Tragedy as Catharsis”). Though skillfully 

wrought, the trauma invested in Mintah’s carvings precludes their function of recreating 

this trauma for an audience. In this sense, they are not effectual or “active,” which was 

explained in Chapter One as the masculine aspect of nationalist male writers’ authority. 

The depictions of Mintah’s art as inactive suggest the masculine persona’s anxiety that 

a relationship to matriarchal authority might render his art impotent within the public 

sphere. Furthermore, Mintah is exhausted by the emotional burden of carving the 

figures and promises herself that she will stop after she completes the final eleven: “Not 

to leave my hands empty but to relieve them of this project” (209). Her statement 

indicates that she seeks “relief” from what they represent. The figures do not facilitate 

her catharsis, but they reiterate it to the point that she absorbs the trauma and becomes 

one with it. Mintah’s inability to experience catharsis via art intimates the masculine 

persona’s fear that the trauma of dissolving his identification with patriarchal authority 

will overtake the artistic production of the singular identity he pursues during the 

process of individuation.  

The masculine authorial persona’s anxiety concerning the potential threat of 

individuation is also suggested by the effect Mintah’s art has on audiences, which 

                                                
4 Both Plato and Aristotle identified audience involvement as key in the (re)production of trauma for the 

purpose of catharsis (“Tragedy as Catharsis”).  
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represents the effect he envisions his work having in the masculinized public sphere. 

Mintah’s dance has the effect of repelling Kelsal and the boatswain who intends to rape 

her. The figures have a similar effect, which becomes evident when she tells us that 

those who buy her art cannot live with them. Both audiences are also described 

similarly; the men on the Zong objectify Mintah, and her depiction of those who 

purchase her work as “visitors” suggests that they are (or are like) tourists in their 

superficial consumption of her creative production. Similarly to Kelsal, who cannot 

distinguish Mintah from others at the mission, Mintah describes the “visitors” looking 

at a pile of wood “in which every block looks the same to eyes that only see blocks of 

wood in a pile” (208). These audiences in past and present public spheres are 

remarkably similar, and so is the manner in which Mintah’s art is eventually confined to 

the private sphere.  

Mintah admits that “my hut is full of the things I have made…I call my house 

my hold” (208). Like the figures confined to her home, the journal she composes in the 

ship’s hold suffers a similar fate, which will be discussed next. Mintah’s past and 

present forms of self-expression, which historicize her experience as a slave and thus 

serve as forms of national representation, are depicted as having a limited ability to 

represent her experience in the masculine public sphere. Her present forms of self-

expression, the figures, remain in her hut, a domestic setting that represents the 

feminized private sphere. Her past form of self-expression, the journal, is composed in 

the hold of the Zong, which Mintah likens to her home; as a womblike space, the hold 

also represents the feminized private sphere. At the conclusion of the Zong’s insurance 

trial, the journal is presented to the court by Simon, who is quickly discounted as a 
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credible source; Simon then leaves with the journal. In short, both the journal and the 

figures have limited public exposure. Though they both receive exposure, they are 

quickly returned to feminized, private spheres. This pattern suggests the masculine 

authorial persona’s anxiety that the dissolution of his identification with patriarchal 

authority to pursue individuation might result in his diminished influence in the 

masculine public sphere.  

 Mintah’s journal serves as another embodiment of the masculine persona’s 

vision of his art’s trajectory as a result of individuation. The journal is a feminine genre 

that represents the masculine persona’s acknowledgement of matriarchal authority’s 

role in his establishment of a unique creative identity. It appears in the masculinized 

public sphere of the courtroom and counters the narratives of the Zong’s male captain 

and crew, as it contains “details that directly contradict what the captain claims in his 

ledger” (155). The journal emerges when Simon, the cook’s assistant and Mintah’s 

friend, reveals it to the insurance company’s counsel. The truth of her narrative does not 

prevail despite the insurance company’s counsel’s best efforts, and once the trial is 

determined in the investors’ favor, Simon runs off with it, “intent on finding somewhere 

to hide, not so much himself as Mintah’s journal” (176). Simon’s decision to “hide” 

Mintah’s journal reflects the masculine authorial persona’s fear that his incorporation of 

matriarchal authority might result in his limitation of artistic production to the private 

sphere.  

 This concern is indicated in Simon’s role as the matriarchal narrative’s 

representative in the public sphere. In this way, Simon is depicted as bearing the 

masculine authority associated with the patriarchal tradition. As explained, this 
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authority was crucial to nationalist male writers’ representation of the feminized nation 

in the Europeanized public sphere, which is represented here by the English court of 

law. Yet Simon can also be read as a representation of the individuating masculine 

persona, as he bears a presence but not a voice. In this instance, Simon will not testify; 

he wants Mintah’s words to speak for themselves. His inability to demonstrate 

masculinity and thus authority undermines his presentation of Mintah’s narrative as a 

text that bears authority. The judge, Lord Mansfield, discerns the validity of evidence 

based upon its source. When Mintah’s book appears, Lord Mansfield determines its 

credibility based upon Mintah’s slave status, as well as upon Simon’s apparent intellect 

and masculinity: “the sudden appearance of this slave woman’s book borne by a simple 

boy had added complexity and spice to an otherwise bland menu of events” (155, italics 

mine). His perspective of Simon as a “simple boy” illustrates that Simon lacks 

credibility due to his intellectual capacity, which consequently precludes his 

masculinity. In contrast to Mintah’s journal is Captain Cunningham’s ledger, which 

consists largely of strokes maintaining a count of those thrown overboard. Lord 

Mansfield considers the ledger “evidence in black and white and a clause to match 

concerning the action” and asks himself, “How could the insurers not concede defeat?” 

based on its existence (138). Though “everything [Lord Manfield had] seen so far 

pointed to excess,” he wonders, “who could really judge such a man unless he too were 

out there…What becomes of necessity to the mind of such a man?” (138, italics mine).  

Lord Mansfield, who as “Lord” and judge is an exemplar of masculine authority, 

deems Captain Cunningham’s ledger credible; in contrast, he questions the validity of 

Mintah’s journal due to Simon’s simplicity and thus lack of masculinity. His 
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determination of the journal’s (in)validity based upon Simon’s failure to perform 

masculinity relates back to the masculine authorial persona’s anxiety that dissolving his 

identification to his patriarchal tradition might undermine his representation of the 

nation in the public sphere. Mr. Drummond’s, the investors’ council’s, closing 

argument publicly undermines Simon’s dubious authority:  

This book—penned by a ghost, it seems, since the hand has not been 

produced here today in its court to prove its authorship—does not 

dispute…the ludicrous lengths to which the insurers are prepared to go to 

avoid meeting their promise…Let us examine its source. A simple-

minded young man. Unable to read and write and barely able to count 

past ten. It raises questions outside the jurisdiction of this court. (169) 

Mr. Drummond closes his argument by mystifying Mintah’s presence on the ship; he 

contends that “the woman thought to be responsible for its authorship was nowhere 

mentioned in the captain’s ledger” (169). Upon hearing this argument, Lord Mansfield 

“nodded his approval…Things were settled in his mind…The insurers should of course 

pay up. There was nothing in this new account that he’d seen to alter that fact of the law 

regarding the treatment of stock” (169-70). Again, this episode suggests the authorial 

persona’s anxiety that his acknowledgement of matriarchal authority’s role in his 

creative identity might preclude his authority in the masculinized public sphere.  

In addition to the masculinity of its source, Lord Mansfield’s assignation of 

credibility to both narratives is informed by their associated genres. The captain’s 

ledger is “evidence in black and white” which confirms “that fact of the law.” The 

implicit masculinity in these “fact-based” accounts contrasts Mintah’s journal, a genre 
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which is considered “private” and thus feminized. Mintah herself recognizes that her 

identity as a black female slave discredits her authority entirely; though she is an 

accomplished artist who is famous for her carvings, she asserts that any attempt to 

explain the figures’ significance would “mark me as even more peculiar than I must 

already seem to them: an old woman living alone with this craft and reading and writing 

at a time when black women have not even one of these skills” (208). As Mr. 

Drummond depicts it, her authority is ghostlike, and Mintah thinks of her own art this 

way. Mintah’s narrative’s failure to maintain authority during the trial indicates the 

masculine persona’s anxiety that matriarchal authority will distinguish his identity in a 

counterproductive manner, and may perhaps even render it irrelevant.  

These associations of authoritative and ineffective texts with masculinity and 

femininity respectively are rooted in their relationships to patriarchal authority. In the 

hands of the individual who lacks masculine authority, the matriarchal narrative is ill-

fated. Simon disappears with Mintah’s book after snatching it from the insurer’s 

counsel on “a ship whose name he could not read” (180). His lack of literacy suggests 

that once he disappears, Mintah’s narrative will be silenced as well: “The name did not 

mean anything to him. He heard it said a few times, and each time it shone in his mind 

for a few seconds but soon grew dull and went out of his head” (180). Simon’s bearing 

Mintah’s narrative on his journey to an unnamed location, the importance of which is 

superseded by his being on the sea, and his returning it to Mintah only in her daydreams 

mirror the masculine authorial persona’s fear that his dissolution of identification with 

patriarchal authority will result in his diminished authority in projects of national 

representation.  
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Mintah’s narrative illustrates the anxieties surrounding the masculine authorial 

persona’s “trauma” during the first stage of individuation, that of dissolving his 

identification with his patriarchs’ literary tradition. This dissolution is a trauma because 

it entails his removal of his persona, or “mask” of masculine authority. The discussion 

of D’Aguiar’s “The Last Essay About Slavery” reveals the masculine authorial 

persona’s character and explores the factors that might motivate his individuation from 

his patriarchs’ tradition. Yet identification with his forebears’ authority also offers the 

masculine persona the security of tradition. “The Last Essay About Slavery” evidences 

his connection to patriarchal authority, but it also highlights his lack of distinction 

within this tradition. The masculine authorial persona who maintains his identification 

with patriarchal authority is in what Jung identified as the pleuromatic state: he holds a 

place, but not distinction, within his nationalist male forebears’ tradition.  

 This reading of Feeding the Ghosts views the novel as D’Aguiar’s response to 

his assertion in “The Last Essay,” which is that a feminine account of the Middle 

Passage needed to be constructed. Mintah’s narrative illustrates the masculine 

authority’s interrogation of the persona. Mintah’s ontology represents his identification 

with the past, and her creative authority reflects his vision of his individuated Self. Both 

portrayals evidence the masculine authorial persona’s anxieties surrounding 

individuation during this first stage of the process, specifically those having to do with 

his dissolution of his identification with patriarchal authority. The anxieties that 

surround this process emerge from the fear that in dissolving his identification with 

patriarchal authority, he may lose his connection to it; and from the fear that he might 
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lose the authority associated with masculinity as he defines matriarchal authority’s role 

in his individuated creative identity.   
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CHAPTER THREE 

“OUR OWN SELFSAME OTHER”: EMBRACING THE MATRIARCHAL 

SHADOW IN ROBERT ANTONI’S BLESSED IS THE FRUIT (1997) 

It was more the idea, somehow, of making love to ourselves. Of embracing our own 

self. Our own selfsame other—own inverted mirror image, separated from us by the 

pane of glass…            —Robert Antoni, Blessed Is the Fruit  

 

Every part of our personality that we do not love will become hostile to us. We could 

add that it may move to a distant place and begin a revolt against us as well.  

—Robert Bly, “The Long Bag We Drag Behind Us” 

  

In this chapter, Robert Antoni’s novel Blessed Is the Fruit (1997) exemplifies 

the contemporary male writer’s second stage of authorial individuation, his 

reconciliation of matriarchal and patriarchal traditions. This discussion is framed by 

Jung’s concept of the shadow. The analysis also utilizes the qualities of West Indian 

women’s writing and/or the oppositional text outlined in Chapter One to evidence the 

contemporary male writer’s negotiation with matriarchal authority, which his nationalist 

forebears identified as their shadow. Antoni’s novel will then be used to illustrate how 

the contemporary male writer’s encounter with the shadow might proceed. I focus on 

three aspects of the novel—its structural elements, authorial doubles, and construction 

of the female body as text—to examine how the contemporary male writer begins to 

realize his relationship to matriarchal authority in this second stage of individuation. His 

encounter with the feminized, raced shadow constructed by his forebears prepares him 
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to incorporate the anima, or his psyche’s unconscious feminine aspect, during the third 

stage of individuation. As explained in the introduction, he must encounter the publicly 

constructed shadow before he can recognize the unconscious anima.  

 The first stage in the contemporary male writer’s individuation, which was 

discussed in Chapter Two, can be identified by its emphasis on masculine authority. 

This second stage can be characterized by ambiguity. The contemporary male writer’s 

encounter with the shadow, which is identified in Chapter One as one or a configuration 

of opposite aspects of the self, necessitates his revision of those aspects that constitute 

the shadow. Ambiguity is generated as he deconstructs the opposition the shadow 

presented to his forebears’ authority. This process facilitates his synthesis of disparate 

aspects of his literary authority into a unified creative Self.  

 As explained in Chapter One, the shadow is a creation of the contemporary male 

writer’s nationalist forebears’ tradition. The nationalist male writer obtained authority 

via his knowledge of English culture, which was conflated with masculinity. He became 

the “hero” responsible for recuperating the West Indian nation. As hero, the nationalist 

male writer developed an authorial persona founded on imperial constructions of 

masculinity. The nation he “rescued” and recuperated was positioned as that which he 

was not: feminized, raced, and consequently classed as “folk.” As offspring of his 

forebears’ tradition, the contemporary male writer inherits this paradigm of nation. 

Though he retains his connection to his forebears’ tradition, he individuates to 

distinguish his authorial identity. In the first stage of individuation, the contemporary 

male writer’s return to his forebears’ work also enables him to identify the absence of 

matriarchal authority within their tradition. His contemporaneity facilitates his 
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identification of matriarchal authority’s absence in this return, for his postmodern 

context is characterized by matriarchal authority.  

 Features associated with the authority of West Indian women’s writing have 

been identified in Chapter One. These included those features Edmondson associates 

with the oppositional, i.e., the “black” and/or feminist text, such as antilinearity, 

circularity, fragmentation, orality, realism, and the use of non-Western time and 

“authentic” language. African-American feminism was also identified as bearing a 

similar distinctiveness to West Indian feminism. West Indian feminist criticism’s 

formation and its focus on women’s writing as the subject of scholarly discourse 

supported the writing’s authority. Features unique to West Indian women’s writing 

include its location in a Caribbean context; its multiple frames for women’s connections 

to nation; and its syncretic nature. Chapter One also highlights Donette Francis’s 

concept of the antiromance, which serves as a feminist counternarrative to the romantic 

nationalist plot. Francis argues that antiromantic narratives offer alternate constructions 

of ways in which females establish belonging to the masculinized public sphere. She 

identifies three themes of antiromance: the revision of romance in adult-narrated 

coming-of-age stories; the reconfiguration of sexuality in relation to nation; and the 

construction of alternate historical narratives that counter dominant ones (6). This 

chapter argues that the presence of these features of West Indian women’s writing in 

Antoni’s text illustrates the contemporary male writer’s discourse with his forebears’ 

shadow of matriarchal authority.  

This chapter focuses on three aspects of Antoni’s novel to evidence the 

contemporary male writer’s encounter with the shadow of matriarchal authority: its 
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structural elements; its construction of authorial doubles, and its narrative development 

of texts. I begin by discussing two elements of the text’s structure: its table of contents 

and epigraphs. These elements, which both create meaning and facilitate the material 

text’s circulation in the public realm, illustrate the contemporary male writer’s 

encounter with the shadow by interrogating patriarchal standards of textual 

arrangement. As the contemporary male writer manipulates these standards, he revises 

their significance in “authoritative” narratives of nation. I then turn to Antoni’s 

construction of authorial doubles, which facilitates the contemporary male writer’s 

encounter with the shadow of matriarchal authority. Prior to individuation, the 

contemporary male writer’s identification with patriarchal authority supports his 

masculine persona within the public sphere. The shadow is collectively constructed but 

individually sustained. The contemporary male writer’s development of an authorial 

double facilitates his private negotiation of a public construction and thus reduces the 

threat the shadow might pose to his reconfiguration of an individuated authorial Self. 

That is, the double enables him to interrogate the boundaries of gender and race that 

factor into his patriarchal authority without necessitating a visible separation with the 

masculine persona. Vel’s unborn child Bolom and Lilla as authorial doubles that 

facilitate the contemporary male writer’s negotiation with the gendered, raced shadow. 

These doubles bear unique relationships to the shadow, which is represented by Vel. 

The manner in which each double relates to Vel-as-shadow illustrates not only the 

contemporary male writer’s development of his relationship to matriarchal authority, 

but also his revision of his relationship to patriarchal authority. Finally, authorial double 

Lilla’s development of matriarchal authority via her construction of Vel’s body-as-text 
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is addressed. This construction serves as a means through which the contemporary male 

writer can mediate the discontinuities of the masculine authorial persona and his 

feminine shadow self. These three aspects of Antoni’s text evidence the contemporary 

male writer’s negotiation of matriarchal and patriarchal authorities in his pursuit of a 

distinct creative identity.  

 Chapter One presents Curdella Forbes’s definition of gender as a fluid social 

construct, a context-specific performance. In this second stage, the contemporary male 

writer deconstructs the nationalist notion that literary authority is solely a performance 

of masculinity. However, he does not accomplish this simply by supplanting it with a 

mimesis of matriarchal authority. Rather, the contemporary male writer dissolves 

traditional constructions of authority that limit representation. His dissolution of these 

constructions of exclusively matriarchal and patriarchal authorities broadens the scope 

of authorial possibilities by facilitating what can be considered performances of literary 

authority. These do not mean dissolutions of literary traditions, or of writers’ 

relationships to these traditions.  Rather, they suggest the dissolution of identifications 

with those that preclude connections with other traditions. Antoni’s novel illustrates the 

contemporary male writer’s interrogation of West Indian literary traditions informed by 

identifications with gender and race. The novel establishes a dialogue for this 

interrogation via performances of gender.   

Blessed Is the Fruit is Antoni’s second novel. It combines the stories of Lilla, 

the white Creole mistress of d’Esperance Estate, a decaying former plantation located 

on the fictional West Indian island of Corpus Christi; and Velma (Vel), Lilla’s Afro-

Caribbean servant, who has lived with her for over ten years. The novel begins after Vel 
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has been treated by the local doctor for a desperate yet unsuccessful attempt to “throw” 

or abort her unborn child with a pair of sewing scissors. As Vel sleeps after being 

tended by Dr. Curtis, whom Lilla throws out of the house when he proposes assisting 

the unconscious Vel in aborting the child, Lilla’s narrative begins. Her audience is 

Bolom, the still-living yet unborn fetus. Lilla first describes the life she and Vel live at 

d’Esperance. Her narrative then turns to her childhood, which is followed by her 

recollections of her parents’ relationship, her development of sexual identity, and her 

experiences at a Catholic school on the other side of the island. She then describes her 

return to d’Esperance; her relationship with her mother after her father leaves the estate; 

and her first encounter with Daisy, the cricket player whom she marries. The narrative 

continues with Lilla’s account of married life. After Daisy abandons Lilla and returns to 

England to live with fellow cricket player Reginald (Reggie), Di, the estate’s longtime 

housekeeper, becomes pregnant and leaves the estate. It is at that point that Vel comes 

to live at d’Esperance.  

A discussion of the structural element of the material text’s table of contents 

seems particularly relevant to this novel, for it is the second one in which Antoni adds 

material to the text to emphasize a narrative theme. Antoni’s first novel Divina Trace 

(1992) included a page that reflected the reader’s image to emphasize the idea of 

mirrors in the text. The hardcover version of Blessed Is the Fruit includes a sheet of 

clear plastic in “Sleep,” the section attributed to Bolom that separates Lilla’s and Vel’s 

“chaplets,” or sections of the novel. The plastic sheet rests precisely halfway between 

Lilla’s and Vel’s italicized, mirror-image stream-of-consciousness narratives as 

recorded by Bolom, Vel’s unborn child. Lilla’s and Vel’s narratives refer to this clear 
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plastic sheet; Lilla identifies the birth of Bolom as capable of “shattering this invincible 

glass pane,” and Vel as “swallowing this invisible glass pain” (204).
1
 The inclusion of 

such material in the physical text can be read as a play on the idea of narrative 

production, one that unsettles the notion of the “material text” as the ultimate narrative 

product. The material functions as part of the narrative and so becomes the narrative 

itself. Thus a traditional idea develops new meaning: the “material text” is now 

“[added] material [that becomes] text.” Antoni foregrounds elements of the material text 

as part of the narrative, and as the structural elements of a text speak to its meaning in 

similar ways, both will be discussed.  

 The novel’s table of contents, which serves as the organizing principle for the 

“body” of the text, can be considered a component that signifies in relation to as well as 

independently of the narrative. As this narrative centers on the female subject, the 

material text can also be conceptualized as an embodiment of female subjectivity. The 

table of contents reflects fluidity through its interrogation of the traditionally linear 

progression of the historical narrative. Generally, a table of contents organizes the 

narrative in a linear fashion from beginning to end. Antoni’s table of contents also 

illustrates what will appear from beginning to end, but it implies the circular nature of 

                                                
1 Each one of these phrases bears particular significance to its speaker. For Lilla, the “glass pane” refers 

to the pane of the window that serves as the site for her formative sexual encounter with Dulcianne. Vel’s 
“glass pain” could refer to a number of experiences she has had that might be like the physical pain 

associated with swallowing shards of glass. In addition to these episodes of viscerally felt emotional pain, 

she tells us that she “feel the waves of [physical] pain” as she recovers from her attempt to abort Bolom 

(382). The glass pane/pain that Bolom appears to shatter is that of race, which divides Vel’s and Lilla’s 

experiences of womanhood.  
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the narrative in its suggestion that the beginning is the end. To illustrate this argument, 

cited is the novel’s table of contents:
2
  

4 Bolom 

  5  This Side of Sleep 

 

first chaplet: d’Esperance Estate 

 

1 The Smell of Glass 

2 Rolling Beads 

3 Done-dey-boo 

4 d’Esperance Estate 

5 A Golden Skeleton Key 

 

3  Sleep 

 

 second chaplet: A World of Canes 

 

1 A Nice White Little Box 

2 A World of Canes 

3 Scourge and Blight 

4 Cutlash-collect-dump 

5 In the Family Plannings 

 

third chaplet: Bolom 

 

1 The Other Side of Sleep 

2 When the Book Read 

 

The table of contents reveals that Bolom’s narrative both opens and closes the novel. 

The organization of Bolom’s narrative is also out of numerical order, and the narratives 

appear to center on Bolom’s “Sleep.” Further, readers who are familiar with the 

region’s lore are likely to question Bolom’s narrative authority. Paul Breslin identifies a 

bolom as a spirit “kept by an obeah adept, who must feed it in order to keep it alive. It 

lives in the corners or underbed, and can move with great speed, and it can harm the 

living at the command of its master” (94). Thus a spirit is revealed as the narrative 

                                                
2 This citation does not replicate the font style of the novel’s table of contents.  
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authority, and the table of contents illustrates that the narrative centers on rather than 

contains a “spirit” narrative. The table of contents thus disrupts the notions of a linear 

progression of narrative and of the traditional embodiment of the feminized nation, both 

of which inform the fictive histories associated with patriarchal authority.  

The spirit-centered narrative invokes matriarchal authority via its circularity. If 

beginning is ending, ending is beginning, as the table of contents suggests, the narrative 

is one that is “out of order,” or “disorderly.” The narrative’s implied chaos recalls the 

“dramatic” and thus feminized text that D’Aguiar depicts in his “Last Essay” discussed 

in Chapter Two. Bolom’s liminality also implies the fluidity Antoni seems to associate 

with national representation. These narrative features—circularity, chaos, and fluidity—

are characteristic of matriarchal authority. However, the text also implies the balance, 

organization, and stability associated with masculine authority; Lilla’s and Vel’s mirror-

image narratives illustrate this. The table of contents’ contradictory nature suggests a 

dialogue of matriarchal and patriarchal authorities within as it presents the text as a 

counterarchival national narrative. As such, it serves as a “shadow text” of traditional, 

i.e., patriarchal, narratives of nation.  

 Additional evidence of the contemporary male writer’s initiation of a dialogue 

with matriarchal authority is also provided in the table of contents’ presentation of 

Lilla’s and Vel’s narratives as mirror images of each other. Murray Stein likens the 

process of encountering the shadow to “transforming an oil painting into a mirror, so 

that one recognizes the contents shown within the frame are not permanent but 

temporary” (6). The table of contents implies the fluidity of Lilla’s and Vel’s narrative 

identities by presenting them as mirror images of one another. The idea that the two 
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women are mirror images, and thus constitute one entity, permeates the text. This idea 

is both figuratively and literally represented; the clear sheet of plastic located precisely 

at the moment in which their equally constructed narratives, which are written one on 

top of the other, switch positions supports the idea that despite their differences, both 

women’s narratives bear equal authority. The mirror image is the foundation for Jung’s 

concept of the shadow. In Chapter One, I cited Perry’s scenario of encountering the 

shadow. He begins, “I see in an other something I do not like…” (2). This “something” 

is the shadow, of course; but though the shadow is an opposite of the self, the self can 

also be considered an opposite of the shadow. The shadow is projected onto others, and 

thus the person who sees “not me” in someone else is really seeing those aspects of 

herself that have been disowned as “me.” The text suggests the connection between 

shadow and self through Lilla’s and Vel’s mirror image narratives: they are racial 

shadows of one another, but their narrative comprises a narrative of nation that is “all 

there is and all there needs to be,” as the epigraph from Toni Morrison’s Beloved states. 

This idea echoes the contemporary male writer’s goal of reconciling matriarchal and 

patriarchal authorities in his pursuit of a unified yet distinctive authorial Self.  

 The table of contents indicates that Lilla’s and Vel’s simultaneous narratives are 

recalled by Bolom, Vel’s unborn child. Bolom’s narrative authority is thus liminally 

constructed. Thus the idea of narrative “authority” recedes, which leaves Lilla’s and 

Vel’s narratives to speak for themselves, as well as to each other. The fluidity of 

Bolom’s narrative authority creates a space in which Lilla’s and Vel’s narratives can 

function as one narrative of nation. The structure of Bolom’s third chapter, “Sleep,” also 

emphasizes the shadow’s significance in national representation. As noted, the italicized 
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stream-of-consciousness narratives rest one on top of the other in this chapter, a format 

that emphasizes Lilla’s and Vel’s interdependence. The narratives present Lilla and Vel 

as being “out of many, one,” to use Jamaica’s national motto. Bolom’s union of Lilla’s 

and Vel’s feminized, raced narratives envisions the contemporary male writer’s 

incorporation of matriarchal authority. For example, while Lilla remembers 

d’Esperance Estate as having “so many keys each one to a different door,” Vel 

remembers her home in the Plannings project as having “no scorpions running under the 

floor” (193). The related sounds and rhymes in their narratives—“keys” and 

“scorpions,” “door” and “floor”—throughout the chapter emphasizes their unity via 

Bolom. This idea echoes Evelyn O’Callaghan’s construction of a West Indian feminist 

critical frame, one that was centered on “unity in diversity” (11). The heteroglossia that 

characterizes this section emphasizes the singularity of Lilla’s and Vel’s narratives, as 

well as the significance of both narratives’ presence in constructions of nation. Bolom 

serves as a liminal representation of narrative authority; thus Bolom’s reproduction of 

Lilla’s and Vel’s narratives can represent the contemporary male writer’s ability to 

dissolve his identification with patriarchal authority.  As explained in Chapter Two, this 

process entails the disintegration of his primary identity as masculine persona and 

results in a temporary loss of authority. As his identification with masculine authority 

wanes, his recognition of the shadow is heightened, thus facilitating his reconciliation of 

matriarchal and patriarchal authorial traditions.  

 As an element of the text’s structure, the epigraphs also reflect the contemporary 

male writer’s changing relationship to his persona or “mask” of masculine authority, for 

they are indicative of the voice(s) that he wishes to engage in dialogue with his 
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narrative, or to represent it; they can also suggest the authorial communities he 

considers himself a part of and/or those he aspires to join. As such, they can be 

considered textual “authorities.” The text’s opening epigraph, which frames Bolom’s 

first section, is from Toni Morrison’s Beloved (1987); it reads, “The world is this room. 

That’s all there is and all there needs to be” (2). The “world” that Morrison’s epigraph 

seemingly refers to is Lilla’s room, the feminized private space in which the “world” of 

the text is generated, for it is from this room that Lilla’s, Bolom’s, and Vel’s narratives 

emerge. Morrison can serve as Antoni’s shadow not only because their gender and 

racial identities are different, but because as an African-American woman writer, 

Morrison is part of the collective with which West Indian feminism aligned itself. 

Morrison’s indirect association with West Indian feminism enables her to function as a 

representative of the West Indian literary authority’s shadow. Antoni’s use of this 

epigraph can be read as the contemporary male writer’s attempt to establish a dialogue 

with West Indian matriarchal authority via an African- American feminist writer. It can 

also be viewed as a way of overlooking the local, i.e., West Indian feminist voice in 

favor of a dialogue with the more dominant African- American feminist literary 

tradition. Indeed, Antoni may have considered Morrison’s epigraph the most relevant to 

Lilla’s and Vel’s narratives. Yet theirs are distinctly West Indian feminine narratives; 

thus it might seem curious that an African-American woman writer’s words were 

chosen to introduce their narratives of nation. In the narrative’s context, the epigraph 

can also be read as a way of historicizing West Indian feminist authority. Lilla’s and 

Vel’s narratives indicate that Bolom has survived to re-present them. Thus the epigraph 

does for the narrative what African-American feminism did for West Indian feminism: 
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it frames and protects the reproduction of matriarchal narratives that emerge from the 

feminized (private) space.  

 Morrison’s epigraph indicates the contemporary male writer’s willingness to 

engage in discourse with the shadow of his forebears’ tradition. However, the choice of 

this epigraph can also illustrate the tension generated by his discourse with the shadow, 

which in turn can work to reinforce his identification with masculine authority. If Vel 

had not tried to “throw” Bolom, her narrative would not have come to light. Four years 

prior to the publication of the novel, Antoni remarked that he located it in “Lila’s [sic] 

private sanctuary, where Velma has never been allowed entrance in all the years she has 

lived in the house” (2). Bolom’s narrative can be viewed as the narrative of the nation’s 

“offspring,” for Vel’s pregnant body represents the nationalist idea of the fertile nation; 

this paradigm is discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. Vel ends up in Lilla’s 

room because she has attempted to abort Bolom. Lilla’s room, then, becomes a private 

space that contains both the nation-as-woman and her offspring, both of whom Lilla’s 

intervention saves. The epigraph’s assertion that the room is “all there is, and all there 

needs to be” can be read as a way of justifying the “contained” matriarchal narrative. In 

Chapter One, I spoke of the African-American feminist canon’s incorporation of West 

Indian women’s writing. Morrison’s quote’s appearance in the West Indian feminist text 

can be read as an extension of the association of West Indian feminism with African-

American feminism. In this sense, the epigraph seems to affirm the West Indian 

matriarchal narrative’s limitation to the private space-as-world, i.e., the feminized 

nation.   
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 The epigraph that precedes “Sleep,” Bolom’s replication of Lilla’s and Vel’s 

parallel narratives in the middle of the text, illustrates the ambiguity that accompanies 

the contemporary male writer’s negotiation of matriarchal and patriarchal authorities 

during the second stage of individuation. In this instance, ambiguity is produced by the 

contemporary male writer’s effort to initiate a dialogue concerning the cultural 

knowledge associated with both authorities. This epigraph is from John Bishop’s Book 

of the Dark, a scholarly work on James Joyce’s experimental last novel Finnegans 

Wake (1939). It reads, “If cycles of REM sleep are to be regarded as signs of dreaming, 

their occurrence in the fetus…raise[s] yet other obscure questions” (188). Antoni’s use 

of an epigraph centered on the writing of a canonical European male writer can be 

considered the contemporary male writer’s attempt to maintain his identification with 

his patriarchs’ model of authority, as it was bestowed on the basis of European cultural 

knowledge. However, the epigraph is not from Joyce’s novel, but from a text about it, 

specifically one centered on Joyce’s narrative replication of a dream. The focus of 

Bishop’s scholarship, then, is not so much Joyce the author as it is Joyce’s narrative 

mode. Thus the citation of Bishop’s work can be considered a way of “authorizing” the 

dreaming subject’s stream-of-consciousness narrative, in effect confirming its validity 

as a literary genre and as a source of knowledge. In this sense, the epigraph can be 

considered one that the contemporary male writer utilizes to bestow authority upon his 

use of the liminal postmodern narrative, which is associated with matriarchal authority 

and with the process of individuation.   

It is easy to see why the dreamed stream-of-consciousness narrative by a 

canonical male writer and fellow colonial subject such as Joyce might serve as an 
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attractive model for the contemporary male writer who identifies with his forebears’ 

tradition. As explained in Chapter One, Lamming venerates the distinctive “rhythm” of 

Samuel Selvon’s and Vic Reid’s prose, which is grounded in the region’s vernacular, as 

the West Indian novel’s major contribution to the English canon (38). Joyce’s stream-

of-consciousness narrative style in Finnegans Wake is similarly distinctive. 

Contemporary American novelist Michael Chabon describes it as a form of “rebellion” 

in his article “What to Make of Finnegans Wake?” (2012):  

…the style of the book constitut[es] a colonial uprising in words, its 

sentences a series of blows against the empire of English, saboteur 

sentences that foul the reservoirs, cut the power lines, leave open the 

latches, throw infinite monkey wrenches into the works of the master 

language, which it was Joyce the Irishman’s bitter and ironic triumph to 

have mastered. Vandalism, revenge, the unhinged glee of insurrection. 

(1) 

Antoni’s “Sleep” bears similarities to Joyce’s dreaming subject’s stream-of-

consciousness narrative in Finnegans Wake. One example is Antoni’s incorporation of 

similar wordplay; for example, Lilla’s and Vel’s counting of “karats” and “carrots” 

respectively (189). These homonyms bear narrative values that are unique to each 

protagonist, a technique that mirrors the dreaming protagonist’s invented words in 

Finnegans Wake. Thus the epigraph, which apparently considers Joyce’s experimental 

work worthy of critical analysis, can also serve to validate Antoni’s similarly 

“experimental” narrative in Bolom’s chapter “Sleep” as an authoritative narrative of 

nation.  
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Joyce’s narrative is distinctive, and a search for distinction is what drives the 

process of individuation. However, Antoni’s use of the epigraph as justification for his 

development of a “distinctive” narrative deserves further consideration. If the epigraph 

is meant to function as authorization for the reproduction of Joyce’s narrative style, then 

it operates similarly to the English literary conventions that informed nationalist 

writers’ authority, such as those associated with the Victorian novel. Indeed, the 

imitation of a “rebellious” narrative can be considered… imitative. However, the 

“rebellious” nature of the two texts also positions them as counternarratives that 

destabilize the authority of the English narrative tradition. Chabon states that “Joyce the 

Irishman” took many liberties with the Queen’s English in Finnegans Wake, which 

earned the text a dubious reputation (1). He depicts it as “the erudite obscurity that 

Joyce laid for us in this, the greatest literary prank ever played” (1). Similarly, 

Lamming’s praise of Selvon’s and Reid’s prose was grounded in what he considered 

their rejection of “artifice of technique” and “sophisticated gimmicks leading to the 

mutilation of form” (45). The choice of Bishop’s epigraph aligns the narrative with a 

distinctive text that appears to disregard the conventions of the English narrative 

tradition. Because this tradition is associated with imperialism, both Joyce’s and 

Antoni’s narratives can be considered nationalist texts. It might seem that Antoni 

identifies with the patriarchal tradition by developing a nationalist text that is similar to 

Joyce’s. Yet he also distinguishes himself from this tradition via the matriarchal 

authority that governs his narrative.  

There are other ways in which the epigraph works to distinguish the narrative. 

For instance, the contemporary male writer exists in a liminal space between modern 
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and postmodern literature as he reconciles his matriarchal and patriarchal authorial 

traditions. In this way, the narrative is positioned similarly to Joyce’s. In “James Joyce 

and Postmodernism: A Conflicted Cachetism” (2009), Jim Ruland states that “Joyce is a 

modernist, but distinct from other modernists and because one can’t be something and 

post-something simultaneously, he creates crises of classification. It might be helpful to 

think of Joyce as the twilight of modernism, and postmodernism as the period that 

followed Joyce” (1). Similarly, the contemporary male writer who identifies with his 

forebears’ tradition can be considered a modernist in a postmodern age. Thus he 

generates the narrative in a liminal realm associated with matriarchal authority.  

Furthermore, Bishop’s epigraph can serve as the contemporary male writer’s 

preface to his interrogation of English cultural standards as the basis for literary 

authority. By introducing “Sleep” with Bishop’s words, the contemporary male writer 

raises similar “obscure questions” as those the epigraph refers to. As stated, the 

contemporary male writer’s inherited shadow is his patriarchs’ vision of the West 

Indian nation as feminized and raced. The narrative form of “Sleep” is reproduced by 

Bolom, Vel’s liminal offspring. In foregrounding Bolom’s narrative, the contemporary 

male writer resituates his forebears’ subordination of the liminally produced narrative 

associated with matriarchal authority. The contemporary male writer’s foregrounding 

Bolom’s narrative production can be read as his vision of the authority responsible for 

future representations of nation. This authority’s essential qualities are virtually 

unidentifiable, and its liminal identity suggests the reproduction of matriarchal 

narratives that bear a clear relationship to the “folk,” which is represented by Vel’s 

Afro-Caribbean background.  
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This authority is definitely not founded in the nationalist authority that 

privileged European standards of masculinity. The narrative suggests that similarly to 

Lilla’s connection to her European ancestry, which is represented by the crumbling 

estate, such identifiers of authority have gone the way of the past. The name of the 

plantation house, “d’Espérance,” translates to “of hope” in French. Its physical decay 

represents the dissolution of a national narrative grounded in the “hope” of European 

colonization. Bolom’s narrative, which emerges from the womblike space of Lilla’s 

room, supplants this false hope with a new one centered on national narratives informed 

by matriarchal authority. Bishop’s quote, which centers on the phenomenon of the 

dreaming fetus, emphasizes the mysterious nature of Bolom’s liminal (re)production of 

this “dream,” which serves to unsettle literary authority derived solely from a 

patriarchal tradition. The epigraph also enhances the visibility of the liminally produced 

narrative associated with matriarchal authority by establishing a dialogue with it, i.e., by 

“rais[ing] obscure questions.” This bears a similarity to the way in which West Indian 

feminist criticism validated women’s writing by engaging it in dialogue, by making it a 

subject of inquiry.  

 Thus Bishop’s and Morrison’s words can be read as interrogating or validating 

Bolom’s liminal narrative. Regardless, they indicate the contemporary male writer’s 

discourse with the matriarchal (re)production of nation. While these epigraphs’ and the 

table of content’s meanings in relation to the text might not easily be discerned, they 

evidence the ambiguity generated in the process of the contemporary male writer’s 

encounter with the shadow of patriarchal authority. In and of itself, this ambiguity 

suggests that he is in the process of interrogating his identification with patriarchal 
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authority. The contemporary male writer’s engagement with the elements of the 

structural text evidences his intent to dismantle his identification with his forebears’ 

dominant masculine authority, which reinforced their construction of the nation as 

feminized, raced shadow. Antoni’s engagement with the shadow on the structural level 

of the text illustrates his revision of the nationalist paradigm of the female body-as-

nation.  

Antoni’s use of authorial doubles serves as a means for the contemporary male 

writer’s interrogation of his identification with masculine authority via textual 

engagement with the shadow. Vel serves as a representation of his nationalist forebears’ 

feminized, raced shadow. As explained earlier, the shadow is really a part of the self, 

albeit an unclaimed one. Interestingly, Lilla’s narrative is consciously produced, 

whereas Vel’s narrative is clearly dreamed. Their narrative production mirrors the 

dialogue between the contemporary male writer’s conscious persona and subconscious 

shadow. As Vel is asleep, Lilla “re-presents” both her and Vel’s narratives. Vel’s 

narrative focuses primarily on her own experience; she does not “frame” Lilla’s story 

with context as Lilla does hers. This difference in narrative responsibility indicates the 

contemporary male writer’s ambivalence regarding the nation’s self-representation. As 

an embodiment of the shadow, Vel’s narrative production indicates that the 

contemporary male writer views the feminized, raced nation as capable of self-

representation. Yet Lilla’s framing of Vel’s narrative and Bolom’s representation of 

both women’s narratives function similarly to the nationalist writer’s representation of 

nation. Lilla’s and Bolom’s contextualization of Vel suggests that the matriarchal 

narrative necessitates representation to bring its “dream” of authority to light. As such, 
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their narratives can be read as mirroring the contemporary male writer’s engagement 

with his forebears’ shadow.  

The authorial double facilitates the emergence of projections that are resolved 

during the process of individuation. In “The Long Bag We Drag Behind Us” (1988), 

poet Robert Bly envisions the act of projection literally:  

We drive at night in the country and see a man and a woman on an 

enormous movie screen; we shut off the car and watch. Certain figures 

who have been rolled up inside a can, doubly invisible by being partially 

developed and by being kept always in the dark, exist during the day 

only as pale images on a thin gray strip of film. When a certain light is 

ignited in the back of our heads, ghostly pictures appear on a wall in 

front of us. They light cigarettes; they threaten each other with guns. (21) 

The contemporary male writer’s use of an authorial double onto which he projects his 

engagement with the shadow is like the drive-in movie screen Bly describes. It 

facilitates his engagement with the shadow through narrative production, which enables 

him to maintain his authorial identity even as he intends to dissolve its association with 

masculinity. His dissolution of his identification with his forebears’ authority is 

accomplished in part through his negotiation with the shadow, a “partially developed” 

figure that resides in the darkness of the subconscious until it can be projected and 

brought to light. Like the viewers of the drive-in movie, the contemporary male writer’s 

engagement with his shadow through an authorial double enables him to obtain a meta-

perspective of this stage’s significance to the larger process of individuation.  
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 As an authorial double that does not identify with either the matriarchal or 

patriarchal tradition, Bolom mirrors the contemporary male writer’s process of 

“remaking” himself via his acknowledgement of the shadow of matriarchal authority. 

The chapter “Sleep” confirms this work in Lilla’s and Vel’s agreement that Bolom has 

the potential to “separate us from one another unless possible you/are the very thing to 

bring us together…I say let us dream now of our two races black and white/together in 

one child” (204).
3
 As an authorial double, the unborn Bolom represents the 

contemporary male writer’s vision of his individuated Self, one that bridges matriarchal 

and patriarchal authorities’ associations with gender and race. Lilla and Vel, 

representatives of author and shadow respectively, present hopeful visions of Bolom’s 

ability to forge unity between them, which intimates the contemporary male writer’s 

confidence in his ability to unite the disparities inherent in both traditions. This 

confidence contrasts the anxieties of dissolving his identification with patriarchal 

authority that characterize the first stage of individuation. Lilla’s and Vel’s words also 

reflect the contemporary male writer’s awareness that his inability to reconcile 

matriarchal and patriarchal traditions of authority will maintain those divisions of 

authority created by his nationalist forebears. Their acknowledgement of both outcomes 

reflects the contemporary male writer’s confidence in his ability to navigate his 

encounter with matriarchal authority. This certainty contrasts his forebears’ anxieties 

that representation of the “folk” would lead to an undesirable end, i.e., the loss of 

masculinity that assured their role in the public sphere.  

                                                
3 Vel’s narrative, which is beneath Lilla’s at this point in the section, reads similarly; however, her 

construction of race is the opposite of Lilla’s: “and now you child come to separate we one from the other 

less someways you/is that very being to bring we together…I say let us dream now of two peoples white 

and black/together in one child” (204).  
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 Lilla’s and Vel’s acknowledgement that Bolom has the ability to unite them 

despite their differences indicates Antoni’s conferral of authority to this entity. Bolom’s 

narrative “Sleep” evidences this authority, for Bolom’s (re)production of Lilla’s and 

Vel’s narratives are structurally and conceptually integrated to work as one. Though 

Bolom demonstrates authority in the reproduction of the matriarchal narrative, there is 

little to otherwise characterize this narrative entity. At the beginning of the novel, Lilla 

asks Bolom, “And you? How to call you? Bolom is the name I’ve heard your mummy 

use, when she couldn’t’ve known that I was overhearing” (5). Lilla’s assignation of a 

name to Bolom represents the contemporary male writer’s recognition of matriarchal 

authority’s significance to his distinction of an authorial identity. Lilla relies on the 

name Vel has assigned to Bolom, which suggests race’s diminished role in authority. 

These depictions of Lilla’s and Vel’s identification of Bolom reveal the contemporary 

male writer’s vision of the manner in which his incorporation of matriarchal authority 

will contribute to his singular creative identity founded on singularity. In Chapter Two, 

the idea of gender as performance was discussed. Lilla’s and Vel’s identification of 

Bolom as nothing other than a narrative authority can be read as the contemporary male 

writer’s desire to remove the “mask” of masculinity that assured his forebears’ literary 

authority. Lilla and Vel establish Bolom’s authority; however, the narrative reinforces 

the authority’s liminal identity. Bolom’s liminal, matriarchally authorized identity 

represents the fluidity of identity the contemporary male writer experiences as he 

engages in the process of individuation.  

 Bolom’s liminally produced narrative also revises conventions that signify 

authority in the contemporary male writer’s patriarchal tradition. The table of contents 
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illustrates that the core of the text is Bolom’s chapter “Sleep.” The text’s “heart,” then, 

is comprised of a fetus’s dream cycle. The centrality of this liminal authorial entity’s 

dream illustrates the contemporary male writer’s effort to center his development of 

authority on intuitively acquired knowledge, which is associated with matriarchal 

authority.  As Bolom is a fetus that has not yet acquired the capacity for speech, the 

chapter’s stream-of-consciousness narrative establishes the fetus’s memory of the 

mother(’s) language as a valid mode of narrative production. In essence, the quality of 

Bolom’s narrative privileges an intrinsic neurolinguistic capacity (nature) over the 

external acquisition of speech (nurture). This privileging of nature over nurture parallels 

the contemporary male writer’s revision of authority in the process of individuation: he 

permits the influence of privately defined matriarchal authority by dissolving his 

primary identification with the publicly defined patriarchal tradition. In a footnote to the 

epigraph that opens Bolom’s chapter, Bishop suggests that nature, which as intuitive 

knowledge can be likened to matriarchal authority, takes primacy over nurture, which 

can be likened to patriarchal authority, in the human capacity for expression. He 

observes that “sleeping and dreaming, like intelligence itself, seem to be evolutionary 

variables that reach their most flowery and obscure forms in the human” (391). 

Bishop’s quote likens the functions of sleeping and dreaming to intelligence, and his 

depictions of these functions’ human expression as “flowery” and “obscure” are 

qualities that can also describe the matriarchal narrative. Bolom’s narrative is generated 

by an authorial entity that has not left the “body” of matriarchal authority. Bolom’s 

narrative, one that is figuratively nourished by Vel’s body as mother-nation, challenges 
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the nationalist notion that the cultural knowledge associated with authority resided 

outside the nation, and could be obtained only via the (masculine) pleasures of exile.  

 Like Bolom, Lilla functions as an authorial double. Whereas Bolom represents 

the contemporary male writer’s vision of his individuated Self nourished by matriarchal 

authority, Lilla represents his dissolution of identification with masculine authority as 

he engages with the shadow of matriarchal authority. Like Antoni, Lilla is a white 

Creole. Her depictions of her body as androgynous, particularly in relation to her 

feminization of Vel’s body, reflects the contemporary male writer’s effort to dissolve 

his identification with his forebears’ authority as offspring of their tradition. However, 

Lilla’s tendency to construct herself as masculine also indicates the ambivalence that 

emerges as the contemporary male engages in this process.  

In Chapter Two, I explained my association of the female protagonist’s ontology 

with patriarchal authority. Lilla indicates that in contrast to Vel’s “mother’s breasts 

spilling backward toward her shoulders looking even fuller,” her own body is 

androgynous; it is “nearly fleshless [and] breastless” (4-5). Her depiction of herself as 

androgynous mirrors the contemporary male writer’s liminal state via the dissolution of 

his identification with patriarchal authority. This liminality is also conveyed via Lilla’s 

resistance of identification with feminine roles; she is “the farthest thing from motherly 

I could possibly imagine” (5). However, she also constructs herself definitively as the 

masculine entity within a heterosexual union with Vel, as “More husband and wife…for 

ten years” (4-5). In assuming this masculine role, she positions herself similarly to the 

male nationalist in the heteronormative romantic narrative of nation. Lilla inhabits a 

liminal space in which both her body and her perspective of gender roles seem to 
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vacillate between androgyny and identification with masculinity. Yet she resists 

associations with the feminine, particularly in relation to Vel, which can be read as 

resistance that emerges as the contemporary male writer dissolves his forebears’ 

identification of the shadow self with the feminized, raced “folk.”  

Lilla’s ambiguity is similar to Bolom’s, whose gender is also not identifiable. 

This parallel to Bolom reflects the contemporary male writer’s ambivalence regarding 

his connection to matriarchal authority, which can be likened to the manner in which 

Bolom is nourished through Vel. Lilla sees her body as one might see a fetus, as a 

“cartilaginous sea creature drawn twitching up from the depths” (5). Her 

characterization of her body in terms that might also describe Bolom’s liminal ontology 

reflects the contemporary male writer’s desire to dissolve any identifications he may 

have that preclude his adoption of a new identity. Lilla’s view of herself as being like 

Bolom also suggests what this connection to the matriarch might mean for the 

contemporary male writer, for he appears to associate a connection to matriarchal 

authority with invisibility. Yet her self-constructed parallels to Bolom strengthen the 

correlation between the lack of an essential identity and literary authority. Lilla’s skin, 

which represents her essential identity, is “so thin it is nearly transparent save an eerie, 

milk-blue glow in the late afternoon light” (5, italics mine). Lilla says that she is 

“scarcely visible save its primordial, milk-blue glow. Save its sea-grey, gargoyle-staring 

eyes. Blinking in the first light” (5, italics mine). The colors Lilla uses to characterize 

herself here are associated with her Creole background; she describes her skin as “dusty 

grey,” and views it as “skin which never declared or disclaimed itself. Which never 

washed clean. One way or another” (56). In bemoaning her “grey” skin, Lilla indicates 
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her desire to identify with one of the races that form her Creole background, which can 

be likened to the contemporary male writer’s identification with his forebears’ tradition. 

However, the text indicates that she eventually abandons this desire via her relationship 

with Dulcianne and later Vel, both of whom are representative of matriarchal authority.   

Lilla’s transparency is reiterated by the clear plastic sheet enclosed in the middle 

of “Sleep,” which seems to represent the narrative’s idea that the separation between 

Lilla and Vel is like the piece of glass that separates Lilla and her childhood friend 

Dulcianne. It is through this glass that Lilla kisses Dulcianne, who is the daughter of 

Lilla’s mother’s servant Di, and recognizes that like her, Dulcianne is “mixed too”; 

however, Dulcianne is “the good mix, the happy mix” (65). The narrative implies that 

both girls share the same father (77); thus the window serves as a “shadow mirror” 

through which Lilla’s racial background, which she terms an “atrocity” (63), is 

positively transformed via her encounter with Dulcianne. Vel replaces Dulcianne as 

Lilla’s “opposite,” a shadow that has been reunited with the self; Lilla indicates this 

when she describes Vel as “My own twin sister. Not face to face,” unlike her and 

Dulcianne on each side of the glass, “but side by side” (31). This parallel to the 

encounters Lilla-as-double has with her “opposite” or shadow Dulcianne through the 

glass indicates the contemporary male writer’s optimism regarding the transformative 

effect that his encounter with the shadow can have on his development of an integrated 

Self.  

In addition, Lilla’s depiction of herself as similar to Bolom implies her desire to 

adopt a new narrative identity. As explained, Bolom’s identity as a fetus at the time 

Lilla and Vel provide their narratives indicates that they are recounted from the womb 
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and transformed into language. As a “sea creature,” Lilla would also be incapable of 

using language. Yet throughout her narrative, her ability to express herself is 

strengthened when she is able to transcend the anxieties that her gender and racial 

identities present. The implication is that just as Lilla’s narrative authority is enhanced 

via these kinds of transformation, so too will the contemporary male writer’s authority 

be enhanced by his dissolution of his identification with European masculinity. For 

example, Lilla’s English father “seemed to burst into flames” when the local Catholic 

priest condemns interracial marriage (62). Since he “did not sweat,” Lilla “sweated for 

him. Me: I sweated like a man” (62). She is unable to purge his “sin,” which becomes 

her “sin” of a mixed racial background, through her profuse sweating (62). She 

describes her sweating as a “physical condition” in which “streams” of perspiration run 

“down my spinecord, back of my arms, legs” (64). Here, she is like the contemporary 

male writer whose ontology represents his primary identification with his patriarchs’ 

tradition. Yet as Lilla encounters her shadow, which Dulcianne represents, by kissing 

her through the window pane, she notices that “Instead of the perspiration running down 

my spinecord, there was still a trace of the ants streaming faintly up it” (66). Her 

encounter with her shadow enables her to dissolve her identification with her forebears’ 

racial identity, and to transform her ontological discomfort—her difficulty living in her 

own skin—into pleasure. Similarly, the contemporary male writer’s dissolution of his 

identification with patriarchal authority facilitates his development of an authentic 

authorial identity.    
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Lilla’s encounter with Dulcianne reflects the idea that the act of incorporating 

the shadow can resolve the anxieties of authority defined by qualities of essential 

identity. Doing so strengthens her ability to articulate her identity: 

I could not remember what had tormented me so for the previous week. I 

said to myself: You are eight years old. It is New Year’s Day. Then I got 

down from my stack of books. Went to my desk and selected a yellow 

pencil from the metal box. I climbed back up. All the way cross the 

bottom of the white windowframe, with great precision, I wrote out: 

LILLA GRANDSOL, 8 YEARS OLD, 1 JANUARY 1933. (66)  

Once Lilla encounters Dulcianne, she stops sweating “like a grown man” (62). Her 

encounter with her racial shadow enables her to transform her father’s racial torment, 

and thus to obliterate any memory of its negative effects. As a result, she can identify 

herself with authority: she claims the window’s frame as a text, and she identifies her 

age and the date with precision. Her ability to do so suggests that she has not been 

claimed by her sweating, what she calls a “kind of trance” that can be likened to the 

liminal process of individuation (64). Rather than feeling “as though I was stuck in 

some blurry, middle range,” Lilla’s dissolution of her identification with her father’s 

racial guilt enables her to locate and articulate her singular identity, and she emerges as 

“Lilla Grandsol” rather than a “blat-blanch” or “White koo-ca-roach” (56, 64). Lilla’s 

transformation positively associates the contemporary male writer’s acknowledgement 

of the racial shadow with literary authority that evidences a renewed vigor. 

 Lilla’s narrative continues to promote the idea that the dissolution of 

identifications with essential aspects of identity can enhance literary authority. This 
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becomes evident in her revision of the phrase “rolling beads.” Her father first uses the 

phrase to disparage Lilla’s French Creole mother’s religious devotion, which he 

considers the reason for his sexual frustration. Lilla can only recall one image of them, 

her father “with the big estate ledger in his lap, stub of a pencil in his oversized hand, 

his brow furrowed” and her mother “supine in the dark…with her chaplet dangling, 

gold cross glinting at the end” (59). The “stub” of a pencil in her father’s hand, a phallic 

symbol, links his (English) masculinity to his authority. Lilla revises her father’s 

disparaging phrase into a unique signifier for her self-gratification. Her transformation 

of his play on words and its negative association with sexual frustration into a phrase 

that refers to sexual pleasure can be considered an act of literary authority:  

  I called it rolling beads too. Gave it the same name, in the secret, to 

myself. Or rather, I called the two activities by the same name. Because 

for me they became inseparable. Now, when I stood on my stack of 

books with my nose against the glass, eyes closed, chaplet dangling from 

my right hand, my left hand was busy also…(And it was years later, an 

adult, that I lay in my bed rolling beads in just this way, when a quote 

from the Bible flashed back at me: words of St. Paul. And Bolom, I 

couldn’t help but smile! Let not thy right hand know what thy left hand 

doth. So Bolom, I’d been quite right to confuse the two. To call the two 

activities by the same name.) (69) 

Lilla also takes great pleasure in her play on St. Paul’s words, which highlights her 

transformation of patriarchal signification: in addition to revising her father’s phrase for 

her mother’s sexual abstinence, she creates new meaning for the patriarchal religious 
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text. She discovers her capacity for self-gratification when she kisses Dulcianne through 

the glass, an act that represents an encounter with the racial shadow. In her role as an 

authorial double that encounters the racial shadow, Lilla is able to dissolve her racial 

identification and claim literary authority. This encounter enables her to revise the 

phrase depicting her father’s sexual frustration, which is grounded in her parents’ racial 

and thus religious difference, into one that represents self-desire.   

Like the contemporary male writer who dissolves his identification with 

patriarchal authority to establish his unique creative identity, Lilla’s similar dissolution 

of her identification with gender enables her to privilege her singularity. When she and 

her husband Daisy assume the gender-opposite costumes of Uncle Sam and the Statue 

of Liberty respectively, she rediscovers her desire for self-gratification. She recalls that 

though she and Daisy were still in their costumes after the carnival, “Never had we 

made love so fervently as we did that morning” (142). Their lovemaking inspires her to 

resume her habit of “rolling beads” or pleasuring herself during sex with Daisy, and her 

self-empowerment becomes evident when she moves from beneath him to the dominant 

position of “the rider perched above” (143-44). Lilla reveals that before, “sex had been 

something I’d put up with more for Daisy’s sake” (143). Once she embraces her gender 

shadow via her performance of masculinity, Lilla recovers her sexual potency, 

remarking that “sex become something Daisy put up with more for my sake” (144). She 

recovers her ability to privilege her unique sexual identity through an encounter with 

the shadow of gender, which leads to her renewed sexual vigor.  

 Lilla-as-double’s appetite for self-gratification can be read as a representation 

for the singular identity that the contemporary male writer seeks through individuation. 
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Her discovery and recovery of self-desire throughout her narrative mirrors the process 

of individuation as one that entails the synthesis of selves into an integrated Self. For 

example, the location of Lilla’s encounter with Dulcianne, a room with windows at 

ground level, can serve as a metaphor for the shadow’s emergence from the 

subconscious level of the psyche. Lilla’s willingness to dissolve identifications with her 

ontological gender and racial identities also supports her construction of an integrated 

Self that can claim narrative authority. Her ability to do so underscores the 

performativity that characterizes identity, even of the integrated Self, and ultimately 

enhances authority. The performances punctuating Lilla’s narrative corroborate 

Anthony Storr’s metaphor of individuation as a journey as described in Chapter One. As 

narrative authority, Lilla’s ability to assume multiple identities suggests that while 

individuation may lead to the contemporary male writer’s development of an integrated 

artistic identity, distinction lies in recognizing its fluid relationship to both traditions of 

authority. As fluidity is associated with matriarchal authority, Lilla’s encounters with 

Dulcianne and Vel represent the transformative effect matriarchal authority can have on 

the contemporary male writer’s creative identity.   

 The dissolution of gender identifications permits the fluidity that facilitates the 

contemporary male writer’s development of an integrated Self, an idea that is illustrated 

in Lilla’s performances of gender. For example, when Lilla locks herself out of her 

bedroom because she has mailed her only key to Daisy, she must resort to wearing 

Vel’s clothes. Lilla describes Vel’s dresses as “hideously bosomy”; and she indicates 

that Vel’s “scandalous little minidress” is “hideously short” and “scarcely cover[s] my 

crotch” (16). She resorts to “stuffing the bosoms further still with cottonwool” so she 
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has “tottots out to here,” and she exaggerates her performance of femininity in Vel’s 

dress by “swinging [her hips] like a bell” (16). Lilla describes wearing Vel’s clothes as 

“like living inside another’s skin for five weeks: a bobo-soukuyant getting her skins 

confused. Dressing herself up every morning in the skin of her opposite” (16). The 

“bobo-soukuyant” Lilla refers to is the soucouyant, which according to West Indian 

folklore is a spirit that lives as an old lady by day and sheds her skin at night to suck the 

blood of her victims and/or assume their skins (“Soucouyant”). The soucouyant’s 

shedding of her female skin can be considered a rejection of the patriarchal assignation 

of womanhood (“Soucouyant”). When Lilla compares her wearing Vel’s clothes to a 

soucouyant assuming “the skin of her opposite,” she indicates that her openness to 

shedding her identification with one skin—in this case, her gender—frees her to assume 

the “skin” of another, which represents the shadow of gender. Lilla’s comparison of 

herself to a soucouyant suggests that her ability to trade her skin for Vel’s—that is, her 

ability to dissolve identifications and embrace racial fluidity—enhances her power. 

Similarly, the contemporary male writer who can dissolve his identification with 

patriarchal authority via his encounter with the shadow furthers his development of a 

unique authorial identity.  

 The degree to which the contemporary male writer can dissolve his 

identification with patriarchal authority is central to the success of his performance of 

other authorities. This is evidenced in the success of Lilla’s performance of masculinity 

during carnival. As Lilla and Daisy reverse gender roles by playing Uncle Sam and the 

Statue of Liberty respectively, she “set myself to equaling Daisy” in her effort to 

disguise herself convincingly as Uncle Sam. She recalls that “with the eyebrow pencil I 
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drew a thin moustache on my upper lip, curling exquisitely at each end. Thick, bell-

bottomed sideburns. Bushy eyebrows. Then I tied my hair back” (141). Lilla remarks 

that Daisy’s clothes fit her “surprisingly well,” which indicates the degree to which she 

has abandoned her identification with femininity. Her ability to do so leads Di to deem 

her performance of masculinity a success: “But the madam handsome, you know. 

Handsome too bad!” (141). As suggested, Lilla’s ability to embrace the skin of her 

gender shadow via her performance of masculinity supports her ability to privilege her 

sexuality, which I identified as a metaphor for one’s individuality. Similarly, the 

contemporary male writer’s ability to embrace his forebears’ shadow supports his 

development of a singular authorial identity.  

 Bolom and Lilla serve as authorial doubles that enable the contemporary male 

writer to encounter his forebears’ feminized, raced shadow within the textual realm. 

Their constructions emphasize the importance of his dissolution of identification with 

his forebears’ tradition of literary authority, which facilitates his encounter with their 

shadow. I want to further my discussion of the ambivalence that emerges during the 

contemporary male writer’s encounter with his forebears’ shadow by examining Lilla’s 

constructions of Vel’s body. I have established that Vel represents this shadow. As 

authorial double, Lilla’s constructions of Vel or her body serve as metaphors for the 

construction of the West Indian nation. The ambivalence that surrounds Lilla’s 

construction of Vel’s body is characteristic of an encounter with the shadow, for such 

an encounter brings to light aspects of the self that one rejects. One example of this 

ambivalence is when Lilla protects the unconscious Vel from Dr. Curtis’s attempt to 

take control over her body. This mirrors Lilla’s reclamation of her own body when Dr. 
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Curtis attempts to override her request for a purgative that will enable her to rid herself 

of an unwanted pregnancy. In reclaiming her authority over her body and preserving 

Vel’s authority over her own, Lilla revises the nationalist notion of the female body-as-

nation. However, as Lilla is a double for the male author, we can also see her attempt to 

speak for Vel as a reiteration, with a difference, of the nationalist romantic plot that 

positions the male writer as the hero who “rescues” the feminized nation through 

representation. The contemporary male writer’s encounter with the shadow is 

characterized by ambiguities such as these. However, it is safe to say that the presence 

of ambiguity illustrates his engagement with the shadow in his effort to individuate.  

 As explained, Vel is an embodiment of the contemporary male writer’s 

patriarchal forebears’ gendered, raced shadow. In addition, she is pregnant; as such, she 

serves as an embodiment of his potential connection to matriarchal authority through 

the process of individuation. Finally, Vel is sleeping, which emphasizes her need for 

representation. As discussed, the liminal Bolom’s representation of Vel’s dreamed 

narrative can be read as the contemporary male writer’s attempt to assert the authority 

of matriarchal narratives. However, the fact that she does not represent Bolom and Lilla 

to the extent that they do her implies that she is signified more than she signifies. Vel’s 

function as signified is emphasized by Lilla’s ability to narratively construct Vel’s body 

as she lies beside her, and Vel’s inability to do the same because she is sleeping. Thus 

the only depictions of Lilla’s and Vel’s bodies are provided through Lilla, the authorial 

double. This can be read as the contemporary male writer’s attempt to maintain his 

identification with masculine authority, as his construction of the nation as feminine and 
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in need of representation assured his role as masculine hero in the West Indian public 

sphere.  

Myriam J.A. Chancy states that the romantic trope of the female body-as-nation 

“denies [female characters] a sense of identity separate from that of island-nations” 

(qtd. in Francis 7). Lilla’s construction of Vel’s body extends this trope by comparing 

Vel’s body to local cultural production. Lilla describes Vel as being like “the ebony-

carved totem of some ancient African fertility diablesse” (4). Similarly to Lilla’s 

depiction of herself as a soucouyant, her use of the term diablesse to describe Vel 

implies Vel’s feminine power, which is associated with her fertility. Her depiction of 

Vel as a “totem” can be read as affirming or undermining this power. According to 

Merriam-Webster, a “totem” is “an object (as an animal or plant) serving as the emblem 

of a family or clan and often as a reminder of its ancestry” or “a usually carved or 

painted representation of such an object” (“Totem”). Thus Lilla’s depiction of Vel can 

be considered a means of historicizing the nation’s cultural production. Lilla’s use of 

the term “totem” to describe Vel, who is in the vulnerable state of sleep, can also be 

read as a conflation of Vel’s identity with that of the West Indian nation’s cultural 

traditions. Lilla’s depiction of Vel as a “fertility diablesse” intimates that what is at its 

core a nationalist construction of the Afro-Caribbean female body might also be 

extended to that body’s “production,” or offspring.  

As a double for the contemporary male writer, Lilla’s construction of Vel’s 

pregnant body also appears to reiterate the nationalist trope of the female body-as-

nation. In Black Body: Women, Colonialism, and Space (1999), Radhika Mohanram 

confirms that postcolonial constructions of nation extend what was identified in Chapter 
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One as the West Indian nationalist construction of the female body-as-nation. 

Mohanram writes that in these postcolonial constructions, the maternal body “functions 

as a mediator for the male citizens to experience the landscape and the nation as 

nurturing, comforting, and familiar” (59, 83). Lilla’s depiction of the sleeping Vel as 

parts, particularly as limbs and a pregnant belly (4), constructs the nation that Vel 

represents as an entity that submits to masculine authority. Dr. Curtis is the masculine 

authority who brings what Lilla describes as Vel’s “terrible bawling” under control by 

drugging her, which renders her helpless (4). Lilla emphasizes Vel’s vulnerability by 

reiterating it; Vel is “here beside me sleeping quietly at last. Peacefully at last…Lying 

here naked on her back…Sleeping peacefully at last” (4). Vel’s sleep underscores 

Lilla’s authority, for it justifies the appearance of Lilla’s narrative first, which serves to 

contextualize Bolom’s and Vel’s narratives. Vel’s sleeping state can thus be considered 

a metaphor for the silence of matriarchal authority, which facilitates the patriarchal 

narrative’s dominance. The contrast between Vel’s “terrible bawling” before Dr. Curtis 

drugs her and her “sleeping peacefully” after he does so seems grounded in nationalist 

writers’ notion that a knowledge of European cultural traditions enabled them to order 

the chaos of the feminized nation.
4
 Lilla’s reiteration of Vel’s silence can be interpreted 

as the contemporary male writer’s effort to preserve his identification with his forebears 

by silencing the shadow of matriarchal authority.  

  However, Lilla’s depictions of Vel’s body-as-nation also seem to reflect the 

contemporary male writer’s desire to dissolve his identification with his patriarchal 

                                                
4 In Chapter Two, I discuss D’Aguiar’s work with this idea, particularly in “The Last Essay About 

Slavery,” as one aspect of his return to his forebears’ tradition.  
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tradition. Lilla describes Vel as “lying here naked on her back….Her powerful thighs 

spread wide, her wounded sex shoved up toward the ceiling, splayed open to the salt-

soaked air” (4). The depiction of Vel’s “wounded sex” can be considered antiromantic 

in that it challenges the nationalist construction of the nation as an idealized female 

body. Vel’s wounds are the result of her attempt to abort Bolom with what Lilla 

repeatedly describes as “large sewing scissors” (22). Lilla’s narrative indicates that Vel 

has been trying to abort Bolom because she fears that Lilla will send her back to her 

home and its difficult conditions. As a metaphor for the feminized nation, Vel’s desire 

to rid herself of Bolom can be read as an attempt to avoid the loss associated with 

“peopling” the West Indian nation. Vel’s narrative reveals that she has lost three 

children; these losses are related to her poverty. Her traumatic personal history echoes 

the historical trauma created by slave owners’ impregnation of slave women. If the 

women did not succeed at aborting the pregnancies that occurred, they produced 

offspring that ultimately became the slave owner’s property; consequently, they 

endured the trauma of the severed mother-child relationship, just as Vel has. Lilla’s 

depiction of Vel’s “powerful thighs” contrasts her antiromantic description of Vel’s 

“wounded sex” with a patriarchal image that constructs Vel as a working female body, 

like that of a (re)productive female slave.  

Vel’s personal history conveys much about this historical pain. Prior to her 

arrival at d’Esperance, she loses three children prematurely due to circumstances that 

parallel those common to the female slave, including her lack of control over her body, 

poverty, and dependence upon a patriarchal system. She becomes pregnant with the first 

child, a boy, when she is raped, and her grandmother decides to have a doctor abort 
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him; the second child, Joyce, is stung by a scorpion; and the third child, Junie, dies of 

cholera, which she contracts from the poorly constructed pipe system in their home, part 

of a government housing project called the Family Plannings. Before Junie dies, Vel 

becomes pregnant again; she attempts to abort the child because like the slave woman, 

she recognizes the futility of having the child in such circumstances:  

I say, You going stand and watch this baby dead again? Watch it dead 

pon you like the other two? Cause you ain’t got food enough to feed 

youself and Junie proper, how you going feed a next child? With these 

people already coming to take out these floors and these furnitures from 

under you feet? I say, You got to do something for this child. You got to 

do something quick! (325) 

Vel loses the unnamed fourth child; however, her thoughts regarding this last child are 

reiterated when Lilla finds Vel at the bottom of the stairs with the sewing scissors. Vel 

confesses that she has been trying to abort Bolom because she feared Lilla sending her 

home, and Lilla describes Vel “pleading” with her: “Five months I been trying to throw 

this child, Mummy!...binding up me belly every morning pon morning so as you don’t 

see—send me way, home—nothing but starvation home, Mummy!” (23). Vel’s attempt 

to abort Bolom signifies her attempt to claim control over her own body as a means of 

self-preservation. This can be read as her preservation of matriarchal authority, as her 

inability to throw the child would result in her return to the socioeconomic margins of a 

modern colonial system. Thus her attempt to abort Bolom is an attempt to maintain her 

tenuous belonging to the public sphere, which is represented by Lilla’s now-decaying 

plantation estate. Lilla’s antiromantic depiction of Vel’s wounded body serves as an 
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indictment of the dominant historical narrative’s placement of the “folk,” for the 

wounds emerge as a result of Vel’s resistance to this placement through a claim to 

matriarchal authority. As the contemporary male writer’s authorial double, Lilla’s 

intimate depiction of Vel’s “sex” suggests that the establishment of a more substantial 

relationship to matriarchal authority, such as that facilitated by his encounter with the 

shadow, can equip the contemporary male writer to revise the inherent disempowerment 

of nation that pervades dominant narratives of the West Indian nation’s history.   

 Lilla’s encounter with Dr. Curtis emphasizes the failure of narratives that 

construct the nation as the feminized, raced shadow. As authorial double, then, she 

reflects the contemporary male writer’s recognition that his encounter with the shadow 

is crucial to his development of an integrated Self who can create viable alternative 

histories. Dr. Curtis can be considered a representation of patriarchal authority. Lilla 

challenges his attempt to override her authority when she asks him for quinine tablets so 

that she can rid herself of an unwanted pregnancy. She describes Dr. Curtis as being 

“reluctant” to do so; when he demurs, Lilla “got up from the waitingroom bench and 

stood staring into his shiny red face,” her statement brooking no argument: “‘Dr Curtis,’ 

I said. ‘I know well enough what I need. You just write out the prescription for quinine 

tablets’” (152). Lilla recalls that “He did. Without a further word” (152). As the 

authorial double that in this episode emerges as a representation of matriarchal 

authority, Lilla also protects Vel from Dr. Curtis’s “scientific” fascination with Vel’s 

attempt to throw Bolom, which represents the objectification of women in nationalist 

constructions of nation. She indicates that his eyes bear “a malevolent spark of 

curiosity” when she tells him what Vel has tried to do; he then suggests, “Some sort of 
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wretched implement, I may presume?” (25). Dr. Curtis’s response echoes the patriarchal 

objectification of colonized peoples perpetuated in Victorian English intellectual circles 

(Edmondson 19-37). Lilla responds to him by “bizarrely, absurdly trying to match his 

own audacity, his own insolence” (25). Her depiction of her attempt to “match” his 

response to Vel, who represents the nation, as “bizarre” and “absurd” foreshadows the 

contemporary male writer’s rejection of literary authority conflated with European 

cultural knowledge and thus masculinity. Lilla represents his desire to dissolve his 

identification with patriarchal authority when she asks Dr. Curtis if Bolom has survived. 

Dr. Curtis responds, “‘Quite to the contrary…slowly, a little too loudly”; he then says, 

“Most likely [Vel] never got near the cervix. They seldom do, you know. Especially 

when they’re hysterical” (26). Lilla remarks that “each pronouncement of the word they 

strikes me like a slap cross my face” (26). She depicts Dr. Curtis’s intellectual 

objectification of Vel as physical violence and rejects his view of the “hysterical” 

female, which represents the unrestrained “folk” nation. In doing so, Lilla dissociates 

her authority, which includes speaking on Vel’s behalf, from that of the patriarchal 

authority.  

Finally, Lilla’s depiction of the manner in which Dr. Curtis positions Vel’s body 

mirrors the contemporary male writer’s interrogation of patriarchal literary 

constructions of the West Indian nation. She describes him “grasping hold of Vel’s bent 

knees, spreading them wide apart—wide, impossibly wide apart” and “pressing her 

knees back firmly against the mattress. Pinning them there” (27). Lilla’s description of 

Dr. Curtis’s positioning of Vel’s body suggests the contemporary male writer’s 

skeptical view of “impossible” patriarchal constructions of nation. Lilla metaphorically 
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likens his placement of Vel’s body to pinning a specimen for dissection; as authorial 

double, her implication is that like preserved specimens that are fixed for dissection, the 

female body-as-nation is a forced objectification. Her description of Dr. Curtis’s 

instruments as “awful” and “primitive-looking” characterizes the narratives through 

which these kinds of objectifications are reiterated as artifacts associated with violence. 

Ultimately, Lilla’s desire to protect Vel from the invasion Dr. Curtis represents takes 

over; upon “seeing those obscene, those hairy little hands probing deeply inside Vel,” 

she throws him out of the house (28-29). Her decision to deny Dr. Curtis access to Vel’s 

body again suggests the contemporary male writer’s rejection of the patriarchal 

tradition’s objectification of the West Indian nation’s traumatic history.   

As with the structural elements of the text and the construction of authorial 

doubles, the contemporary male writer’s interrogation of his forebears’ patriarchal 

representation of nation is characterized by ambivalence. This ambivalence is initially 

evident in the liminal construction of D’Aguiar’s protagonist Mintah, which was 

explained as a signifier of the contemporary male writer’s engagement with 

individuation in Chapter One. His encounter with the shadow constructed by his 

nationalist forebears requires him to interrogate an aspect of his patriarchal tradition that 

enabled his development of an authorial persona via identification. The examination of 

the structural elements of Antoni’s text illustrates the contemporary male writer’s 

attempt to establish the matriarchal narrative’s authority through reconfigurations of the 

table of contents and the epigraphs preceding Bolom’s chapters. The discussion of 

authorial doubles Bolom and Lilla evidences his desire to narratively encounter the 

shadow of matriarchal authority, which promises to inform his development of a 
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singular authorial identity. Finally, Lilla’s depiction of Vel’s body—a reiteration of the 

nationalist construction of the female body-as-nation—serves as a means through which 

the contemporary male writer can revise his forebears’ vision of matriarchal authority’s 

role in the historical narrative. Though I have interpreted the contemporary male 

writer’s encounter with the shadow as characterized by ambiguity, I think it more 

significant that these readings evidence his effort to establish a dialogue with the 

shadow of his forebears’ past. This dialogue with matriarchal authority prepares him for 

the final stage of his individuation: his incorporation of the unconscious feminine, or 

anima.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 “SOMEBODY TRUE TO BE HER WITNESS”: ‘ANIMA’-TING CONTEMPORARY 

MASCULINE AUTHORITY IN MARLON JAMES’S THE BOOK OF NIGHT 

WOMEN (2009) 

…archetypal images are among the highest values of the human psyche; they have 

peopled the heavens of all races from time immemorial. To discard them as valueless 

would be a distinct loss.          —Carl Jung, “The Mother Archetype”

  

When you reduce a woman to writing, she makes you think of a thousand other women.  

  —Gustave Flaubert 

 

 Marlon James’s The Book of Night Women illustrates the final stage of the 

contemporary male writer’s individuation, which is his renunciation of the gender 

divide between masculine and feminine authorities. This stage is based upon what Jung 

describes as the anima, or the “unconscious feminine.” James’s protagonist Lilith 

illustrates the contemporary male writer’s conscious integration of the anima, which is 

evidenced by his engagement with matriarchal authority. His integration of the anima 

suggests that he has completed the first two stages of individuation discussed in 

Chapters Two and Three respectively: he has dissolved his identification with 

patriarchal authority by identifying the silence of matriarchal authority in his return to 

his forebears’ tradition; and he has begun to recognize matriarchal authority’s role in his 

individuation via his acknowledgement of his forebears’ feminized, raced shadow. 

Chapter One explains that the contemporary male writer has to accomplish his work 
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with his forebears’ shadow before he can consciously integrate the anima. This is 

because his forebears’ shadow, the externally constructed “not me,” is also a feminine 

entity. He must negotiate the more accessible subconscious shadow before he can 

integrate the unconscious anima as part of his creative identity.    

 Jung’s concept of the anima is often confused with that of an archetype. Indeed, 

archetypes are relevant to discussions of the anima; thus before beginning, I wish to 

emphasize the distinction between the two. The anima can be described as an 

unconscious set of behaviors that are associated with the feminine. An archetype is a 

figure that embodies a particular set of associated behaviors. In other words, the anima 

is a collection of associations, and the archetype is the entity that embodies this 

collection of associations. Thus the anima is not a particular female figure. However, an 

unconscious set of behaviors associated with the feminine can be embodied in a 

representative female, or archetype. In this chapter, the phrase “unconscious feminine” 

refers to the contemporary male writer’s set of associations with the feminine.  

 The contemporary male writer’s arrival at this stage of individuation signifies 

his dissolution of identification with his patriarchal literary tradition. This dissolution 

does not mean that he has dissociated from his nationalist forebears’ tradition. Rather, it 

means that the masculine authority associated with this tradition is no longer the 

foundation for his authorial identity. At the start of individuation, the contemporary 

male writer’s masculine authorial persona relies upon his identification with his 

patriarchs’ tradition. The contemporary male writer at this third stage of individuation 

has revised the centrality of patriarchal authority and established the significance of 

matriarchal authority to his development of a distinctive authorial identity. In contrast to 
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his nationalist forebears, the contemporary male writer at this stage of individuation 

does not envision matriarchal authority as a threat. Rather, he recognizes that it 

facilitates his cooperation in the modern project of West Indian national construction.  

 I focus on three aspects of James’s novel to illustrate the contemporary male 

writer’s conscious integration of the anima. The first is the authenticity ascribed to the 

novel. I argue that readers’ assessment of the novel as “authentic” evidences the 

contemporary male writer’s revision of the role matriarchal authority played in his 

forebears’ tradition. In contrast to D’Aguiar’s protagonist Mintah’s use of formal 

English, which is due to her education at the Danish mission in Africa; and Antoni’s 

protagonist Lilla’s use of patois-inflected English, which reflects her Creole heritage, 

Lilith’s narrative is conveyed in native Jamaican patois. In Antoni’s novel, Vel utilizes 

the fictional Corpus Christi’s patois, but her narrative is reproduced by Bolom; this 

differs from Lilith’s conscious use of dialect. Lilith’s narrative suggests the 

contemporary male writer’s dialogue with matriarchal authority. By engaging 

matriarchal authority via its defining characteristic, the “folk” voice, James creates the 

“authenticity” associated with local cultural production.  

 Lilith’s role as co-author within and outside of the text is discussed next. Jung 

identified the male’s conscious interaction with the anima as “conversations” upon 

personifying this aspect of his identity (Walker 50). Lilith’s dialogue with James, as 

well as both parties’ intertextual dialogues, evidences the contemporary male writer’s 

interaction with the anima. James’s and his authorial double Lovey’s depictions of 

Lilith underscore her role as an archetype that embodies the contemporary male writer’s 

anima. As archetype, Lilith facilitates his interrogation of his patriarchal tradition’s 
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subordination of the feminine via archetypal constructions of woman-as-nation. 

Through his authorial double Lovey, James revises this construction by endowing Lilith 

with agency and authority. He simultaneously engages matriarchal authority in 

conversation by entering the dialogue between Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre  and Jean 

Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea. These textual conversations indicate the contemporary male 

writer’s engagement with the anima. 

 As co-author and embodiment of the contemporary male writer’s anima, Lilith 

also facilitates his revision of constructions of nation. Lilith’s name recalls that of the 

putative first woman in the Biblical account of creation. The Biblical Lilith attempts to 

establish authority by demanding equality to Adam, which results in her exclusion from 

Genesis. The novel’s Lilith represents the West Indian nation’s “folk,” the feminized 

peasant class that has been relegated to the margins of dominant historical narratives, 

just as her namesake has supposedly been omitted from the dominant narrative of 

creation. I read her appearance in this alternate historical account as the contemporary 

male writer’s interrogation of patriarchal creative paradigms. The novel’s title aligns 

Lilith’s narrative with other Biblical “books.” The narrative works at this level to 

unsettle the authority of dominant narratives of nation by establishing the centrality of 

the “authentic” matriarchal narrative to West Indian historical representation.  

The contemporary male writer’s conscious interaction with the anima enables 

him to address the silence of matriarchal authority in his forebears’ tradition. In 

“Beyond Miranda’s Meanings: Un/Silencing the ‘Demonic Ground’ of Caliban’s 

‘Woman’” (1990), Sylvia Wynter focuses on the related idea of Caliban’s missing mate 

in The Tempest. Wynter’s “afterword” to Boyce Davies’ and Savory Fido’s Out of the 
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Kumbla argues that the anthology’s assertion of the West Indian woman’s silence 

confirms the absence of Caliban’s “woman” implied in Shakespeare’s play. Wynter 

asserts that by reiterating the omission of Caliban’s mate in the play, which functions as 

a central national narrative, West Indian feminism maintains the system of patriarchal 

dominance it seeks to challenge. Lilith’s centrality to the historical narrative in The 

Book of Night Women serves as the contemporary male writer’s challenge to dominant 

myths that construct the West Indian nation. In doing so, he returns to a formative 

moment in West Indian feminist history via Lilith, who serves as the voice of Caliban’s 

missing mate.  

The Book of Night Women is James’s second novel. It tells the story of Lilith, 

who is a slave born on a Jamaican plantation, Montpelier Estate, toward the end of the 

18
th
 century. Lovey, Lilith’s offspring, is identified as the narrator at the end of the 

novel. Lovey initiates the narrative at the moment of Lilith’s birth. Lilith’s 13-year old 

mother dies while giving birth to Lilith, and the narrative eventually reveals that her 

father is Jack Wilkins, the plantation’s former overseer. Lilith is first raised by Circe, a 

field slave whom Wilkins puts in charge of raising Lilith. After Circe dies, Lilith is 

taken in by Homer, the slave in charge of the great house. Homer is also the leader of 

the night women, the group of female slaves planning a revolt at Montpelier. Lilith 

becomes a member of the group; during this time, she is sent away to Coulibre, another 

plantation. After she kills Coulibre’s owner Roget and his wife in anger and self-

defense, Lilith sets the plantation on fire. She returns to Montpelier bearing this secret, 

and goes to live with Robert Quinn, the Irishman put in charge of the estate by 

Humphrey Wilson, its English owner. Quinn dies trying to defend the estate once the 
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revolt begins, and Lilith hides in Wilkins’s house in an effort to protect him. After the 

revolt, Lilith lives with Wilkins until he dies; she also has Quinn’s baby, a child she 

names Lovey. Lovey is revealed as the novel’s narrator in its last chapter.  

This discussion of the contemporary male writer’s final stage of individuation 

begins with an examination of the novel’s “authenticity,” a word frequently used to 

describe The Book of Night Women by critics and readers alike. It is a historical novel, 

so its designation as “authentic” by contemporary readers is interesting, particularly 

since only one West Indian female slave’s account of enslavement in the Caribbean has 

been published: Mary Prince’s 1831 account The History of Mary Prince: A West 

Indian Slave Narrative, Written by Herself. Merriam-Webster defines authentic as 

“worthy of acceptance or belief as conforming to or based on fact” (“Authentic,” italics 

mine). As a contemporary male writer, James’s gender and historical experience is very 

different from what he imagines Lilith’s to be. What, then, is it that constitutes the 

authenticity of this narrative for so many readers? I suggest that the narrative’s 

authenticity is associated with the matriarchal authority that defines the contemporary 

male writer’s postmodern context. This authority is present in the dialect and idioms 

that continue to circulate in the West Indian context. It is this connection to the West 

Indian local(e), another aspect of matriarchal authority, that facilitates readers’ 

designation of Lilith’s “folk” narrative as an “authentic” depiction of history. James’s 

use of the “language” associated with matriarchal authority suggests his conscious 

discourse with the anima.  

The contemporary male writer imagines how matriarchal authority might have 

been embodied in the nation’s past based upon what he knows of it in the present. The 
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authenticity ascribed to Lilith is created by the contemporary male writer’s ability to 

match his vision of the past to readers’ vision of the same. In my view, James embodies 

an archetype of matriarchal authority that exists in the national collective unconscious; 

he suggests as much in his choice of her archetypal name. His conscious relationship to 

the anima facilitates his recognition of Lilith as part of the collective unconscious. 

Lilith’s place in the West Indian collective unconscious implies that she has long been a 

part of the nation’s history; her absence in patriarchal representations of nation is due to 

nationalist male writers’ inability to access the collective anima, a consequence of their 

distant relationship to the feminized nation. Readers’ recognition of those associations 

with matriarchal authority that James consolidates in Lilith also calls into question the 

patriarchal tradition’s representation of nation. The authenticity of Lilith’s narrative 

implies that matriarchal authority has always resided in the nation’s repository of 

knowledge. Thus its absence in the patriarchal tradition illustrates the scope and depth 

of masculine literary authority’s influence on narratives of nation.  

As in his first novel, John Crow’s Devil (2005), James renders The Book of 

Night Women’s entire narrative in Jamaican patois. His use of dialect in this novel has 

led to frequent praise from reviewers; for example, Debra Providence, a writer and 

Caribbean fiction blogger, comments that the novel “reach[es] the audience through a 

mostly first person narrator, whose Jamaican creole cadence is initially successful in 

creating an illusion of an authentic firsthand account of the events” (“Review”). In her 

2009 interview with James, Maud Newton comments that Lilith’s voice is “incredibly 

nuanced but also relentlessly candid—a tricky balance that a lesser writer could never 

maintain—and the result is a perspective that feels completely authentic” (“Interview”). 
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And Penguin, the book’s publisher, proclaims that James’s “voice” embodied as Lilith 

is one that “rings with both profound authenticity and a distinctly contemporary energy” 

on the inside flap of the hardcover version’s book jacket. Many Amazon.com reviewers 

also comment on the novel’s patois, which they associate with authenticity. This 

designation has persisted since the book’s release; for example, “Nicky” writes in 

January 2013 that the “shocking language…lends to the authenticity,” and when the 

book was released in February 2009, Phyllis Rhodes, the writer of the “Most Helpful 

Viewpoint,” finished her review by commenting on the “colorful characters with 

authentic voices” that were sure to “produce an award-worthy novel.”  

These accolades praising the novel’s authenticity are really praising James’s 

access to Lilith’s voice. The positive response Lilith’s voice elicits indicates that he has 

transcended the limitations gender has traditionally imposed upon authority by engaging 

in dialogue with matriarchal authority, specifically by giving voice to the collective 

anima. Chapter One describes the anima as a kind of bridge between the personal and 

the collective. James unearths a familiar set of associations with the West Indian 

feminine and embodies them in Lilith. Readers’ near-universal assessment of the 

novel’s authenticity suggests that Lilith is someone they recognize. James’s conscious 

dialogue with his personal anima serves as a bridge that connects him to the collective 

set of associations with the feminine. Readers’ recognition of Lilith as familiar is 

facilitated by their access to this shared body of knowledge, which survives throughout 

the Caribbean diaspora. Lilith is an embodiment of a collection of behaviors associated 

with the feminine that exists in this collective unconscious. Her construction serves as 
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an example of how the contemporary male writer’s integration of the anima enables him 

to access the unarticulated knowledge that resides in the collective unconscious.   

The contemporary male writer’s integration of the anima also connects him to 

otherwise inaccessible parts of the psyche. This is illustrated nicely by the summary of 

the novel that appears on the inside flap of the hardcover version. It reads, “Lilith finds 

herself at the heart of it all. And all of it told in one of the boldest literary voices to 

grace the page recently—and the secret of that voice is one of the book’s most 

intriguing mysteries.” This quote suggests that James the writer and Lilith the 

protagonist work together to create the narrative’s “secret,” its “intriguing mystery.” 

The contemporary male writer’s “partnership” with the feminine is facilitated by his 

personal relationship to the anima. This relationship to an aspect of his psyche contrasts 

his relationship to aspects of his identity that are collectively, i.e., externally 

established, namely in the first and second stages. In the first stage, the contemporary 

male writer must dissolve his identification with his forebears’ tradition, which 

establishes his masculine authorial persona, i.e., his “mask” or public identity. In the 

second stage, the contemporary male writer encounters the shadow constructed by his 

nationalist forebears. In contrast, the contemporary male writer’s work with the anima 

begins within and facilitates his access to other parts of his unconscious. This access 

enables him to examine the unrealized disparities that hinder his development of a 

distinctive creative identity.  

Reviews of the two other novels discussed, D’Aguiar’s Feeding the Ghosts and 

Antoni’s Blessed Is the Fruit, indicate the difference between the stages they exemplify 

and this third stage of the contemporary male writer’s individuation. Taken as a whole, 
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they suggest readers’ recognition that unlike Lilith, the protagonists are not entities unto 

themselves; rather, patriarchal authority appears to inform their voices. I have 

established that the contemporary male writer’s use of dialect illustrates his connection 

to matriarchal authority. Reviews of Blessed Is the Fruit suggest the opposite, even 

though Lilla’s narrative is punctuated by West Indian idioms, and Vel’s narrative is 

rendered in West Indian patois. For example, Kirkus Reviews’ assessment of Antoni’s 

novel is that it is “drenched to soddenness with lush language and symbolism” 

(“Blessed”). It is ultimately deemed “Caribbean gothic with literary pretensions” 

(“Blessed”). On Amazon.com, “IsolaBlue” comments in November 2000 that Antoni’s 

dialect is “perfectly rendered.” In September 1998, “A Customer” describes it as “one 

of the most lyrically expressive and ingeniously experimental novels of the last 50 

years.” And in November 1998, another reviewer named “A Customer” identifies the 

novel as “an unfortunate literary event,” saying that “I found Antoni’s relationship 

between Lilla and Vel quite contrived…I didn’t really care if they overcame the 

religious and racial boundries [sic] set before them, nor did I care for the characters 

themselves.” In contrast to reviews of James’s novel, the reviews of Blessed Is the Fruit 

suggest that Lilla and Vel are inventions rather than individuals.   

Reviews of Feeding the Ghosts seem to suggest the same. In December 2005, 

M. Kim writes, “D'Aguiar's language throughout the novel is simplistic yet so 

effective.” A November 2011 review by “E.A. Speed” comments that “D'Aguiar has 

written a very good version of what occurred…He has made the reader experience the 

horrors.” A 2001 review by “A Customer” reads, “At various points in the text, the 

metaphorical passages seemed somewhat contrived and unoriginal.” And a January 
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2003 review by Juan Carlos Uribe states, “[D’Aguiar] choose to dwell a little bit to[o] 

much on some philosophical wonderings of Mhirta [sic] which loosen[s] the tension and 

did not add much to the development of the work.” As with the reviews of Antoni’s 

novel, the reviews of D’Aguiar’s novel focus on the author’s literary techniques rather 

than on the protagonist’s narrative. In contrast, the reviews that praise Lilith’s 

authenticity consistently associate it with her voice. While they also distinguish James 

the author from Lilith, his protagonist, they seem to agree that Lilith’s unique story 

remains at the forefront of the text. In March 2013, Vernadette Barnes writes, “There 

was a period of time during the novel where Lilith was beaten daily until she wore [a] 

‘quilt’ of scars on her back. Lilith's scars being referred to as a quilt was so moving and 

painful.” This comment illustrates the connection readers forge with Lilith, one so 

strong that they empathize with her “moving,” “painful” experience. The specificity of 

Barnes’s comment and conflation of experience and narrative illustrate the manner in 

which author and protagonist seem to function as one entity.
1
  

The dialect that creates the novel’s authenticity is an important aspect of 

matriarchal authority. It was one of the first characteristics of West Indian women’s 

writing that identified it as “West Indian” for feminist critics. In the introduction to her 

seminal text Woman Version, Evelyn O’Callaghan writes:  

But [Carole Boyce] Davies and [Elaine Savory] Fido also point to 

another “voicelessness,” a formal problem for all Caribbean writers, and 

perhaps doubly so for women: the difficulty of expressing their 

                                                
1 At the time of this writing (July 8, 2013), the word “authentic” did not appear in Amazon.com reader 

reviews of Antoni’s or D’Aguiar’s novels. 
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experience in the language of the oppressor. Women writers are aware of 

the difficulties of working in standard English, ‘the master’s tongue’, but 

see the range of linguistic options available within the creole continuum, 

as well as the rich resources of the oral tradition, as positive creative 

challenges. Indeed, [Pamela] Mordecai and [Betty] Wilson note “the 

variety of forms and the special exhilaration which Caribbean women 

writers bring to the use of language.” (6) 

In addition to emphasizing the importance of dialect in women’s literature and thus 

West Indian feminist criticism, O’Callaghan points to critic Carolyn Cooper’s 

discussion of “‘devalued folk wisdom—that body of subterranean knowledge that is 

often associated with…the “primitiveness” of orally transmitted knowledge’” to argue 

that West Indian women writers’ “reappropriation” of this body of knowledge is 

“important to the recuperation of identity for the female in these works” (6-7). James’s 

novel’s authenticity is determined in large part by his alignment of the West Indian 

female subject with “local” or “folk” cultural production and the oral transmission of 

knowledge. In her positive review of both the print and audio versions of the novel, 

Amazon.com reviewer Janet Rowell identifies the narrative as written in “the vernacular 

style of an oral tale” (4). A number of reviewers on Amazon.com also imply their 

association of the novel’s patois with the veracity of Lilith’s experience. For example, 

A. Prentice writes: “James captures the voice of Lilith…perfectly and wraps us in the 

speech of the white and black and mulatto residents of Jamaica in the early 1800s. His 

command of the beautiful, strange, exotic, half-familiar language that Jamaicans spoke 

and speak seems effortless... he writes so clearly you can see the plantation landscapes 
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and smell the sugar cane,” and “Shana” comments on the use of “authentic Jamaican 

patois” to create the novel’s “moving,” “haunting” story. Reviewers also imply the 

importance of orality in accessing Lilith’s experience. “Okiegirl” comments that “I 

wondered if I would get tired of listening to 15 hours of Jamaican dialect, but came to 

the conclusion that the book wouldn't have been half as powerful without it,” and 

reviewer “Angie” suggests “reading out loud if you stumble over the dialect.”
2
 The 

majority of Amazon.com reviews of The Book of Night Women (84 five- and four-star 

reviews out of 91 total) validate James’s attempt to create an “authentic” portrayal of 

matriarchal authority.
3
 His ability to do so intimates his ability to sustain discourse with 

the anima, which facilitates his access to the authoritative “folk” voice.  

 James’s presentation of his authorial identity reveals that he has bridged 

matriarchal and patriarchal authorities via his incorporation of the anima. His 

biographical statement on his Amazon.com page suggests that he recognizes a need to 

balance the two. It reads: 

When not solving the problem of world hunger or seducing the planet's 

most beautiful women I'm in a dark, remote corner somewhere with [a] 

book, reading or writing the damn thing. My poet friend says she has a 

greater need to write than to live and I think I understand. Sure it's 

pretentious but I think a writer does write in order to search for meaning 

or at least to make some sense out of life. 

                                                
2 “Okiegirl”’s comment refers to the recorded version of the book.  
3 Review breakdown as of May 30, 2013.  
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This tongue-in-cheek introduction plays upon the nationalist male writer’s role as the 

hero in relation to the feminized nation; our contemporary hero claims that he is capable 

of remedying sociopolitical ills or romancing women on a global scale. Yet he balances 

this hyperbole with the more realistic statement that he can establish either an active 

(masculine) or passive (feminine) relation to the text by serving as author or audience 

respectively. He confers authority upon the female “poet friend” by relating his feelings 

about writing in her words. And though he acknowledges the potentially “pretentious” 

claim that he writes to search for meaning, he indicates that the publicly accessible 

narrative reflects his attempt to “make some sense out of [his] life.”  

This search for what is meaningful to the individual motivates the process of 

individuation, but it speaks specifically to the contemporary male writer’s incorporation 

of the anima. Paul Watsky writes that “‘Anima’ literally means ‘soul,’ and the 

definition of Jung’s term that suits me best emphasizes the psychological functions of 

relatedness and mediation” (1). Certainly, the soul is of particular importance to 

“mak[ing] some sense out of life.” The introspection that the incorporation of the anima 

involves also relates to another aspect of West Indian women’s writing. In Out of the 

Kumbla, Betty Wilson remarks that “‘the structure of the fictional autobiography, 

journal, diary, letter or other relatively “intimate” genres seem to be the preferred 

vehicle for expressing feminine/feminist/female consciousness. The autobiographical 

form allows a sort of re-vision, a radical re-shaping of a life, seen and recounted from 
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the inside’” (qtd. in O’Callaghan 7).
4
 James’s tempering of the masculine authorial 

persona’s exaggerated heroism with a more realistic connection to the private and thus 

oft-feminized activity of writing (the self) acknowledges the significance of the anima 

in the contemporary male writer’s development of literary authority.   

James’s union of matriarchal and patriarchal authorities becomes apparent 

during his interview with Maud Newton. He states: “I don’t consider myself a historical 

novelist. But I am obsessed with the past. And I am obsessed with stories that weren’t 

told, or that weren’t told in a good way. [I] keep in mind an African proverb: ‘Until the 

lion’s story is told, the story will always belong to the hunter’” (“Interview”). He rejects 

the designation “historical novelist” that was given to many of his nationalist forebears. 

However, he takes the inherent matriarchal authority of the proverb[ial] to heart, casting 

himself as the hero that is “obsessed” with wresting the “lion’s story” from the 

“hunter”’s possession, and restoring it to its rightful place by telling it “in a good way.” 

He derives authority by fulfilling in the traditionally masculine role of historian, one in 

which he can also demonstrate cultural authority by determining what constitutes 

“good” storytelling, or those stories that are worth being told. In recalling the African 

proverb, he casts himself both as the insider who knows and can interpret the stories of 

the subjugated nation, and the hero who can challenge the dominant historical narrative 

by articulating these stories. With the sensitivity to understand it and the skill to 

translate it into words, he can serve as the literary authority capable of elevating the 

lion’s story.  

                                                
4 Wilson’s view of the “intimate” genres associated with women’s writing as “seen and recounted from 

the inside” contrasts Lamming’s depiction of the West Indian nationalist male writer in “The Occasion 

for Speaking” as one who “looked in and down at what had traditionally been ignored” (39).  
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 The material text also presents James as the contemporary male writer who can 

bridge matriarchal and patriarchal authority. The reviews on the back cover of the 

hardcover version of the book indicate that The Book of Night Women’s author, with 

whom a reader may not yet be familiar, is informed by and situated amongst both 

masculine and feminine authorities. The reviews establish that James fulfills a 

traditionally masculine role as historian. However, they also indicate that the history 

readers will encounter is more intuitively constructed and thus feminized. Fellow 

novelist and reviewer Colum McCann initially identifies James’s novel as “a slave 

narrative” that has been accessed from some literary collective unconscious, as it “was 

just waiting to be told.” Another writer and reviewer, Colin Channer, observes that 

James has a “precocious wisdom about love, race, and history” that is “definitive.” A 

third writer and reviewer, Dinaw Mengestu, casts the work as an historical inheritance 

that “deserves to be passed down hand to hand, generation to generation.” In addition to 

suggesting James’s access to both masculine and feminine authorities, the reviewers 

also position him among models of both authorities. McCann identifies the novel as 

“read[ing] like Faulkner in another skin.” Channer determines that he is “Jamaica’s 

answer to Junot Díaz, Edwidge Danticat, and Zadie Smith.” And a fourth writer and 

reviewer, Kaylie Jones, states that James’s work “brings to mind early Toni Morrison, 

Jessica Hagedorn, and Gabriel García Márquez.”  

These comparisons elevate the novel’s status by positioning James among 

esteemed feminine and masculine literary authorities. James is also being compared to 

four female and three male authorities, making him the fourth male author(ity); thus he 

serves to balance the material text’s representation of feminine and masculine 
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authorities. These names also define “authority” as being regional (American South, 

Caribbean, Latin American) as well as diasporic in location; wide-ranging in scope 

from myth (Faulkner) to magic realism (García Marquez); and largely non-European. 

McCann’s depiction of James as Faulkner “in another skin” seems to cast James as 

Faulkner’s shadow; particularly given his southern roots, Faulkner’s shadow would 

likely have been feminized and raced just as the contemporary male writers’ forebears’ 

shadow was. Ultimately, the reviews imply that James utilizes a paradigm of authority 

influenced by matriarchal and patriarchal traditions. The novel fits this paradigm: 

matriarchal authority is associated with the setting, the local West Indian context; 

patriarchal authority is associated with its genre of the historical narrative, as well as its 

mythic scope; and matriarchal authority is displayed by the narrative’s female, non-

European authorities. This balance suggests its author’s successful negotiation of the 

first two stages of individuation.   

 Thus James’s incorporation of matriarchal authority, particularly the voice 

associated with this authority, suggests his integration of the anima or “unconscious 

feminine.” Readers’ assessments of the novel as “authentic” indicate that they recognize 

his embodiment of a particular set of behaviors associated with matriarchal authority. 

Their recognition of Lilith suggests that she has long existed as a potential archetypal 

figure in the West Indian collective unconscious. Readers determine her authenticity 

based upon their present, which shapes their imagined past. Thus their view of Lilith as 

an authentic construction is both consciously and unconsciously determined, by context 

and collective unconscious respectively. More importantly, the novel’s reputed 

authenticity suggests James’s immersion in his postmodern context, which I have 
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associated with matriarchal authority. It also suggests his access to the West Indian 

collective unconscious. His integration of the anima, or unconscious feminine, enables 

him to merge his individual set of associations with the feminine with those in the 

collective unconscious to provide Lilith with an “authentic” voice.  

Chapter One notes Jung’s depiction of his work with the anima as 

“conversations.” Here, I assert that the contemporary male writer who has integrated the 

anima engages with it through dialogue that ultimately informs his authority. One way 

in which James sustains his dialogue with the anima is by positioning Lilith as a co-

author outside of the text. This enables him to embody and engage with matriarchal 

authority. During his interview with Newton, James deems Lilith the text’s authority 

and likens himself to “a stenographer taking notes” (“Interview”). He reveals to Newton 

that he initially conceived of the work as a “Standard English third-person novel” 

(“Interview”). This aesthetic choice would have emphasized his forebears’ brand of 

masculine authority, which James recognizes; he says that “I was the last person to trust 

her voice, not because there wasn’t a precedent for dialect in storytelling, but because 

I’m from a background that still looks at dialect as inferior speech whose only place in 

fiction is to draw attention to itself or make fun of itself in a sort of lyrical blackface” 

(“Interview”). James refers to matriarchal and patriarchal traditions when he 

acknowledges both the “precedent” for using dialect and the patriarchal “background” 

that “still” considers dialect “inferior speech.” He also references the African-American 

tradition of blackface, or theatrical stereotyping, as the effect that his patriarchal 

“background” or tradition perceives dialect as having. I have established that the use of 

dialect is a defining feature of West Indian women’s writing; in Chapter One, 
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Edmondson’s identification of dialect is cited as one aspect of the “black” text. This 

comment suggests the extent to which the contemporary male writer’s patriarchal 

tradition can shape his authorial identity; the novel, which illustrates his changed 

relationship to this tradition, suggests the extent to which he has engaged with 

matriarchal authority. James also indicates the influence his patriarchal tradition bears 

when he admits that “I had to get over my own prejudices about language” once he 

discovered that Lilith was the authority who “was supposed to tell the story” 

(“Interview”).  

James explains to Newton that he cleared the space for Lilith’s voice in degrees. 

He says that “in desperation I set up a scene where a character, an ex-slave, was 

interrogated. The interrogation scene, which was supposed to be just a diversion, went 

on for 500 pages!” (“Interview”). James later says in the interview that Margaret 

Atwood’s Alias Grace (1996) was one of the four inspirations for Lilith’s violence 

(“Interview”). Atwood’s novel is also a work of historical fiction in which a male 

doctor, Simon Jordan, obtains the perspective of Grace Marks, one of two servants who 

were pronounced guilty for the 1843 murders of their employer and his mistress in 

Canada. Publisher’s Weekly describes Grace as “uneducated” yet “far wilier than 

Jordan, whom she tells only what she wishes to confess. He, on the other hand, is 

handicapped by his compassion, which makes him the victim of the wiles of other 

women, too (“Review”). James positions himself similarly to Jordan, who facilitates 

Grace’s narrative in Atwood’s novel. However, he is unlike Jordan in that he does not 

view himself as “handicapped” or a “victim.” He tells Newton that “I still did not know 

who was telling the story and would have left it at that” (“Interview”). This comment 
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illustrates James’s willingness to relinquish control over the narrative. Once he does so, 

he realizes that “the novel is also a book about books. Somebody is telling this story, 

writing this story, somebody, like me, is fated to be witness” (“Interview”). It is when 

James understands his real role as “witness” that Lilith’s narrative begins to materialize. 

Once James dissolves his identification with patriarchal authority, specifically control 

of the narrative, a “book about books” emerges, one in which Lilith as matriarchal 

authority can offer a metaperspective of West Indian literary history. His engagement 

with Lilith, who embodies the anima or his associations with the feminine, facilitates 

his production of the matriarchal narrative.  

Just as her existence in the collective unconscious suggests, James’s depiction of 

Lilith’s narrative as a “book about books,” as a metaperspectival narrative, implies the 

longstanding existence of matriarchal authority in West Indian literary history. A 

history of this tradition is implied via the relationships between Homer, Lilith, and 

Lovey, who represent three generations of matriarchal authority. Homer is the authority 

who teaches Lilith to read and write; in turn, Lilith teaches Lovey, her offspring, to do 

the same. Homer’s name alludes to the ancient Greek poet, which suggests that 

matriarchal authority is as foundational as classical literature. Homer, Lilith, and Lovey 

are endowed with oral (“folk”) as well as scribal literacies; for example, all the night 

women have “songs” that Lovey promises to sing (416). Lovey states that Lilith needs 

“somebody true to be her witness” (416). As that witness, Lovey’s account of Lilith is 

presented as being “true,” or historically accurate. Lovey’s role as witness also mirrors 

James’s depiction of his role in relation to Lilith, indicating that he too has witnessed 

the truth of Lilith’s narrative via his access to the unconscious feminine. James depicts 
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the formative moment in West Indian history, including its literary history, as 

influenced by matriarchal authority. His description of Lilith’s narrative as being a 

“book about books” positions matriarchal authority as both ancient and modern. It also 

suggests that he has resolved the question of matriarchal authority’s absence in his 

forebears’ tradition via his integration of the unconscious feminine. James’s comments 

demonstrate that the contemporary male writer’s access to the anima is rooted in 

dissolving his identification with patriarchal authority. He indicates that he gained 

access to Lilith’s narrative when he stopped interrogating his female subject and began 

to listen. Similarly, the contemporary male writer must dissolve his identification with 

masculine authority and its association with activity to turn inward and access the 

anima.  

James indicates that once he accessed the anima, he could begin to embody it. 

During the interview, he says that “it did not take me long to realize what a stubborn, 

self-willed person Lilith was and how she wasn’t about to take any shit, least of all from 

some male writer” (“Interview”). This statement encapsulates James’s recognition that 

Lilith, whom he has now wholly personified, would have little patience with inadequate 

constructions of her person from “some male writer,” the unidentified masculine 

persona. James decides that “the best thing I could do for a character like Lilith was to 

get out of her way, to the point where it felt at times that she was writing me” 

(“Interview”). He then says that once he let Lilith take the lead, he realized that his role 

was more like “an eavesdropper stumbling into conversations and secrets,” and he 

confesses that “I don’t think I’ve ever listened to character that way” (“Interview”). 

James’s comments evidence his dissolution of his identification with patriarchal 
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authority via his transformation from interrogator to eavesdropper. This transformation 

enables him to realize that “[the secret language of women is] not a secret at all; men 

just don’t know how to listen. And when the men are mostly white and the women 

mostly black then it’s all the more so” (“Interview”). James’s comment suggests that he 

is referring to his patriarchal tradition’s relationship with the feminized “folk” in his 

depiction of white men being unable to listen to the stories of black women. It also 

indicates that the contemporary male writer who dissolves his identification with his 

forebears’ authority obtains access to the “secret language of women,” which represents 

the unconscious anima.  

The contemporary male writer’s integration of the anima facilitates his 

understanding of the role gender plays in matriarchal authority. In his interview with 

Newton, James states that the books the night women had access to were “instrumental” 

in them “gaining a sort of independence” (“Interview”). He recognizes that matriarchal 

authority facilitates the independence of the “night women” who serve as a metaphor 

for the feminized, raced nation. The relationship between matriarchal authority and 

independence contrasts his forebears’ facilitation of national independence via the 

feminized nation’s dependence on masculine authority. James implies his dialogue with 

the anima when he says that once he decided to intentionally incorporate the books into 

Lilith’s narrative, “I also began re-reading these books myself and wondered what 

happens to a woman who sees these men in books but no such man in a real world 

overrun by men. All these fictional angels being read by real life devils” (“Interview”). 

Indeed, as the narrative proceeds, the texts become a measure of the men that surround 

Lilith. Her literacy, which enables her to question their authority, becomes a means of 
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self-preservation.  For example, in their disagreement about Robert Quinn, Homer 

attempts to make Lilith understand that Robert Quinn is not who he seems, telling Lilith 

that “Robert Quinn still out there beating and killing niggers” (296). As Homer tries to 

convince Lilith of the threat Robert Quinn poses to her, she reminds Lilith, “Me learn 

you to read so read, you fool” (295). Later in the novel, Homer takes Lilith to 

Humphrey’s library to read his journal, particularly one entry in which Robert Quinn 

kills a woman who stole from Humphrey. Once Lilith is finished reading, Homer says 

to her, “That be how them two work. Massa Humphrey make the mess and Massa 

Quinn clean it up. You was him last mess, if me memory right. You still think he be 

angel?...He quiet her the same way them nearly quiet you” (357-58). Lilith realizes that 

“between what she hear about Quinn and what she see is what she know, and Lilith 

don’t know what that is” (358). Still, her ability to read Humphrey’s journal heightens 

her awareness of a potential discrepancy between appearance and reality.  

The texts in the novel enable Lilith as an archetype of the feminine to initiate a 

dialogue with patriarchal authority. The first experience Lilith has had with a text is 

with Tantalus, the impotent slave that Jack Wilkins decides should serve as Lilith’s de 

facto father. When Tantalus runs away, Lilith remembers that: 

He used to show her the most precious thing, a page tear out from a 

white girl storybook with picture and word. The page had a girl who 

mayhaps be a queen or princess sleeping in a big bed and a white boy 

standing over her who mayhaps be a king or prince or duke or any hoity-

toity white man. The white boy look at the white girl like she be the 

beautifullest, preciousest thing. Almost every night, Tantalus would take 
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out the picture and make up a fresh story about it, a new one every night. 

And when Lilith finally thief the picture so that she can make up story in 

the daytime, Tantalus never say nothing. (75-76).  

Tantalus is thus the first “literary authority” that Lilith encounters. He is impotent, 

which precludes his position as a masculine authority. As such, he is less like the 

contemporary male writer’s masculine forebears and more like the contemporary male 

writer who has dissolved his identification with patriarchal authority. Tantalus’s habit of 

creating a new story about the picture from the “white girl book” each night indicates 

his foresight that Lilith will encounter a very different reality from the picture’s 

(con)text. Tantalus’s creativity reflects James’s recognition that the dominant 

patriarchal narrative perpetuates discrepancies. He attempts to revise the image’s story 

to lessen the discrepancy between what Lilith will see and hear. He “never say nothing” 

when Lilith steals the picture so she can create stories for it in daylight. Tantalus 

understands that the only way Lilith will resolve the discrepancy between the image and 

reality is by exercising her matriarchal authority, by devising her own story about what 

she really sees. In granting Lilith the space to construct her own truth, he represents 

James’s willingness to foreground matriarchal authority.  

 The picture from the storybook provides Lilith with an image of white 

masculinity that she is able to question once she learns to read and write. When Robert 

Quinn reads a line from Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, Lilith thinks of the picture from 

the fairy tale: “she know a Faerie Queene that still be sleeping until a man wake her” 

(284). Her literacy enables her to engage in an intertextual dialogue in which she 

questions Spenser’s narrative: “Lilith still perplex, for them words don’t sound like 
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nobody she ever hear. Them way too speakey-spokey. And spell wrong. Even a dim 

nigger would know that son don’t spell like sonne” (283). Like the picture without 

words, Spenser’s epic is incomplete. In both instances, Lilith’s literacy, which serves as 

a form of matriarchal authority, enables her to establish a dialogue that “completes” 

these dominant narratives’ relevance to her reality. She does the same with Humphrey’s 

journal, which speaks directly to her experience with Quinn. The journal is a feminized 

genre that represents the anima; like the anima, it bridges the divide between 

Humphrey’s and Lilith’s private experiences with Quinn that enables her to interrogate 

the disparity between Quinn’s private and public identities. The suggestion is that while 

dominant (i.e., patriarchal) narratives such as the picture from what appears to be a fairy 

tale and Spenser’s epic might function within the nation, they are somehow incomplete 

until they can establish a dialogue with matriarchal authority. This idea mirrors James’s 

larger attempt to create an alternate historical narrative that engages matriarchal 

authority.   

 The implicit argument that a dialogue with matriarchal authority can facilitate a 

more realistic representation of nation is reiterated in Lilith’s interaction with Henry 

Fielding’s Joseph Andrews (1742), which is the book Homer uses to teach her to read. 

James states during the interview that “Lilith’s second crisis about men is a literary one 

– none of the men she reads about seem to be true, but they seem so real that she 

mourns their non-existence and is enraged by the men she ends up having to bear with” 

(“Interview”). Lilith experiences such a crisis when she goes to live at Coulibre; the 

name of this plantation alludes to Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea (1966) and creates 

another intertextual dialogue that will be discussed shortly. The protagonist of 
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Fielding’s text initially becomes a model of masculinity for Lilith. After she is whipped 

for some infraction by Roget, Coulibre’s owner, Lilith thinks of Joseph Andrews; he is 

the only man “that can make her laugh and he be neither black nor real” (206). Though 

she is treated cruelly by Roget, Lilith continues to view Joseph Andrews as an ideal of 

masculinity. When she reads about him at Coulibre, she finds that “After working 

through a page, she would…feel her face. The soft skin would surprise her. Something 

about her new days make her expecting that one day and one day soon her face would 

feel as hard as rock” (207). Lilith constructs Joseph Andrews as a masculine savior in 

contrast to Roget, who seems like the devil; as she bathes Roget’s back, Lilith thinks 

that the only time she isn’t “thinking of man to be a devil” is when “she not seeing 

[Roget’s] face” (221).  

Joseph Andrews is depicted as “the highest degree of middle stature” (206); thus 

he can represent nationalist male writers’ Victorian authorities, who were models of 

gentility. It is when he rejects a servant girl who desires him that Lilith becomes 

disillusioned; she “throw down the book, for no man she ever hear of would refuse a 

woman…who so want a man to be a man” (208). The “crisis” Lilith experiences is that 

of the patriarchal authority’s inability to fulfill her expectations. She figures Joseph 

Andrews similarly to the heroic nationalist male writer, or “savior,” of the feminized 

“folk.” When she sees that her “hero” rejects someone of her stature, Joseph Andrews 

loses his appeal:   

… she come to understand Joseph Andrews in a way that perplex her 

about other white man. Joseph Andrews never do a cruel thing, but he 

also didn’t know negro flesh. But sometimes she wonder if this Joseph, 
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being as him be, was a real man after all. For he take after no kind of 

man she ever meet...she stop believing in Joseph. She didn’t want to. 

Man did become a thing to Lilith, a black thing, and here come a man 

who didn’t even breathe to grey her up. (207-08).  

Lilith’s thought that Joseph Andrews “grey[s] her up” indicates that he confounds her 

thinking about race and gender. It also suggests that as a metaphor for the nationalist 

hero, Joseph Andrews doesn’t “know negro flesh” because he is a model of imperial 

gentility. The hero’s performance of white masculinity “greys up” the feminized “folk” 

and results in incomplete representations of nation. Lilith’s experience with Joseph 

Andrews mirrors the failure of the romantic plot in which the nationalist hero’s desire to 

preserve his masculine authority separates him from the feminized nation. This failure 

emphasizes the need for alternate, i.e., matriarchal narratives of nation such as the 

antiromance, which was discussed in Chapter One.  

 The contemporary male writer’s process of individuation is mirrored in narrative 

authorities Homer’s, Lilith’s and Lovey’s personal histories. As suggested earlier in the 

chapter, the narrator’s depictions of Homer in The Book of Night Women support 

Homer’s likeness to the Greek poet and thus associate Homer’s authority with his. Like 

the poet, Homer’s existence is shrouded in mystery; the narrator reveals that “they never 

find Homer body” after the rebellion (415). Like the poet, Homer is blind. Though the 

narrator does not call her by name, Homer is “the blind niggerwoman in the bush” who 

“tell me everything,” for the mint and lemongrass smell the narrator attributes to the 

blind woman was attributed to Homer earlier in the narrative as Lilith watches her bathe 

(25, 416). And like the poet who sang his epics, the narrator tells us that “Homer song 
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get sing in a whisper like a night spirit leaping from a tree. Her song be in the dark of 

the eye where secrets be” (415). Homer’s name thus alludes to the patriarchal authority 

of the Greek poet, which represents the masculine authorial persona, and Homer’s 

whispered, secret song recalls matriarchal authority’s absence in the masculine 

persona’s patriarchal tradition.  

 Homer’s allusive name mirrors the contemporary male writer’s adoption of a 

masculine persona that represents the nation in terms of his forebears’ tradition. This 

tradition supplants matriarchal authority with patriarchal authority, which is evidenced 

in Lilith’s description of Homer’s body. Lilith sees Homer bathing, and notices that 

“Homer back look like a washboard with big thick scars running across, from her neck 

and shoulder right down to the middle of her arse” (25). When Homer turns around, 

Lilith sees that “the scars continue from her back to her front, so much that she don’t 

have titty no more, just two stump that mark off in scar marks. Her belly have marks too 

but they be smaller. Mayhaps she was pregnant when they whip her” (25). The whip 

scars have erased any indication of Homer’s femininity, a metaphor for the imperial 

erasure of the colonial nation’s identity. The contrast between Homer’s masculine name 

and body and feminine gender confuses Lilith. She describes Homer as “whiter than 

plenty white man; yet she also says that “nothing make a nigger more black than whip 

scars” (26). The confusion created by the discrepancy between the reality (Homer’s 

gender) and the representation (Homer’s name and body) mirrors the necessity of the 

masculine authorial persona’s reconciliation of matriarchal and patriarchal authorities 

via his encounter with the shadow.   
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 Homer’s role as teacher anticipates the contemporary male writer’s engagement 

with the shadow and then anima. Like the contemporary male writer who embarks upon 

the “journey” of individuation, Homer’s role as a teacher suggests that she has had 

access to a collection of experiences that has enabled her to develop literary authority. 

She tells Lilith that the overseer Jack Wilkins’s sister teaches her: “Lord God, that be a 

long time ago. Every time her governess teach her two word, she find me working the 

house and drag me away to teach me” (57). Wilkins’s sister is in a dominant position 

similar to that of nationalist male writers’ Victorian models; Homer says that “she even 

beat me like how governess beat her…That girl was a wicked little bitch” (57). 

However, unlike nationalist male writers who identified with their Victorian literary 

authorities and the contemporary male writer who initially identifies with his forebears’ 

tradition, Homer “soon start teach meself” (57). She resists identification with Wilkins’s 

sister in favor of the self-authorizing work of teaching herself. As a bearer of 

matriarchal authority, Homer’s name alludes to its history as one that predates that of 

the patriarchal West Indian tradition by over two millennia. Homer’s allusive name also 

indicates that like classical knowledge, matriarchal authority has permeated cultures 

worldwide. This allusion supports the idea that a longstanding, wide-ranging tradition 

of matriarchal authority exists. Indeed, Homer’s function in the novel as Lilith’s de 

facto mother and as the night women’s leader bears similarities to the archetype of 

Sophia (“wisdom”), which Jung’s student Erich Neumann describes as “no abstract, 

disinterested knowledge, but a wisdom of loving participation…the spiritual power of 

Sophia is living and saving; her overflowing heart is wisdom and food at once” (qtd. in 

Walker 113).  
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While Homer’s “loving” nature and “overflowing heart” are likely not evident to 

readers, the other qualities that describe Sophia are. Lovey’s description of Homer’s 

passion for justice as the revolt draws closer clearly indicates that she is the opposite of 

“abstract” or “disinterested” at the novel’s end. Lovey also points specifically to her 

careful solicitation of the other night women’s participation: “Homer bide her time. 

Homer watch, Homer wait and Homer plot. And Homer find the right group of woman 

with just enough cause to join her” (415). Homer’s spiritual power is evident in Lovey’s 

statement that “Homer kill Homer and reborn herself as the struggle” (415). This 

statement depicts Homer as another archetype, a phoenix-like figure that, as the 

“struggle” for slaves’ freedom, defines West Indian history and permeates its collective 

unconscious. Lovey confirms Homer-as-struggle’s presence in the collective 

unconscious via the comparison of Homer’s “song,” or legacy, as being similar to that 

of a “night spirit.”  

 Lilith functions as both a student and teacher of matriarchal authority. As 

student, she is like the contemporary male writer who “learns” about matriarchal 

authority via his experience with the shadow. As he encounters the shadow on his 

terms, he obtains a clearer perspective of matriarchal and patriarchal authorities’ unique 

functions. When Homer brings her Fielding’s novel for the first time, she says to Lilith: 

Learn this, when you can make out word, nothing the massa can do will 

surprise you. A nigger, he no got nothing. He got nothing. But when you 

can make out a word, that is something indeed…When a nigger can read, 

she can plan, if is even for just a minute. Make me tell you something 

else ‘bout reading. You see this? Every time you open this you get free. 
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Freeness up in here and nobody even have to know you get free but you. 

(55) 

Homer’s statement presents Lilith with a wealth of knowledge. Her depictions of a slave 

without and a slave with literacy utilize different pronouns, indicating that literacy 

empowers one with specifically matriarchal authority. More importantly, it equates 

matriarchal authority with female agency. Homer’s statement likens literacy/matriarchal 

authority to personal freedom. And finally, she presents literacy as a weapon that can 

protect Lilith from the “massa,” (the) patriarchal authority.  

 Just as Homer utilizes Joseph Andrews to generate Lilith’s dialogue with literary 

authority, James establishes an intertextual conversation with matriarchal authority via 

Jean Rhys’s novel Wide Sargasso Sea (1966). As indicated earlier in this chapter, James 

alludes to Rhys’s novel in naming Roget’s estate Coulibre, which Lilith burns after she 

kills him in self-defense; Antoinette’s home is also named Coulibri and is also located 

in Jamaica, and it is also burned by servants. In Wide Sargasso Sea, Rhys establishes a 

dialogue with Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847). Before resuming the discussion of 

how Lilith’s and Lovey’s narrative authority reflects the contemporary male writer’s 

process of individuation, let us address James’s own function as a purveyor of 

matriarchal authority. Rhys prefigures Bertha, Rochester’s first wife and the (in)famous 

“madwoman in the attic” in Brontë’s novel, as Antoinette Cosway. In Rhys’s “prequel,” 

Rochester takes Antoinette from her island home and confines her to the attic of 

Thornfield Hall, his English home; subsequently, she sets a fire that destroys Thornfield 

Hall (Wyndham 6-7). By responding to Rhys, James also writes back to Brontë, and in 

doing so replaces his nationalist forefathers’ Victorian male authorial models with a 
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female Victorian authority. In “Burning Down the House: The Revisionary Paradigm of 

Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea” (1993), Caroline Rody states that while Rhys’s text 

questions the patriarchal structure of Jane Eyre, it also “inscribes a cherished 

‘daughterly’ intertextual relationship with Brontë’s text” (220). Rody asserts that 

Rhys’s novel is “born of a ‘fundamental conversation’ between female authors,” which 

is illustrated in that it “privileges dialogue between female characters, and carefully 

parallels the structure of its mother text, taking Antoinette through a series of haunting 

dreams parallel to Jane’s” (220). In establishing a relationship to Brontë’s novel via 

Rhys’s, James acknowledges both as “mother texts.” In doing so, he establishes a 

dialogue with matriarchal authority, which I have associated with anima recognition. 

His engagement with this lineage of matriarchal authority evidences the dissolution of 

his primary identification with patriarchal authority. This dissolution is also illustrated 

in his novel’s focus on dialogue between female characters, which mirrors the dialogue 

in both Brontë’s and Rhys’s novels.   

James’s intertextuality positions Rhys similarly to Homer and Christophine, for 

it situates Rhys at the crossroads of Brontë’s English novel and his West Indian novel.
5
 

However, he replaces the West Indian male nationalist as the authority who mediates 

the imperial-colonial textual dialogues with Rhys, a matriarchal authority who has been 

surrounded by controversy regarding her place in both the English and West Indian 

                                                
5 Christophine serves as Antoinette’s de facto mother in Wide Sargasso Sea. She is a servant who was 

given to Antoinette’s mother as a wedding present (12). She is constructed similarly to Homer; Antoinette 

reveals that “the girls from the bayside who sometimes helped with the washing and cleaning were 

terrified of her…Yet they brought presents of fruit and vegetables and after dark I often heard low voices 

from the kitchen” (12). 
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canons.
6
 Wide Sargasso Sea’s intertextuality with Jane Eyre can be read as Rhys’s 

positioning Brontë’s novel as a “mother text.” However, it can also be read as one that 

“undertakes to tell the story anterior to that of Jane Eyre, to write ‘the first Mrs. 

Rochester,’ thus robbing the older text of its position of origin” (Rody 222). As such, 

James’s intertextuality resituates the imperial authority’s influence in West Indian 

narratives of nation by privileging Rhys’s “crossroads” authority over Brontë’s 

Victorian authority. Rhys establishes a dialogue with Brontë’s text largely to provide 

Antoinette/Bertha with a voice, as Rochester’s is the only account of his first wife’s 

presence in the attic in Brontë’s novel. Rody observes that Rhys’s depiction of 

Rochester figuratively “‘castrat[es]’ the formidable lord of Brontë’s English manor 

[and] rewrites him as an anonymous, lost voice in a place where the very existence of 

his fatherland is questioned” (219). James echoes Rhys’s critique of patriarchal 

authority. He affirms Rhys’s revision of English masculinity by drawing Humphrey 

similarly after the rebellion: “Massa Humphrey realise that he can’t stop cry if he 

remain at Montpelier, so he sail back to England. Maybe he recapture him manhood 

back there” (411). James’s reiteration of Rhys’s revisionary work mirrors the 

contemporary male writer’s dissolution of his identification with the patriarchal 

tradition; for while he enters into discourse initiated by a Victorian novelist who 

includes the West Indies in the matriarchal narrative, he does not identify with its 

                                                
6 Edward Kamau Brathwaite famously referred to Rhys as “‘the Helen of our wars’” (qtd. in Raiskin xii). 

Judith L. Raiskin states that Brathwaite’s designation “underscor[es] the political implications of claiming 
Rhys and her fiction,” as Rhys’s focus was a white Creole woman, and because Rhys herself was a white 

Dominican who left at seventeen without intentions to return (xii). Rhys did return to Dominica for a 

short while with her second husband, Leslie Tilden Smith. Raiskin summarizes the central textual debate 

that emerged regarding Wide Sargasso Sea, which was “whether that focus [on a white Creole] 

recognizes or silences the historic resistance of black Caribbeans to European domination” (xii).  
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author(ity) as his forebears did. His alignment with Rhys’s interrogation of the “mother 

text”’s authority illustrates his confidence in his authorial identity. His forebears 

interrogated their literary patriarchs’ authority as well, but they did so by relying upon 

that very same authority to facilitate this interrogation. James’s intertextuality exhibits 

his dialogue with a lineage of matriarchal authority, which reflects his engagement with 

the anima.  

 Though James aligns his text more closely with Rhys’s than with Brontë’s, he 

also interrogates both texts’ omission of the female slave’s experience. In doing so, he 

enters the critical conversation centered on Rhys’s place in the West Indian canon. In 

her 1990 article “Colonialism and the Figurative Strategy of Jane Eyre,” Susan L. 

Meyer argues that “the novel’s own appropriation of the racial ‘other’ for figurative 

ends bears a disturbing resemblance” to “the damning history of slavery and racial 

oppression” (251). Meyer refers to Brontë’s Bertha Rochester as bearing “an odd 

ambiguity of race” that represents “dangers which threaten the world of the novel” 

(252). Rhys’s revisionary text challenges the dominance of Brontë’s text, which Meyer 

identifies as an “ideology of imperialism” (251). However, Rhys’s text does so largely 

in terms of gender. Wide Sargasso Sea does not fully interrogate what Brontë’s text 

betrays, which according to Meyer is “an anxiety that colonialism…constitute[s] a 

‘stain’ upon English history” (251). This anxiety also becomes evident in Rhy’s 

representation of Christophine’s skin as a stain; it is “much blacker—blue-black” (12). 

When Antoinette’s mother tells her that Christophine is “a Martinique girl,” she appears 

to belong to a Caribbean beyond the novel’s realm; Antoinette indicates that “Her songs 

were not like Jamaican songs, and she was not like the other women” (12). And both 
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Antoinette and Amélie, the servant girl whom Rochester has an affair with, are similarly 

characterized as having “an odd ambiguity”; Rochester describes Antoinette as looking 

“very much like Amélie” and he thinks to himself that “perhaps they are related…It’s 

possible, even probable in this damned place” (77).  

Rochester characterizes the two women similarly and thus elides their racial 

identities. This becomes evident in Rochester’s description of Amélie as having a 

“lovely meaningless face” the night of their affair; the following morning, he first 

realizes that “her skin was darker, her lips thicker than I had thought,” and then 

confesses that “I had no wish to touch her and she knew it” (84). Rochester considers 

Amélie’s face “lovely,” i.e., feminine, in the darkness, and it is her laughter that entices 

him: “She was so gay, so natural and something of that gaiety she must have given to 

me, for I had not one moment of remorse” (84). Upon seeing Amélie’s darker skin and 

“thicker” lips in the light of day, his desire abandons him: “I felt satisfied and peaceful, 

but not as gay as she did” (84). The nighttime conceals Amélie’s darker skin, which 

enables Rochester to ignore her race so he can focus on those qualities that will leave 

him feeling “satisfied and peaceful”; namely, her femininity and mirth. Once Amélie’s 

race becomes apparent, she becomes what he identifies as “another complication” (84). 

Indeed, her race complicates her femininity and renders her less desirable to Rochester; 

she then leaves for Rio. While Wide Sargasso Sea begins to interrogate the colonial 

ideology in Jane Eyre, its greatest challenge is to patriarchal dominance.  

Like Rhys, James centers his narrative on a female protagonist. However, he 

complicates Rhys’s depictions of black femininity, which reflects the depth of his 

dialogue with matriarchal authority. The mysterious Christophine is textually prefigured 
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in Homer, whose history of subjugation is bound up in her relationship to Montpelier’s 

mistress, Humphrey’s mother. Lovey says that:  

Homer was the mistress’ personal slave and many of the evil things that 

happen to her was because the mistress was so miserable that she make it 

her mission to make everybody round her miserable as well. Especially a 

negrowoman with nothing in this world but the mercy of her 

mistress…Her husband, the mistress grow to hate, but Homer she hate 

from the day they assign her. Then she grow to need Homer and hate her 

even more. There was a quilt of scar on Homer back too and some of that 

the mistress leave herself. (415)  

The mistress’s subjugation of Homer is the reason her body has been stripped of its 

femininity; this extends Rhys’s narrative about the consequences of patriarchal 

dominance on women into one that more closely examines the consequences of colonial 

patriarchal dominance on women. By revealing Homer’s history, James fills in the 

historical gap represented by Antoinette’s mother’s dismissive response to her question 

about Christophine: “I don’t know how old she is now. Does it matter? Why do you 

pester and bother me about all these things that happened long ago?” (12). James 

extends Rhys’s feminist narrative into a specifically West Indian feminist narrative, one 

that actively interrogates the dominance of the colonial patriarch via the Creole female’s 

voice, to fill gaps in the nation’s (feminist) historical archive. In contrast, Antoinette’s 
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account is subsumed by Rochester’s, who narrates the second part of Rhy’s novel.
7
 

Rochester’s own brand of madness, his possessiveness, emerges in his thought that 

Antoinette is a “Vain, silly creature. Made for loving? Yes, but she’ll have no lover, for 

I don’t want her and she’ll see no other” (99). Wide Sargasso Sea serves largely as the 

explanation for the absence of the West Indian (Creole) female. Because it predates 

Jane Eyre, the novel can be read as perpetuating her silence via the dominant narrative 

of the colonial patriarch, which is represented in Jane Eyre by Rochester’s as the sole 

explanation for Bertha’s existence. The Book of Night Women resituates the West Indian 

female voice in its context, and thus creates a space for the (local) construction of 

alternate matriarchal narratives. In doing so, James narratively echoes West Indian 

feminism’s (re)location of creative and critical texts. In both kinds of texts, the 

(re)location of the matriarchal narrative to the local context facilitates discourse with the 

feminine.  

James also develops Rhys’s ambiguously drawn Amélie into Lilith, a figure 

whose “true darkness and true womanness” are entwined at the core of her identity 

(223). He revises what Rochester sees as Amélie’s meaninglessness into the complex 

relationship between Lilith and Robert Quinn. Though he resorts to treating her like a 

servant at times, Quinn is also capable of understanding Lilith’s position through his 

own position as a colonial subject: “I’m not different from you, ye know…In these 

colonies Irishmen are held in even lesser esteem than negroes” (289). When Lilith sees 

that he tries to treat her with a measure of respect,  

                                                
7 Part Three of Wide Sargasso Sea is narrated by Bertha, Rochester’s name for Antoinette. At this point in 

the narrative, Antoinette/Bertha has clearly gone mad and is in the attic at Thornfield Hall under the care 

of Grace Poole, her nurse and guard in Jane Eyre.  
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She start to doubt her true womanness…Lilith hate him, she know she 

do, she just didn’t know that hate was goin’ be just like what Homer say 

love be like. That she would have to guard it, lock it up in a pen like wild 

animal, for every chance hatred get, it flee…She must be the most 

crossed and mixed-up nigger ever. But is a diabolical thing when a white 

man show kindness. (274-75) 

James interrogates textual identifications with gender and race through Quinn’s 

relationship with Lilith. When Rochester’s recognition of Amélie’s racial identity 

impedes the desire he feels for her, she disappears from the textual realm. The first in a 

series of journeys she will take to get to Rio is via one of the fishing boats at Massacre, 

Dominica. According to Lennox Honychurch, Massacre was “the site of a massacre of 

Caribs carried out by the English in 1674” (“A to Z”). The Caribs’ displacement by the 

English is refigured in Amélie’s departure from the text, which is motivated by 

Rochester’s infidelity.
8
 James revises the relationship between the white male and black 

female in Quinn and Lilith respectively. In doing so, he unsettles the perpetuation of 

identifications with race and gender in dominant narratives, including those 

historicizing West Indian literature. This revisionary work suggests the contemporary 

male writer’s engagement with his primary source of matriarchal authority, the anima. 

His acknowledgement of matriarchal authority’s true beginnings via the anima provides 

a means of righting, and thus writing, representations of nation.  

                                                
8 In a footnote regarding the significance of Amélie’s desire to go to Rio, Judith L. Raiskin writes, 

“Despite the excellent port at Rio de Janeiro, which certainly attracted wealthy men in business, Rio 

would have been a risky choice because Brazil maintained slavery until 1888 and the safety of free 

persons of color was never secure” (84).  
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 As indicated, Lilith represents the contemporary male writer in the second stage 

of individuation, in which he recognizes the shadow of his forebears’ tradition. The 

contemporary male writer’s encounter with the shadow is reflected in Lilith’s 

relationship with her father Jack Wilkins, Montpelier’s former overseer. The male 

writer’s search for matriarchal authority is mirrored in Lilith’s realization that “for the 

longest time…she feel something missing, something she don’t know if she to look for. 

Mayhaps a man. Whether that man be a pappy, massa or lover, she start to wonder” 

(168). Lilith feels the absence of something “that make her [green] eyes make sense” 

(168). This absent male figure is specifically white; Lilith thinks that “Maybe she just 

want any white man to be close” (168). The contemporary male writer’s encounter with 

the subconscious shadow is mirrored in Lilith’s unconscious decision to go to Jack 

Wilkins’s house: “there her two foots be, making up they mind when her own mind not 

doing nothing…but there she be” (168).  

When Jack Wilkins begins to speak of Lilith’s mother, she begins to see him in a 

new light: “Lilith look up again and see him, it seem like for the first time…He lookin’ 

like a man who need help” (170). Lilith’s recognition of Wilkins’s vulnerability 

replaces her assumption of his power as one who once “reign over the estate” (169). 

This recognition momentarily immobilizes her: “Lilith don’t know what to do. Her 

mind still waiting for something to come from him but she don’t know what” (171). At 

this point, she mirrors the contemporary male writer’s work of reconciling matriarchal 

and patriarchal authorities via the shadow. Lilith attempts to do the same as she stands 

in the “shadow” at the foot of the steps of Wilkins’s house (169).  Lilith’s identification 

of her shadow as a part of her identity facilitates her authority. As the night women 
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gather in Homer’s room to rub Lilith’s back after weeks of daily whippings, Lilith, who 

moves in and out of consciousness, recognizes them as her sisters; they all “come from 

slave that lay with Jack Wilkins,” and they “all have white and black in they blood with 

the power of two” (165). Similarly, the contemporary male writer’s encounter with the 

shadow enables him to recognize matriarchal authority as one of the “power of two” 

authorial traditions that contribute to his individuated creative Self.  

 In his encounter with the shadow, the contemporary male writer dissolves the 

patriarchal tradition’s dominance in his identity. Similarly, Lilith realizes that Jack 

Wilkins is “just a weak old man who can’t hurt or promise” (396). She has this insight 

during the rebellion at Montpelier as she tries to save him from being murdered by the 

other slaves, including Hippolyta, one of the night women and another of Wilkins’s 

daughters. Lilith thinks that she “seek connection with him once, but now she 

wondering what connection mean” (396). Though she thinks that “nobody should be 

living,” Lilith cannot kill Wilkins, even though “he be the one who deserve it the most” 

(398). Her recognition of him as a part of who she is weakens her ability to kill him: “he 

save her from the field and he stop them from whipping her—even Quinn didn’t do that. 

And he be her pappy” (398). The contemporary male writer’s demystification of the 

shadow is evident in Lilith’s revised view of Wilkins’s role in her life. Though she does 

not kill him based on his role as her “pappy,” she does not pursue the connection with 

him that she once sought. After she identifies his role in her life, she thinks that “she 

don’t know what that mean. Mayhaps it mean nothing, especially today” (398). Lovey 

also states that after the rebellion, Lilith lives in Wilkins’s house, though “she act like a 

free negro…[she] do her own thing as be to her mood” (412). Lilith’s new perspective 
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of Wilkins enables her to “do her own thing,” just as the contemporary male writer’s 

dissolution of his identification with his forebears’ tradition facilitates his recognition of 

the shadow and then his integration of the anima.  

 As the writer of Lilith’s narrative, Lovey’s function most closely resembles 

James’s role as literary authority. Lovey is also a representation of the individuated 

contemporary male writer who draws from both matriarchal (private) and patriarchal 

(public) authorial traditions. Lovey asks, “What can me do but tell the story? Who is 

there when we recall great womens?” (416). The second question can be read as an 

answer to the first. The “we” in it indicates that the narrative authority imagines an 

audience for Lilith’s story. Lovey implies that Lilith is one of the “great womens” 

whose story should be available for recall but is not, because there is no easily 

identifiable author for such stories. The second question also suggests that the stories of 

“great womens” like Lilith do indeed exist for recall. Merriam-Webster’s definitions for 

the word “recall” include “to bring back to mind” and “to remind one of” (“Recall”). 

Thus Lovey’s question presupposes that there will be a history of “great womens” to be 

recalled, which implies that matriarchal authority has always been a part of West Indian 

history. Lovey’s question also imagines an audience comprised of readers who might 

see Lilith as one of their “great womens,” such as those who might be in a position to 

determine the text’s “authenticity.” An audience such as this has access to a specific 

reserve of knowledge, i.e., to the West Indian collective unconscious. The second 

question, then, reveals a need for a narrative authority in a position to historicize the 

experience of someone like Lilith. As Lilith’s offspring, Lovey is in this position.  
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 Lovey most closely resembles the contemporary male writer who has integrated 

the anima; this resemblance will be discussed later on in the chapter. Here, let us focus 

on how Lovey’s questions characterize the authority the contemporary male writer 

invokes in producing the alternate historical narrative. The “we” in the second question 

includes Lovey as one of a particular audience interested in the “great womens” of West 

Indian history. Whereas the contemporary male writer’s nationalist forebears’ narratives 

were careful to distinguish between the authority and his audience, Lovey’s 

identification with the audience mirrors the contemporary male writer’s position as both 

national representative and represented national. Lovey’s Irish and Creole parentage 

indicates that while the contemporary male writer’s identity might be associated with 

patriarchal authority, he will not identify with it; this is implied in Lovey’s response to 

the name “Lovey Quinn”: “Me mother call me Lovey Quinn from birth. Me used to hate 

that name” (417). Both names originate with Robert Quinn; “Lovey” is what he calls 

Lilith, and of course they share the same surname. Thus Lilith identifies Lovey as one 

of Quinn’s family, and gives Lovey the same name that she was given by Quinn. Lovey 

transforms the name’s negativity—which seems related to its association with Quinn—

through literacy and the authority that accompanies it, which is what facilitates a 

connection to Lilith: “Me did hate that name when me start writing but me come to 

peace with it now. Any niggerwoman can become a black woman in secret…We 

become who we be. In the dark with no skin I can write” (417). Lovey’s revision of the 

name’s association with Lilith’s subjection to patriarchal dominance echoes the 

contemporary male writer’s work with the anima in the process of individuation: as he 

unearths matriarchal authority via the feminine unconscious, he begins to establish a 
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distinctive authorial identity. Lovey’s depiction of being in darkness “with no skin” also 

mirrors the contemporary male writer’s anima work, which enables him to access “who 

we be,” which in this case is “a black woman in secret.”  

 The narrative’s depictions of matriarchal authority enable the contemporary 

male writer to reframe his role as the inheritor of a patriarchal tradition and thus obtain 

access to the unconscious feminine. Homer obtains literacy through Wilkins’s sister and 

educates Lilith, who in turn educates Lovey. Wilkins, who personifies patriarchal 

authority, is both directly and indirectly implicated in Homer’s and Lilith’s literacy, and 

Robert Quinn is implicated in Lilith’s and Lovey’s literacy. These relationships between 

patriarchal and matriarchal authorities ultimately produce Lovey and facilitate the 

literacy that enables her to function as the authorial double. As such, they represent a 

synthesis of opposites which culminates in the production of literature, specifically that 

which contributes alternative accounts of nation to the West Indian historical archive.  

 Now, we will turn to the contemporary male writer’s projection of the anima. In 

“Anima,” Paul Watsky reproduces Jungian analyst John Beebe’s “checklist of cinema 

motifs” that identify anima projections. These include a particular character’s “unusual 

radiance” in comparison to other characters; the character’s “desire to make emotional 

connection”; and the character’s origins in “some, quite other, place into the midst of a 

reality more familiar to us than the character’s own place of origin” (8). Lilith bears 

each of these qualities, which suggests that she serves as a projection of the anima. She 

is extraordinary; Lovey’s depiction of her as “that woman” whom the reader can call 

“what they call her” indicates her singularity (417). Indeed, Lilith’s unique “radiance” is 

established at the very beginning of the novel: “As soon as Lilith born the womens 
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regard her with fear and trembling because of them green eyes that light up the room, 

but not like sunlight” (3-4). Lovey tells us that she is “too spirited for a nigger girl black 

like pitch with legs too smooth for a slave and hair too wooly and lips too thick like 

fruit and eyes that seem robbed from white lady” (4). This “unusual radiance” that 

emerges as Lilith’s spiritedness enables her to ignore patriarchal inscriptions of her fate: 

“A slave woman fate write before she born, but Lilith didn’t grow up regarding them 

things” (4). Lilith’s spiritedness, specifically her acts of blinding and then chopping to 

death the Johnny jumper who intends to rape her, is what leads to Homer’s concealment 

of her in the basement and ultimately to their relationship. Homer subsequently 

facilitates Lilith’s, and indirectly Lovey’s, literacy. Lovey represents the contemporary 

male writer’s authority; thus Lovey’s access to literacy via Lilith as anima projection 

mirrors his engagement with the unconscious feminine, a process that generates creative 

authority.  

 Lilith’s desire to establish “emotional connection” emerges most clearly in her 

relationship to white men such as Jack Wilkins and Robert Quinn. Lilith’s desire to 

forge a connection to these men textually enacts the contemporary male writer’s work 

of uniting matriarchal and patriarchal authorities via his incorporation of the anima. 

This work is made possible by the other two stages in the process of individuation, first 

in the contemporary male writer’s dissolution of his identification with patriarchal 

authority. This dissolution is represented in the act of naming, particularly Lilith’s 

difficulty calling Robert by his first name. Lilith justifies not doing so because of their 

public roles: “We can’t forget…Who be the massa and who be the nigger” (307). Lilith 

has a difficult time abandoning her subordinate role in their public relationship, for she 
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has (been) identified with it to such an extent that it becomes who she is; thus it both 

pleases and confuses her when Robert Quinn “take to cuddling her in the bed like she be 

white woman” (268). Similarly to the contemporary male writer who identifies with his 

patriarchs’ tradition, Lilith’s public identity, which is established by patriarchal 

authority, precludes her ability to accept Robert’s treatment of her as a woman and thus 

to love him freely. Identification with the public persona presents a similar obstacle for 

Robert Quinn: “But then him skin touch her scars and they both realize what they 

touching. He flinch and she flinch too. Suddenly they turn back into slave and master 

and they both know” (268). As explained in Chapter Two, the contemporary male 

writer’s initial identification with patriarchal authority is often expressed corporeally, 

and it is the “quilt” of scars from the beatings on Lilith’s back which Robert Quinn is 

responsible for creating that reminds her to keep her emotional distance: “She try to 

hold on to the Quinn that make her get whip twice a week” (275). Similarly, it is the 

contemporary male writer’s identification with his nationalist forebears’ tradition that 

preserves his persona and precludes his ability to forge a connection to matriarchal 

authority via the shadow.   

 The contemporary male writer’s recognition of the shadow emerges textually in 

Robert Quinn’s attempt to facilitate Lilith’s transcendence of her subjugation. Since 

Humphrey’s orders to beat Lilith, “anything to do with loving make her sick and angry, 

but then Robert Quinn take her in” (278). His actions contrast Lilith’s subjugation and 

confuses her; she thinks that “things would be easier if she was just a whore or a tool 

that get use, then put back in a box” (277). Lilith’s next thought is, “But him want to 

hold her in bed even when they not sexing and he want to talk, and him talk to her in 
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white people voice” (277). She later asks, “What it mean when lass turn into luv, then 

lovey, then Lilith?” (297). Quinn’s attempt to privilege matriarchal authority via his 

construction of her private identity as a woman over her public identity as the 

subjugated slave complicates matters for Lilith. Her acceptance of his view of her as a 

female counterpart is often described as a “break”: e.g., “if Quinn…whisper lovey, 

everything broken” and “He call her by her first name and break her” (275-76). 

Similarly, the contemporary male writer’s recognition of the shadow creates a “break” 

in his identification with patriarchal authority. It is significant that this dissolution is 

centered on Lilith’s ability to accept Robert Quinn’s name(s) for her, for his use of these 

personal names acknowledges her individual identity. Likewise, the contemporary male 

writer who is able to dissolve his identification with patriarchal authority in the process 

of acknowledging the shadow of matriarchal authority progresses in his pursuit of a 

distinctive creative identity.  

 The contemporary male writer’s recognition of the anima is mirrored in Lilith’s 

agreement to Robert Quinn’s “bargain,” which is to “call me whatever you wish” when 

they are in the bedroom (307). The private, feminized bedroom represents the 

unconscious nature of the anima. Quinn asks Lilith, “who sees us in this room, other 

than God?” (307); this question recalls the translation of the word “anima,” which 

means “soul” in Italian (Reverso). Quinn indicates that Lilith acknowledges matriarchal 

authority when she agrees to his “bargain,” for when she calls Quinn “by the name me 

mother gave me,” she abandons his patriarchal designation as “master” and thus breaks 

her identification with a patriarchal system of signification (308). Quinn tells Lilith that 

“the door’s closed…And I’m Robert. Robert, Robert, Robert” (308). Lilith has 
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difficulty calling him by his first name because “she can hate a massa, a Massa Quinn 

or even a Massa Robert. But she can’t hate a Robert, or a Humphrey or a Isobel” (308). 

However, in the private space of the room, which is akin to the contemporary male 

writer’s unconscious, she is able to call him “Robert” (309). This act leads to Lilith’s 

acceptance of her new identity as a “woman” rather than as “slave”:  

She know as soon as he start playing with her name, taking Lilith and 

Lovey and getting Lily and going back to Lovey…She could give herself 

like she do and this time never get herself back. No. No. No. She 

bawling and Quinn think it be tears of joy. And that is what they be, in a 

way. For a man can make a woman know her true self and what she be is 

nothing that belong to Quinn. She know that now. So she cry. (309-10).  

Though it may seem that a more permanent union between Lilith and Quinn would 

signify the contemporary male writer’s recognition of the anima, such a union can also 

be read as Lilith’s inability to break her identification with patriarchal authority. This is 

because Quinn retains his identification with patriarchal authority throughout the novel; 

this is evidenced in his decision to defend the plantation at the rebellion’s start, which 

takes place at the novel’s end. Lilith’s ability to use Quinn’s name in private evidences 

both her dissolution of her identification with patriarchal authority and her 

acknowledgement of matriarchal authority. When she accomplishes this, she forges a 

connection to her “true self” that enables her to protect her emergent individuality. She 

realizes that she is “nothing that belong to Quinn.” Similarly, the contemporary male 

writer develops a distinctive identity by privileging the authority of the unconscious 

feminine over that of the public persona. 
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 It is fitting that Lilith, a projection of the contemporary male writer’s anima, 

comes from an unfamiliar place of origin, for the anima resides in the depths of the 

unconscious. Lovey describes Lilith as “the lone baby of 1785” (4). As Lilith’s and 

Lovey’s mother and grandmother respectively, Lilith’s unnamed mother represents the 

unarticulated history of matriarchal authority. The narrative reveals only that “she who 

don’t reach fourteen birthday yet speak curse ‘pon the chile and the papa, and then she 

drop down dead like old horse” (4). Lilith’s mother’s death renders Lilith’s matriarchal 

lineage a mystery, and though Jack Wilkins provides a home for Lilith and later rescues 

her from daily whippings, his persona as patriarchal authority precludes any inclination 

he may have to clarify the mystery of Lilith’s origins. Like the contemporary male 

writer’s unconscious anima, the “truth” of Lilith’s origins remains obscured until she 

accesses it through matriarchal authority; this takes place at the night women’s first 

meeting, when Homer reveals Lilith’s family history (68-69). Lilith’s decision to 

participate in the dissolution of patriarchal authority via the rebellion facilitates her 

access to her “true” identity.   

  Though it is a historical narrative, Lilith exists in a realm that is perhaps “more 

familiar to us,” its readers, than it is to her. As argued, the use of dialect contributes to 

readers’ sense of having been where she is, for it connects the narrative past of Lilith’s 

experience with the present; readers conflate the present with Lovey’s use of dialect and 

the past with Lovey’s account of Lilith’s life. James’s use of dialect facilitates this 

connection. The narrative is “a reality more familiar to us,” its readers, because the 

dialect that characterizes it bridges our present consciousness with the unarticulated 

history of matriarchal authority. Similarly, when the contemporary male writer 
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establishes a dialogue with his forebears’ shadow, which is associated with his 

postmodern context, he gains access to the unconscious feminine. Homer’s words to 

Lilith as she reveals that Jack Wilkins is her father suggest the “truth” available via the 

contemporary male writer’s negotiations with the shadow and anima: “We don’t want 

nothing from you. We be here to give you something. The first be the truth” (69). 

Homer reveals the truth of Lilith’s past as the night women meet in a cave when “the 

sky wearing black” (63). The darkness associated with the night women and “truth,” 

and the underground location of the cave, are characteristic of the unconscious nature of 

the anima.  

 Finally, how does the contemporary male writer’s incorporation of the anima 

equip him to challenge the “myth” of what critic Sylvia Wynter calls “Caliban’s 

woman,” or her absence thereof? Wynter’s article “Beyond Miranda’s Meanings: 

Un/Silencing the ‘Demonic Ground’ of Caliban’s ‘Woman’” appeared as the afterword 

in Boyce Davies’s and Savory Fido’s Out of the Kumbla (1990). As explained in 

Chapter One, Boyce Davies’s and Savory Fido’s book was one of the first texts that 

attempted to define Caribbean feminism. Wynter responds to the editors’ “very attempt 

to redefine the term feminist with the qualifier ‘womanist’” as one that illustrates a 

“paradoxical relation of Sameness and Difference which the writers of these essays, as 

members of the Caribbean women intelligentsia, bear to their Western European and 

Euroamerican peers” (356). She states that this “contradictory dualism” hinges on a 

“systemic obliteration” of “the experiences of the physiognomic Other” that becomes 

most evident in Shakespeare’s The Tempest (358). Wynter points to the absence of 

“Caliban’s mate” in The Tempest, which as she explains originates in Western European 
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hegemony and secularization; it thus fails to present “an alternative sexual-erotic model 

of desire; as an alternative source of an alternative system of meanings” (358, 360). She 

asserts that “on the New World Island, as the only woman, Miranda and her mode of 

physiognomic being…is canonized as the ‘rational’ object of desire’” (360). Wynter 

identifies Caliban’s threat to “people” the isle as a possibility that could not exist, for 

the “stable dominance of the ‘race’ of good natures over the ‘vile race’ of Caliban’s 

purely sensory nature” must be ensured (361).  

Wynter’s argument cautions the authors of an emergent Caribbean feminism to 

utilize existing paradigms of feminism in such a way that they do not obscure its central 

concerns. She proposes critics’ development of a “demonic model,” or cognition 

outside the paradigms in which “both our present hegemonic interpretive and anti-

interpretive models are transformatively generated” (365). Using this model, Wynter 

suggests that 

in effect, rather than only voicing the ‘native’ woman’s hitherto silenced 

voice we shall ask: “What is the systemic function of her own silencing, 

both as women and, more totally, as ‘native’ women? Of what mode of 

speech is that absence of speech both as women (masculinist discourse) 

and as ‘native’ women (feminist discourse) as imperative function?” 

(365)  

The demonic model, Wynter says, provides a space in which an emergent Caribbean 

feminism can more closely examine the “hows” and “whys” of the silences it identifies. 

Not doing so affirms the hegemonic systems that perpetuate these very silences.  
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 The Book of Night Women attempts to unsettle such systems via the authorial 

double, Lovey, and in doing so it indicates that the contemporary male writer’s 

individuation prepares him to create a new mythos for the West Indies via the “native” 

woman’s narrative. Lovey is constructed as an amalgam of identities; at its core, 

Lovey’s is a creole(d) voice that interrogates the hegemony of West Indian literary 

authority as it historicizes the “native” woman’s experience. Lovey bears no evident 

identifications that align the narrative voice with a particular “authority”: Lovey’s racial 

identity is “mixed”; the voice is not gendered until the very last page of the text, which 

suggests that Lovey is female; the name “Lovey Quinn” publicizes Lilith’s private 

identity and exposes Robert Quinn’s private identity; and though schooled in English 

and American literatures, Lovey identifies Lilith’s story as “the first thing me write” 

(417).
9
 As authorial double, Lovey’s apparent lack of identification(s) with paradigms 

of authority mirrors the contemporary male writer’s development of an individuated 

creative Self that does not depend upon identifications with hegemonic creative 

paradigms.  

 Wynter identifies The Tempest as “one of the foundational endowing texts…of 

Western Europe’s dazzling rise to global hegemony” (358). Indeed, the native Caliban 

has long served as a model for the embodiment of anticolonial sentiment. In “Caribbean 

and African Appropriations of The Tempest” (1987), Rob Nixon identifies the first 

reference to Shakespeare’s play to this end in 1904 (561). It has since been utilized by 

theorists such as the French psychoanalyst Octave Mannoni, the psychiatrist Frantz 

                                                
9 Lovey recalls reading Henry Fielding’s Joseph Andrews, as well as works by John Donne and Thomas 

Bulfinch; Samuel Johnson’s Lives of the Most Eminent English Poets (1779-1781); Edward Long’s 

History of Jamaica (1774); and Jane Austen’s Sense and Sensibility (1811).  
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Fanon, the French politician and writer Aimé Césaire, and the author George Lamming 

to depict the subjugation of the colonial (male) subject. Thus it is a foundational 

Caribbean text as well; given the frequency of references to it throughout the twentieth 

century and particularly during the era of decolonization, it can well be considered a 

foundational West Indian myth. Nixon states that anticolonial writers “hailed Caliban 

and identified themselves with him,” even as they were “intolerant of received colonial 

definitions of Shakespeare’s value” (561). To conclude this analysis of The Book of 

Night Women, let us consider how the novel works to unsettle the absence of Caliban’s 

woman in “foundational endowing texts” such as The Tempest that are just as 

“foundational” to Caribbean literary history.  

 Though Wynter takes issue with the normalizing function of the secular text, I 

suggest that the contemporary male writer’s work speaks to the foundational 

mythological-theological text, and in doing so interrogates hegemonic paradigms of 

literary authorities. The Book of Night Women parallels his development of a unique 

authorial identity, one influenced by matriarchal and patriarchal authorities yet 

independent of identification with either tradition. The narrative makes it clear that 

Lilith’s name alludes to her supposed Biblical namesake in Jack Wilkins’s question to 

her: “Did you know Adam had a first wife before Eve? Called her Lilith, but the bitch 

was too headstrong so got rid of her, he did” (170).
10

 Wilkins’s naming of Lilith echoes 

Adam’s patriarchal authority in the account of creation. As Adam’s opposite yet 

“headstrong” equal, the mythological Lilith presents an intolerable threat to his 

authority; consequently, she is embodied as a “lilith” or “screech owl” and relegated to 

                                                
10 Encylopedia Mythica provides a history of how the ancient legend of Lilith came to be (“Lilith”).  
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a reference in the Book of Isaiah.
11

 However, the narrative contests the Biblical 

patriarch’s authority in its depictions of Wilkins’s diminishing masculinity throughout 

the novel. At the novel’s start, Wilkins “wield the whip and do as he please” (12). When 

Humphrey returns to Montpelier, he fails to recognize Wilkins, “whoever you are,” he 

says, and thus undermines Wilkins’s authority (38). And when the rebellion begins, 

Lilith discovers that Wilkins is “lighter than feather” as she helps him into an armchair 

(396-97). After the rebellion, her existence is described as Wilkins’s was at the 

beginning of the narrative; just as he “[did] as he please,” she now “do her own thing” 

(412). The novel makes a point of featuring what Wilkins identifies as Lilith’s “uppity” 

nature, which is akin to the legendary Lilith’s “headstrong” temperament (170). It is this 

very quality that facilitates her acts of self-preservation throughout the novel, which 

culminates in Lovey’s construction of the “native” matriarchal authority’s narrative. 

Lilith’s development of authority contrasts Wilkins’s waning authority throughout the 

novel, which parallels the contemporary male writer’s dissolution of identification with 

his forebears’ tradition. As I have argued, this decline does not signify the 

disappearance of masculine authority. Rather, it facilitates matriarchal authority’s role 

in his identity formation.  

 The contemporary male writer’s restoration of the ‘native’ matriarchal 

authority’s significance is a revisionary act that founds demonic territory such as that 

which Wynter identifies. This is because his, namely James’s, assertion of Lilith’s 

significance interrogates the Biblical text to which Lilith’s name alludes, as well as the 

                                                
11 Isaiah 34:14 (KJV): “The wild beasts of the desert shall also meet with the wild beasts of the island, 

and the satyr shall cry to his fellow; the screech owl also shall rest there, and find for herself a place of 

rest.” In newer versions, “screech owl” is often replaced with a variation of “night creature” or “night 

bird” (Bibleq.net).  
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West Indian historical archive. Thus he unsettles the notion of the “foundational” text 

that establishes a mythos of creation, as well as that which establishes a mythos of 

history, specifically West Indian history. According to Merriam-Webster, a “mythos” is 

“a pattern of beliefs expressing often symbolically the characteristic or prevalent 

attitudes in a group or culture” (“Mythos”). The concept of mythos differs from that of a 

“myth,” which is more like the consolidation of a mythos; Merriam-Webster defines as 

“a usually traditional story of ostensibly historical events that serves to unfold part of 

the world view of a people or explain a practice, belief, or natural phenomenon” 

(“Myth”). James interrogates the “mythos,” or paradigm of patriarchal creation, i.e., 

patriarchal authority, via Lilith’s allusive name. The production of Lilith’s narrative 

asserts the significance of matriarchal authority. Her name’s allusiveness thus unsettles 

the “pattern of beliefs” surrounding the creative act that is established via the Biblical 

myth, one which maintains the dominance of the patriarchal authority in the act of 

creation. The contemporary male writer’s incorporation of the anima enables him to 

return to this mythos, which informed his persona prior to his individuation, in order to 

interrogate it, as his identification with patriarchal authority precluded retrospection 

prior to this stage.
12

 Thus James’s assertion of Lilith’s significance does not simply 

interrogate the “myth” or “story” of patriarchal creation; it returns to the pattern of 

                                                
12 As I have explained, the contemporary male writer’s incorporation of the anima depends upon his 

ability to acknowledge the shadow created by his forebears. This second stage precedes the third because 
both shadow and anima are feminine entities. However, the contemporary male writer’s recognition of 

the shadow is contextualized by his identification with patriarchal authority. This stage enables him to 

reconcile the tension of matriarchal and patriarchal authorities created by this tradition, which then 

enables him to “incorporate” the unconscious feminine as an integral part of his individuated creative 

Self.  
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beliefs that informs such myths, and in doing so it evidences the contemporary male 

writer’s individuation from his patriarchal tradition.  

 This assertion of singularity facilitates the contemporary male writer’s 

interrogation of the mythos that informs the construction of national “myths,” or 

histories. The predominant pattern of beliefs that inform West Indian nation 

construction is derived from an imperial tradition embodied by Victorian gentlemen. 

The contemporary male writer’s examination of the mythos of creation includes his 

interrogation of nation creation via (patriarchal) constructions of history. The process of 

dissolving his identification with aspects of this tradition in his (re)definition of 

authority unsettles the mythos that generates the myth of the West Indian nation’s 

creation. This is because his dissolution of identification with patriarchal authority leads 

to his incorporation of the anima, which is very much like a mythos in that it is an 

unconscious set of beliefs that affects identity formation. Like the mythos that generates 

the myth of the West Indian nation’s past, the anima generates automatic projections of 

the feminine. The contemporary male writer’s incorporation of the anima entails his 

unearthing his own primitive concept of “woman.” In doing so, he interrogates an 

associated “foundational” myth, that of the Biblical account of woman’s creation.
13

 As 

one contemporary male writer engaged in this work, James carries out this interrogation 

of patriarchal creativity specifically via Lilith’s allusive name. In doing so, he 

destabilizes the authority of the “foundational endowing text” itself. In other words, if 

the act of (patriarchal) creativity is subject to interrogation, so too is its product(ion). As 

                                                
13 Genesis 2:23 (NIV): “The man said, ‘This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh; she shall be 

called “woman,” for she was taken out of man’” (italics mine). The Online Etymology Dictionary 

indicates that the etymology of the word woman originates in the late Old English word wimman, which 

literally means “woman-man” (“Woman”).  
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explained, James’s production of Lilith’s narrative interrogates the patriarchal creation 

of myth. In doing so, it questions the “ostensibly historical events” generated by this 

process. As the West Indian historical archive has been established primarily through 

acts of patriarchal creativity, Lilith’s historical narrative also calls patriarchal 

creativity’s production into question.  

 Shakespeare’s The Tempest is one of many “artifacts” of patriarchal creativity 

that founds the West Indian historical archive. In calling the process of patriarchal 

creativity into question, Lilith’s narrative unsettles the play’s historical authority. This 

suggests that the contemporary male writer is nearing the end of his journey toward 

creative individuation, for it evidences his independence from the foundational tradition 

of patriarchal authority. In essence, it indicates his creation of new demonic ground. 

Just as his nationalist forebears demonstrated an attraction-repulsion to the construction 

of Caliban, the contemporary male writer at the outset of individuation demonstrates a 

similar response to his patriarchs’ tradition: he identifies with their quest for authority, 

yet resists “received colonial definitions” from their tradition that necessitate 

identifications with gender and race. In the process of individuating, the contemporary 

male writer resolves this tension by renegotiating the influence that the “received 

colonial definitions” born of these associations wields upon the paradigm of literary 

authority to which he subscribes.  Thus, individuation is not just a project of 

establishing one’s creative singularity; it entails redefining the past’s importance to the 

present Self. The individuating contemporary male writer’s resolution of the 

contradictions inherent in his forebears’ tradition necessitates his interrogation of its 

foundation. His authorial paradigm is one product of this tradition; associated products 
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include constructions of history and nation. The contemporary male writer’s 

interrogation of this paradigm and its corollaries is a process which encourages him to 

develop new demonic ground that supports the growth of alternate authorial paradigms. 

James suggests as much in his acknowledgments, which appear at the end of the book: 

“Thanks to the history I learned and the history I had to unlearn” (418).  

 The contemporary male writer’s third stage of individuation, his renunciation of 

his identification with patriarchal authority, takes place through his incorporation of the 

anima, or unconscious feminine, and its archetypal embodiments. James’s embodiment 

of this entity in The Book of Night Women resonates with the novel’s readers, for they 

recognize Lilith via the West Indian collective unconscious, which bears a shared set of 

associations with matriarchal authority. James acknowledges his embodiment of these 

associations in Lovey’s statement that “such is she that every nigger story soon become 

a tale ‘bout they mother” (417). In the introduction to his 2006 book Remembering 

Maternal Bodies: Melancholy in Latina and Latin American Women’s Writing, Benigno 

Trigo theorizes that writers such as Rosario Ferré and Irene Vilar “attempt to give voice 

to a maternal speaking body and by doing so they try to change the shape of, what I call, 

a patriarchal maternal imaginary” (2). Trigo states that for these women writers, “the 

difficulty that this effort poses is but a measure of the degree to which our patriarchal 

discourses, myths, and fantasies about motherhood and maternity are entrenched” (2). 

Indeed; the fact that authorial double Lovey’s and then James’s last words are centered 

on the mother’s significance confirms Trigo’s statement.
14

 The location of these similar 

                                                
14 James’s last words in the acknowledgements that follow the narrative are, “And yes, my mother is now 

permitted to read this book” (418).  
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sentiments at the end of Lilith’s narrative signifies the culmination of the contemporary 

male writer’s incorporation of the anima, a process that enables him to articulate the 

unconscious feminine and complete the process of forging a distinctive creative 

identity.   
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CONCLUSION 

WHAT TO MAKE OF “(RE)MAKING MEN” 

Now, you know of my deep association and confraternity with the poet Federico García 

Lorca. I could say that when I was a young man, an adolescent, and I hungered for a 

voice, I studied the English poets and I knew their work well, and I copied their styles, 

but I could not find a voice. It was only when I read, even in translation, the works of 

Lorca that I understood that there was a voice. It is not that I copied his voice; I would 

not dare. But he gave me permission to find a voice, to locate a voice; that is, to locate a 

self, a self that that is not fixed, a self that struggles for its own existence. 

 

As I grew older, I understood that instructions came with this voice. What were these 

instructions? The instructions were never to lament casually. And if one is to express 

the great inevitable defeat that awaits us all, it must be done within the strict confines of 

dignity and beauty.      —Leonard Cohen, “How I Got My Song” 

 

The quote above is from poet, singer and songwriter Leonard Cohen’s 

acceptance speech for one of eight 2011 Prince of Asturias Awards. Before discussing 

the implications of this study centered on the development of authorial identity, I wish 

to comment upon Cohen’s account concerning his location of a voice, as it illustrates 

the process of authorial individuation I have just proposed. Cohen, a native Canadian, 

begins his search for a voice within the language he most closely identifies with, which 

is English. Yet this identification with English poets inhibits his development of a 

distinctive voice; he indicates this when he says that he “knew their work well, and I 

copied their styles.” Breaking this identification with English literary authority frees 

him to locate his voice elsewhere, specifically in the Spanish poet Lorca’s work. He 
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describes the dissolution of his identification with his English predecessors as giving 

him “permission” to become his own person, “a self that is not fixed.” In claiming his 

voice, he also realizes that he is “never to lament casually.” The act of locating a voice 

enables him to fully shed the “mask” or persona developed via his identification with 

the English poets, and facilitates his development of an artistic identity that functions 

“within the strict confines of dignity and beauty.”  

Though he is not a contemporary West Indian male writer, Cohen’s account 

bears remarkable similarities to the process of authorial individuation I have described 

in this study. I wish to contextualize my suggestions for the study’s directions by 

recapitulating its development. My goal was to theorize how contemporary West Indian 

male writers develop literary authority, or a voice that represents the postcolonial, 

postmodern West Indian nation. This question emerged upon my reading of Belinda 

Edmondson’s Making Men. Edmondson’s is the predominant theory concerning the 

development of the region’s nationalist male writers’ authority. She also theorizes 

women writers’ development of authority, which she explains as a response to 

nationalist male writers’ authority. In Edmondson’s framework, women writers’ 

development of authority takes place outside of the West Indian context, in North 

America. She explains that this is so because nationalist male writers’ authority could 

serve as a model for the development of literary authority, but not for the development 

of female literary authority. However, such a model was available in African-American 

feminism, which in combination with the desire to seek economic advancement inspired 

women writers to develop authority in North America.  
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 What led me to ask more about Edmondson’s theory is that I could not think of 

scholarship that had pursued her line of thinking, or alternate theories that might explain 

the development of West Indian male or female writers’ literary authority, since women 

writers left to find a voice in North America—that is, until the emergence of the West 

Indian feminist movement at the start of the 1990s. West Indian feminism’s (re)location 

of women’s writing to the local context suggests their experience in North America 

partly explained but did not entirely account for their development of literary authority. 

And though Edmondson’s theory intimates that authority is derived from literary 

predecessors, I also could not identify West Indian literary scholarship that proposed 

women writers’ influence on a new generation of writers, whether male or female. 

Edmondson’s concept of nationalist male writers’ authorization—English patriarchs 

who exemplified authority for their colonial “sons” as a way of preparing them to 

assume responsibility for the feminized West Indian nation—struck me as being 

inherently Freudian. I thought too of notable theories of literary influence, namely T.S. 

Eliot’s “Tradition and the Individual Talent” (1920) and Harold Bloom’s The Anxiety of 

Influence (1973).  

It seemed reasonable, then, to think of nationalist male writers’ authority as a 

patriarchal tradition that might influence a new generation of male writers, and to think 

of women writers’ authority as a matriarchal tradition that could be equally as 

influential. In keeping with Edmondson’s focus on patriarchal authority, I wondered 

how a contemporary generation of male writers might resolve the contradictions of past 

(patriarchal) and present (matriarchal) models of authority in their development of a 

voice. I thought a cultural-psychological explanation of contemporary male writers’ 
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literary influence would be most applicable, as they had so quickly come to mind upon 

reading Edmondson’s work. I chose three books in which contemporary male writers 

had (re)imagined history from a woman’s perspective, and I considered what the 

inspiration for these imagined perspectives might be. I thought that there were likely 

mothers, grandmothers, aunts, sisters, and so on whose traits became embodied in in 

figures such as Homer, Lilla, Lilith, Mintah, and Vel. While each protagonist seemed 

inspired by personal relationships, they also served as representations of matriarchal 

authority. I began to see these protagonists as archetypal in nature, which led me to 

Jung’s theory of individuation. Jung’s theory serves as the foundation for my argument 

that contemporary male writers’ development of authority is really a search for a 

distinctive voice, particularly because he inherits one of the two distinct authorial 

models that precede him.  

 As I read each novel in light of the stages of individuation I identified—the 

contemporary male writer’s return to his forebears’ tradition; his reconciliation of 

patriarchal and matriarchal authorities in his encounter with his forebears’ shadow; and 

his renunciation of identification with patriarchal authority—I realized the truth of 

Jungian theorist Anthony Storr’s description of individuation as a journey with stops 

along the way. Just as each journey is unique, the fluidity of individuation, a process 

that engages both individuals and collectives, presents opportunities to tailor theories of 

authorial development to specific groups of writers. For example, a theory of women 

writers’ development of a voice may be defined in terms of location or genre, as these 

are important aspects of the matriarchal tradition. A theory of Indo-Caribbean writers’ 

development of authority might be rooted in cross-cultural negotiations. At its core, 
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individuation is a journey that facilitates an individual’s synthesis of disparities. These 

disparities can be internal (e.g., the individual’s anima/animus, or the unconscious 

contra-gendered aspect of identity); external (e.g., the individual’s encounter with a 

collectively constructed shadow); or internal-external (e.g., the individual’s 

development of a public “mask” or persona via personal identification). The terms in 

which these disparities can be described are flexible and thus provide another way in 

which this model of authorial individuation can be tailored to the unique forces that 

shape a writer’s authorial identity.  

 Though I consider authorial individuation a flexible concept, I wish to address 

how it might be utilized to theorize other West Indian contemporary male writers’ 

works. Before I do, I wish to briefly reiterate my reasons for choosing contemporary 

male writers who feature female protagonists. In this case, I imagined the goal of 

individuation as a way for contemporary male writers to distinguish themselves from 

their forebears’ tradition, which remains a prototype for a modern generation of writers. 

This generation also witnessed the emergence of women’s writing alongside that of 

West Indian feminism. Thus the contemporary male writers I focus on had access to 

two models of authority that were distinguished by gender. As stated earlier, I maintain 

Edmondson’s tradition of theorizing literary authority in terms of gender by focusing on 

male writers. My focus on male writers was also due to the fact that the patriarchal 

literary tradition had also been definitively established. Finally, I chose texts in which 

male writers constructed female protagonists because they very clearly indicated these 

writers’ deliberate selection of the opposite gender’s voice; given their opportunities to 

observe the rise of a matriarchal authorial model, such selections seemed more than 
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coincidental. I considered them demonstrations of these writers’ attempts to evidence 

their discourse with the matriarchal authority that defines their postmodern context.  

 In this study, I argue that one of the contemporary male writers’ goals in 

individuating is to dissolve his identification with patriarchal authority. I explain that 

doing so enables him to acknowledge the influence of the matriarchal authority that 

defines his present in his development of a voice. His dissolution of identification with 

patriarchal authority becomes clear in the third stage, his integration of the anima. Upon 

researching Jung’s concept of the anima, I found that the notion of it as gendered has 

divided Jungian theorists because it seems to express what many interpret as Jung’s 

“largely distrustful attitude toward femininity” (Watsky 4). There is much evidence to 

suggest that Jung’s initial view of the anima was transformed over the course of his life, 

yet his initial depictions still define the concept for many theorists. Perhaps the main 

reason for this is that despite the theoretical existence of an animus or “unconscious 

masculine” in the female, Jung’s own experience with the anima remains that which 

distinguishes the concept. In her article “Queering Gender: Anima/Animus and the 

Paradigm of Emergence” (2006), Susan McKenzie calls for a revised Jungian-based 

gender theory that “transcend[s] some of the limitations of Jung’s anima/animus gender 

thinking,” which would allow for theoretical contributions “in the spirit of another Jung; 

the Jung of the symbolic, the mythic, and the subtle body” (401).  

Such a revision seems particularly relevant to Anglo-Caribbean gender studies 

given what Nadia Ellis identifies as a critical response to decolonization, which is to 

“foreground gender…and use sexuality, and increasingly queer sexuality, as a way to 

understand the processes of instantiating, maintaining, and transforming West Indian 
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nationalisms” (qtd. in Bucknor and Donnell xxviii). As noted in the previous paragraph, 

I believe that a theory of individuation can be suited to theorize many specific authorial 

identities’ development of a voice. Furthermore, it can be modified so that stages 

relevant to the specific authorial group’s individuation can be emphasized. For example, 

I chose to focus on the contemporary male writer’s development of a persona via 

identification with his patriarchs’ tradition rather than on his ego development, as the 

former seemed more relevant. In short, I believe that Jung’s theory can be suited to 

discuss most any authorial group’s individuation. I also wish to emphasize the 

importance of knowing how particularly gendered concepts have transformed over time. 

It suited my theory to use Jung’s concept of the anima in its traditional sense, as an 

unconscious set of assumptions concerning the feminine. A working knowledge of the 

controversies surrounding this concept and its subsequent modifications can only 

enhance its potential to theorize authorial groups’ development of identity.   

 One concept that I believe holds the potential to enrich discussions of national 

belonging is that of a West Indian collective unconscious. In Chapter Four, I utilized 

this idea to suggest that the reason so many readers had ascribed authenticity to the 

novel is that James’s construction of Lilith, particularly her dialect, resounded with a 

figure readers knew. I proposed that readers recognized her authenticity via their 

connection to a West Indian collective unconscious. It is the author’s ability to tap into 

this collective unconscious, I explained, that enables him to construct an “authentic” 

embodiment of his anima. I have promoted individuation as a concept that facilitates 

discussions of West Indian nationalisms, as well as the West Indian’s development of a 

transnational identity. It seems as though access to this unconscious, shared body of 
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knowledge would reinforce  identification with the West Indian nation. Might this 

unconscious form of belonging preclude or hinder the development of a transnational 

identity? How or why might access to this collective unconscious be complicated once 

one leaves the nation’s borders? What are the implications of such complications on the 

viability of the collective unconscious, including the cultural and historical knowledge 

stored within it? What archetypes have been preserved in the collective unconscious, 

and how have they emerged in cultural representation, both within and outside the 

nation? I think that the notion of a West Indian collective unconscious can be of value 

in theorizing belonging to the nation.   

 The theory of individuation I outline in this study can be applied to other 

narratives by contemporary male writers that feature female protagonists. One example 

of such a narrative is Cambridge by Caryl Phillips. This novel contains three parts; the 

first is narrated by Emily Cartwright, the daughter of an English plantation owner; the 

second is narrated by Cambridge, a literate, devout slave; and the third is the 

“historical” account of Cambridge’s murder of the plantation’s overseer, Mr. Brown, for 

carrying on what is described in this part as “an innocent amour” with Christiania, 

Cambridge’s wife (171). Emily’s and Cambridge’s are first-person narratives; as such, 

they represent narrative authorities that mirror the function of the author. Though at first 

glance the novel seems to privilege matriarchal authority via the length and position of 

Emily’s narrative in relation to Cambridge’s, I would conclude that it evidences a stasis 

of the contemporary male writer’s identification with his patriarchal tradition. The 

reason for this is that Emily’s narrative is more influenced by patriarchal than 

matriarchal authority: her father decides that she should “travel” to his West Indian 
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estate before returning to marry “a fifty-year-old widower with three children as a mode 

of transportation through life” (3). Further, Emily, whose mother died in her childhood, 

assumes her father’s role as master of the plantation. As she approaches the “Great 

House,” she writes in her journal that “I had been led to believe that planters’ residences 

were imposing structures which stood, if at all possible, in commanding positions to 

reflect the status of the house within. This edifice was certainly no exception” (26).  

Emily maintains her role as the plantation’s mistress throughout the novel, and 

reiterates the distinction between herself and the “black servants” of her “tropical 

palace,” whom she describes as “poorly clothed, horribly dirty, and ha[ving] about their 

manner a lazy carelessness” (26). Emily’s lack of a mother leads her to form close 

relationships with her female servants; she calls her “servant and constant companion” 

Isabella, who dies during the ship’s passage from England to the West Indies, “both 

mother and friend” (11). However, when Emily takes Stella, one of the servants on the 

plantation, as her personal servant, she rejects the potential for the familial relationship 

with a matriarchal figure that she shared with Isabella: “Stella asked me if I might 

address her as Aunt Stella...I bore no hesitation in refusing. After all, my aunts Mabel 

and Victoria bore no relation, physical or otherwise, to this embody matriarch, so how 

could I bind them together with the same word?” (36). Stella can be read as the 

contemporary male writer’s shadow of matriarchal authority. Though Emily forms a 

“friendship” with Stella, she cannot see her as she does Isabella, “their words running 

and racing like rivers, locked together at one moment, the next parting into separate 

streams of consciousness, then coming together in a great burst of happiness” (37, 182). 

The novel suggests the contemporary male writer’s inability to reconcile matriarchal 
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and patriarchal authorities through an encounter with his forebears’ shadow in the 

disparity between Emily’s inability to view Stella as she does Isabella and her final 

memory, which is of “Stella. Dear Stella” (184).  

Emily’s is a female voice, yet she belongs to and represents a patriarchal 

tradition. Though she is hesitant to marry Thomas Lockwood, she sees her father 

“gaz[e] imperiously” at her with “the determination to insure his own future” (4). Her 

father refers to female agency as a “petticoat government,” and before she leaves for the 

journey, she thinks, “The truth was that she was fleeing the lonely regime which 

fastened her into backboards, corsets and stays to improve her posture” (4). She is 

genteel, educated, and erudite, a persona she maintains throughout the novel despite the 

child she bears out of wedlock, an “indiscretion” that is revealed at the end of the novel 

(183). Similarly, Cambridge represents the masculine authorial persona who retains 

identifications with patriarchal authority that preclude his encounter with the shadow of 

matriarchal authority. He is first subjugated by English slavers, and then purchased by a 

slave owner who considers him a “domestic, not his slave” and demonstrates 

“abhorrence of the trade which had occasioned his fortunes to increase” (141). 

Cambridge learns to “perceive my master as a criminal” once he finds that “English law 

had recently decreed trading in human flesh illegal” (141). Still, Cambridge thinks of 

his master fondly, particularly because he recommends him to “a Miss Spencer of 

Blackheath, who proved a most patient and virtuous instructress” (143). Though she 

represents matriarchal authority, Miss Spencer perpetuates “Christian knowledge,” 

which Cambridge wishes to learn because he “earnestly wished to imbibe the spirit and 

imitate the manners of Christian men, for already Africa spoke only to me of a barbarity 
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I had fortunately fled” (143, italics mine). Cambridge identifies with the patriarchal 

Christian religion and becomes “a spectacle of salvation” (147). His rejection of his 

identity as Olumide, a young man from Guinea, for salvation in the form of the “blessed 

English language,” is evident in the name he takes as his “title,” Cambridge (142, 157). 

This “title” echoes the contemporary male writer’s masculine authorial persona, which 

is sustained by his identification with his patriarchal tradition and its Victorian models.  

As Cambridge strengthens this identification, he loses his connection to the 

shadow of matriarchal authority, which is figured in his master’s servant Mahogany 

Nell, “a woman of my own clime and complexion” (141). Once Miss Spencer, whom 

Cambridge describes as “the good angel of Blackheath” renames him David Henderson, 

an act he describes as “set[ting] a crown upon my head,” he finds that Nell began to 

become “suspicious of my person on account of my new learning and improved 

bearing” (144-45). Despite Cambridge’s attempts to “liberate [Nell] from her unlettered 

heathen misery,” he finds that “a great and lamentable distance grew between us” (144-

45, italics mine). In contrast, he draws closer to Anna, his master’s other servant, a 

“sturdy” Englishwoman whom he initially depicts as having been “deemed unworthy of 

fleshy exploration” (141). When Anna “gave her Christian mind over to perusing 

several entertaining books calculated for women, in order that she might develop some 

conversational elegance,” Cambridge proposes marriage to her (145). The narrative 

suggests that Cambridge and Nell grow distant from one another because she rejects his 

inculcation of patriarchal knowledge. In contrast, Anna’s effort to develop English 

cultural knowledge enhances her desirability. Cambridge’s distance from Nell mirrors 

the contemporary male writer’s inability to engage with matriarchal authority due to his 
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identification with his forebears. His distance from the “folk” is echoed in Cambridge’s 

response to the slaves’ “shocked” response to his “rapid acquisition of their language” 

when Christiania introduces them (158). He “simply explained that I had tarried a while 

amongst English people, but when pressed I would say no more” (158). Cambridge 

wants the slaves to see him as “a strange figure, quiet and reserved,” and he hopes that 

“none amongst them would take offence at my reluctance to participate fully in their 

slave lives” (158). Cambridge’s distinction between himself and the slaves echoes the 

singular identity of the nationalist male authority, who stood apart from yet represented 

the feminized nation.   

 Cambridge’s alignment with patriarchal authority ultimately leads to his death, 

which represents the masculine authorial persona’s inability to retain a distinctive 

authorial identity. Cambridge takes Christiania, whom he describes as a “young and 

aloof…unlikely escort” regarded with suspicion and respect by the slaves, as his wife 

(158). Despite Christiania’s resistance to Cambridge’s religious teachings, she agrees to 

become his wife.
1
 Their inability to marry due to the minister Mr. Rogers’ belief that 

there was a “perpetual absence of the Christian virtues of family life, morality and 

social discipline…in the ‘black stock’” mirrors the masculine authorial persona’s 

inability to encounter the shadow due to identification with his patriarchal tradition 

(160). When the overseer Mr. Brown appears at Cambridge’s hut, “contaminated with 

liquor and…evidently consumed with passion” for Christiania, Cambridge “decided that 

he should not satisfy himself upon her like an animal,” for he believes that “a Christian 

                                                
1 Ironically, the name “Christiania” means “a follower of Christ” (Babynology). Christiania’s 

unwillingness to adhere to Cambridge’s teachings supports the argument that she serves as the patriarchal 

authority’s shadow.  
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man possesses his wife” (161, 163). His protection of Christiania echoes the nationalist 

male writer’s heroic role in relation to the feminized nation. The animosity between 

Cambridge and Mr. Brown grows until Cambridge “devised a Christian plan” which is 

to “talk to him as one man to another” (165-66). His failure to displace Mr. Brown’s 

masculine authority, which serves as a metaphor for imperial authority, is foreshadowed 

in what is deemed his crime of stealing food when he requests food from Stella in the 

kitchen at the Great House (166). The “young white overseer” who meets him on his 

way back to the hut “challenged me to explain why I was not present in the fields” 

(166). Cambridge responds that he had “a need for spiritual counsel at this cross-roads 

of my life”; in response, the overseer “scoffed” (166). Cambridge “steeled myself to 

endure no further abuse” during his ultimate confrontation with Mr. Brown (167). As 

the conflict between the two escalates, Cambridge kills Mr. Brown. The “record” of the 

crime that follows reveals that “a faithful black boy” who had accompanied Mr. Brown 

became the “unknown observer of the dreadful event” and provides the evidence that 

leads to Cambridge’s death sentence (173-74).  

Cambridge represents the contemporary male writer who adopts the persona of 

masculine authority perpetuated via his patriarchal tradition. As the offspring of this 

tradition, the contemporary male writer inherits a persona that conceals his distinct 

authorial identity. This is reflected in Cambridge’s preference for his English master’s 

name for him, which becomes the one he prefers to be “known” by, rather than his “true 

Guinea name,” Olumide (134). Like the contemporary male writer whose identification 

with his patriarchal forebears precludes his engagement with matriarchal authority, 

Cambridge’s alignment with the patriarchal Christian tradition alienates him from the 
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“folk,” those who are positioned similarly to him. The contemporary male writer’s 

identification also precludes his ability to forge a distinctive authorial identity within his 

forebears’ tradition. This is reflected in Cambridge’s inability to obtain “decency” from 

Mr. Brown—to be treated as someone other than a slave—and his subsequent 

condemnation to death. Both Emily’s and Cambridge’s narratives reflect the masculine 

authorial persona’s inability to dissolve his identification with his patriarchal tradition, 

and thus to pursue a singular authorial identity via individuation.  
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